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SYMBOLS and ABBREVIATIONS

** Never Hinged with original gum (NH also used)
* Hinged with original gum
(*) Unused without gum as issued or having gum fully removed.
o.g. riginal Gum (p.o.g.= part original gum)

 Used (includes full range of postally used, cancel-to-order, 
precancels)
XF  Extremely Fine applies to stamps with exceptional quality 
and margins well in excess of what would typically be found.  This 
term is used rarely and is not applied for modern stamps.  The term 
“Superb” is occasionally used as an adjective in the text of a descrip-
tion.
VF A stamp in superior condition which is well-centered and 
without fault.
FVF Applied to stamps that are somewhat less well-centered 

typical margins of classic material.  The term has also been applied 
to multiples with individual stamps with range of grade or for larger 
lots/collections.
F(ine) Stamps having perforations that do not cut into the design 
and without damaging faults.  Items described as such may have 
slight detracting features such as short perforation tips or natural in-
clusion.  Many better classic material naturally falls into this category 
and may be expected to command prices similar to those ascribed by 
catalogue values.
VG Very Good Equivalent to “average”.  Typically with poor cen-
tering, heavy cancellation or faults such as minor thins, light creases, 
etc.
Faulty  Applied to an item with tears, heavy crease(s), unsightly 

 Cover, which here embraces stampless folded letters (SFL), 

FDC
E/P
UL “Upper Left”  and used in conjunction with corner of sheet, 

similarly.
cds
l.h. lightly hinged
v.l.h. very lightly hinged
h.r. hinge remnant
perf. “Perforation” tooth descriptor in the context of “short perfs”  
or perforation measurement in the context of “perf 12.0 x 11.5” 
Est.
competition for the lot.
PR.

  HOW TO CONTACT US:
  62 Sparks Street,  Ottawa, ON , K1P 5A8, CANADA

  10:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. Eastern Time

  Tel: 613-567-3336
  Fax: 613-567-2972
  Email: info@sparks-auctions.com

www.sparks-auctions.com

VIEWING SCHEDULE

Saturday August 10th ................... 10:00a.m. - 5:00p.m.
Saturday August 17th ................... 10:00a.m. - 5:00p.m.
Monday August 19th .................... 10:00a.m. - 5:00p.m.
Tuesday August 20th ..................10:00a.m. - 12:00p.m.
Wednesday August 21st ............10:00a.m. - 12:00p.m.
Thursday August 22nd .................. 9:00a.m. - 12:00p.m.

THIS SALE

 The impact of substantial lifetime collections on this auc-
tion sale has been profound.

One from the west in more than 100 cartons and a sec-
ond which included the Hamlet collection were consigned 
after premature passings.

With three consignors we chose an area of special col-
lecting interest and selected one part of the whole to hon-
our their pastime with a named collection.  The Hillside 
collection of Canadian Admirals, the Moseley collection 

of British Commonwealth all offer an opportunity to buy 

for decades.

And the same opportunity to acquire scarce stamps is 
found throughout the catalogue.

We start a Canada section with consistent strength from 
the pence to the modern era.  Quality stamps used and 
mint with covers, multiples, proofs, errors and other vari-
eties are found in every period.

The 338 lots of British Commonwealth as well as the 
worldwide which has strong USA from several consignors 
should prove tempting.  Our Postal History features many 

-

Although 488 Lots and Collections have some of the in-
evitable remainder lots, in this auction we offer a high 
percentage of very nice quality collections.  Even a casual 

-

and larger cartons along the wall.

useful for this sale, as we continue to add scans over and 
above those in the catalogue and on Stamp Auction Net-

Lotters for this auction include Stéphane Cloutier, John Ir-
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SESSION ONE

CANADA and B.N.A.
TUESDAY AUGUST 20, 2013 

1:00p.m.

Lots #1-649

Index
      Lots
1851-1859 Pence Issues   1-46
1859-1864 Cents Issues   47-70
1868-1876 Large Queens   71-112
1870-1893 Small Queens   113-159
1897 Jubilees     160-194
1897-1902 Victoria Issues   195-232
1903-1908 Edward and Quebec  233-251
1912-1925 Admirals including War Tax 252-487
 - including The Hillside Collection of Admirals 252-423
1927-1935 King George V   488-531
1937-1952 King George VI   532-536

British Columbia    620-624

Nova Scotia     629-632
Prince Edward Island    633
Newfoundland    634-649   
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Province of Canada
Pence Issues (Scott #1-13)

           
 1 x4

1  #1 1851 3d red Beaver on Laid Paper, used with light 
target cancel. Four margins, large at top and bottom and clear 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,600

2  #1 1859 3d Beaver Imperforates on SFL. Two copies 
of the laid paper issues were used on this cover to pay the 

-
stamped Montreal JUN.6.1851 in red with an additional CAN-

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

3  #1 1851 3d red Beaver on Laid Paper on Folded Letter, 

Both four-margin stamps are cancelled by target cancels. 

front. There is a closed tear running through the front of the 

 ................................................................................Est. $1,000

4  #1, 4 1851-52 3d red Beavers with a #1 (3 margins), and 
two #4s;; one with 4-ring #21 cancel and four margins (close 
in two places) and another with three full margins on thin, 
crisp paper.

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

           
 5 7

5  #1a 1851 3d orange red Beaver, clear to large margins 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,200

6  #1a 1851 3d orange red Beaver on Cover, mailed from 
Prescott, UC on MAY.1.1852 to Peterborough CW. There are 

cancelled by a target cancel, but is not tied to cover. Small 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

7  #2 1851 6d slate violet Consort, four clear to large mar-

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $1,875

8  #2 1851 6d slate violet Consort, with faint laid lines, one 
full and three huge margins. An attractive stamp with a light 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

           
 9 10

9  #4 1852 3d red Beaver, with deep colour and light four 

touches outer frameline, still an attractive stamp with a 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $225
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10 (*) #4 1852 3d red Beaver,

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,250

           
 11 12

11  #4 1852 3d red Beaver,
numeral 19 (London). Four large, balanced margins and very 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $300

12  #4 1852 3d red Beaver, used, with 4-ring numeral 2 (Bel-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $300

           
 13 14

13  #4 1852 3d red Beaver, used, with light 4-ring numeral 40 
(St Thomas) cancel. Four margins plus part plate inscription 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $300

14  #4 1852 3d red Beaver, used, with 4-ring numeral 16 
(Hamilton) cancel. Couple of small faults, else a good oppor-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $300

           
 13 19

15  #4 1852 3d red Beaver on Thicker paper, used with very 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $300

16  #4 1852 3d red Beaver Block of Four, used, with two light 
4-ring #21 cancels from Montreal. Margins are large (show-
ing parts of next stamp at bottom left) to just into at top right 
and bottom right. The stamps are from positions 77/78 and 

Ex. Cantor.
 ................................................................................Est. $2,000

17  #4, 4viii 1852 3d red Beaver with Major Re-Entry from 
Pane A from position 47 and 57, pair with 4 margins and the 
re-entry can be plainly seen despite the heavy target post-

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,200

18  #4, 5 1855 4d and 6d Imperforates on Folded Letter, 
mailed from Montreal on AUG.4.1857 to Québec, LC. Both 
stamps are tied to each other and to folded letter by two 
4-ring #21 cancels. The 3d Beaver has been removed to iron 

three times domestic rate. Accompanied by a 2011 Greene 
-

its of Carrington and Cantor, who at the time, were not aware 
of the removed and replaced stamp.

 ................................................................................Est. $3,000

19  #4c 1852 3d red Beaver on Ribbed Paper, used, with 
4-ring numeral 23 (Niagara) cancel. Four margins and very 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $750
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Pence Issues continued

           
 20 21

20  #4d 1852 3d orange red Beaver on Thin Paper used with 
neat target cancel, four margins (showing part of next stamp 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $300

21  #4d 1852 3d orange red Beaver on Thin Paper used with 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $300

           
 22 23

22  #4d 1854 3d orange red Beaver on Thin Paper, used with 
bold target cancel, deep colour, four large margins and show-
ing the next stamp at top. From Pane A, position 81 and very 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $300

23  #4x 1852 3d red Beaver with Stitch Watermark, used, 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

           
 24 25

24  #5 1855 6d slate grey Consort, two full margins at left 
and right, clear to just clear at top and bottom, used with tar-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $750

25  #5 1855 6d slate grey Consort, three large margins, clear 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

           
 26 27

26  #5 1855 6d slate grey Consort, a fresh stamp with deep 
colour and sharp printing impression. It has 3 huge margins 
showing part of adjoining stamp at bottom and top over-
whelming the adequate (fully clear of outer frameline) right 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

27  #5b 1855 6d greenish grey Consort on Wove Paper, used 
with light target cancel. Four generous margins showing part 
of next stamp at bottom. A most appealing stamp and very 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

           
 28 29

28  #7 1855 10d blue Cartier on Thin, Crisp Transparent 
Paper

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

29  #7 1855 10d blue Cartier on Thin, Crisp Transparent Pa-
per four margins, close along right side, used with light 4-ring 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

           
 30 31

30  #7 1855 10de blue Cartier on Thin Crisp Transparent 
Paper, an attractive stamp with four full even margins and 

a light marginal crease at lower left just touching the outer 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

31  #7a 1855 10d blue Cartier on Thick Paper, used, with 
indistinct cancel and four margins. A scarce stamp and very 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,000
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32  #7ii 1855 10d blue Cartier on Hard Thick Paper, 
with Major Re-entry on Cover mailed from Montreal on 

arrival datestamp on front dated JAN.23.1858 and transit 

grid cancel, and has four large margins and deep colour. Ac-

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $4,600

           
 33 34

33  #8 1857 ½c rose Queen Victoria, used with centrally 
-

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

34  #8 1857 ½d rose Queen Victoria, a sound four margin 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

35  #8 1857 ½d rose Queen Victoria Strip of Four and Pair 
on Cover Front, mailed Lennoxville LC to Stanbridge LC (date 
unclear). The bottom stamp of the strip and bottom stamp 
of pair both have a tear, else a scarce usage paying the 3d 
domestic rate. Accompanied by a 2011 Greene Foundation 

 ................................................................................Est. $2,000

36 (*) #9 1857 7½d green Queen Victoria, unused (no gum), 
with four clear margins and a tear in upper left corner. There 
is also a crease near the middle, still a very presentable 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $6,000

37  #10 1857 6d reddish purple Consort, used with #16 in 
-

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $8,000

38  #10 1857 6d reddish purple Consort on Cover, mailed 

-
-

 .....................................................................Unitrade $10,000
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Pence Issues continued

39 * #11 1858 ½d rose Queen Victoria Perforated 11¾, mint, 
with full original gum and lightly hinged. The gum is disturbed 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $4,000

           
 40 41

40  #11 1858 ½d rose Queen Victoria, used with light cancel, 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

41  #11 1858 ½d Queen Victoria, Perforated 11¾, an ap-

three large balanced outer margins, the bottom has perfora-
tions just cutting into the outer frameline and this side may 
have had perforations expertly recut. Also the upper left and 
lower left perforation teeth have been enhanced. Otherwise a 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

42 * #12 1859 3d red Beaver Perforated 11¾, mint, with full 
original gum and lightly hinged. There is a small tear just to 
the left of the upper left “3” and a tiny crease in the lower 
right corner, else a most appealing rare mint stamp and very 

 .....................................................................Unitrade $50,000

           
 43 46

43  #12 1859 3d red Beaver Perforated
on the nose 4-ring numeral #27 from Bytown. An attractive 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $600

44  #12 1859 3d red Beaver Perforated on Cover, to Kes-
-

and cover is datestamped Toronto March 1859. Stamp is very 
-

forated at right. Cover is stained and reduced at left by about 
a quarter which does not detract.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,250

45  #12 1859 3d red Beaver Perforated 11¾ Horizontal 
Pair on Cover, mailed in April 1859 from Brantford UC to New 

-

“genuine in all respects”.
 ................................................................................Est. $1,000

46  #13 1859 3d red Beaver, Perforated 11¾, an attractive 

clear of design. There are small closed tears at upper left and 
-

ance.
 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,100
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Cents Issue (Scott #14-20)

           
 47 52

47 (*) #14 1859 1c rose Queen Victoria, unused (no gum), 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $300

48  #14, 20 1859 1c and Horizontal Pair of 2c Cents Issues 
on Cover, paying the 5c domestic rate. Mailed from Montre-

is missing and there are several hinge remnants, still appar-

-

 ................................................................................Est. $1,250

49  #14, 20 1859 1c and 2c Cents Issues on Cover, mailed 
from Fingal CW on JUL.1.1868 to Toronto (next day arrival 

-

 ...................................................................................Est. $500

50 * #14/20 1859 1c to 17c Decimal Issues, with typical to 
above average centering and all with decent to good colour, 
and all with gum disturbance or regummed.

 .............................................................................Scott $4,925

51 */  #14/20 1859 1c to 17c Cents Issues on Black Stock 
Page,
#39), 4x 10c, 1x 12½c, 1x 17c. Also one unused and two 
used 2c and a #4. A few that are damaged were not counted, 

 .............................................................................Scott $3,542

52  #14b 1859 1c deep rose Queen Victoria used, with 

Short perf at right and could use a light cleaning, else very 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $175

           
 53 54

53  #14var 1859 1c pale rose Queen Victoria, perf 12x11¾, 
with major re-entry position 51, perfs just touch outer frame-
line at bottom.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

54 * #15 1859 5c vermilion Beaver mint, with part original 
gum. Small thin and very light toning on some perf tips, else 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $750

           
 53 54

55  #15 var 1859 5c vermilion Beaver on Very Thin Paper 

strong colour. A most appealing example of this scarce paper 
-

cate.
 ...........................................................................Unitrade $300

56 (*) #15x 1859 5c red Beaver, unused (no gum) with large 
margins all around, especially at bottom where a large part of 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $750
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Cents Issue continued

57  #15xi var. 1859 5c vermilion Beaver on Horizontally 
Ribbed Paper, used with very light indistinct cancel. The 
ribbing on this stamp is quite strong andmore pronounced 

-

stamp.
 ................................................................................Est. $1,000

58  #16 1859 10c black brown Consort, Perforated 11¾, 
with deep colour and moderate target cancels leaving the 

with bottom and left just clear or touching the outer frame-

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $5,750

59  #16 1859 10c black brown Consort on Cover, mailed 

-

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $6,000

60 * #17 1859 10c red lilac Consort, mint pair with fresh 

multiple.
 ....................................................................... Unitrade $4,000

           
 61 62

61 (*) #17 1859 10c red lilac Consort, unused (no gum), tiny 
-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $800

62  #17 1859 10c red lilac Consort, used with very light can-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $225

           
 x63 65

63 */  #17-20, 4 Small Group of Mint and Used Cents Is-
sues with a 2c (used, F-VF), 10c (used VF, with neat cds but 
thinned), 12½c (two;; one mint with part original gum but 
closed tear and one used ), 17c (unused but with thins and a 
little dirt). Also a 3d red Beaver #4 with target cancel and 3 
margins.

 .............................................................................Scott $2,920

 x64
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64  #17/17e 1859 10c Consort, Collection of 7 stamps, 

by collector. Includes deep reddish purple POA2 (Sc. #17e 

 ......................................................................  Unitrade $1,650

65  #18 1859 12½c yellow green Queen Victoria, used with 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $200

66 (*) #19 1859 17c blue Cartier, unused (regummed), quite 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,800

           
 67 68

67  #19i 1859 17c Prussian blue Cartier, used with indistinct 
cancel. Well centered, but repaired perfs at left, else nice ap-

-
cate.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $350

68 (*) #20 1859 2c rose Queen Victoria unused (no gum) with 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

           
 69 70

69  #20 1859 2c rose Queen Victoria, used with blue FEB 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $400

70  #20v 1859 2c rose Victoria, showing dash in lower right 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $350

Queen Victoria Era 

Large Queens (Scott #21-33)

71  #21-30 1868 ½c to 15c Large Queen Set, used, on a 

or better and catalogue value is for cheapest variety.  
 .............................................................................Scott $1,255

72  #21-30 1868 ½c to 15c Large Queen Collection on Black 
Stock Pages, used, with the following quantities of each: #21 
(x4), #22 (x15), #23 (x15), #24 (x15), #25 (x23), #26 (x5), 
#27 (x13), #28 (x6), #29 (x29) and #30 (x58). We note many 
cancellations (crowns, numeral, dated, fancy geometric, etc.), 
papers (several thin papers), shades, etc. A great lot for the 

cheapest variety only.  
 ...........................................................................Scott $15,780

73 */  #21-30 1868 ½c to 15c Large Queen Set with very 

cancelled 1c shades #s 22 and 23, three dated stamps 3c, 
5c and 15c. Also two mint, a 12½c with redistributed gum 

 .............................................................................Scott $2,190

74 * #21/30 1868 Group of Mint Large Queens,

original gum), 12½c (x2, both no gum) and 15c - both #29 
and #30 (x4 with original gum and x8 with no gum). A nice 

-
est variety of paper or shade.  

 .............................................................................Scott $6,290

           
 x75 77

75  #21/30 1868 ½c / 15c Large Queens ½c, seven 6c (one 
with short perfs), one 12½c, and three 15c (these with blue 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

76 */  #21/30 1868 Group of Mostly Used Large Queens 
with #21 (x4 mint), 22 (x2), 23 (x2), 24, 25 (x4), 27 (x3), 28 
(x2), 29 and 30.  

 .............................................................................Scott $2,220

77 (*) #22 1868 1c brown red Large Queen, unused (no gum) 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000
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Large Queens continued

           
 78 79

78  #22a 1868 1c red brown Large Queen on watermarked 
paper, used and showing letters “E” and part of “L” of Both-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $250

79  #22a 1868 1c brown red Large Queen on Watermarked 
Paper,

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $300

           
 80 81

80  #22a 1868 1c brown red Large Queen on Watermarked 
Paper, -

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $300

81 (*) #22b 1868 1c brown red Large Queen on Thin Paper, 
unused (no gum) with deep, rich colour, four large balanced 

-

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,100

           
 82 83

82  #22 1868 1c brown red Large Queen, used with two 

JUL.31.1868. An appealing stamp with deep colour and very 

 .......................................................................... Unitrade $180

83 (*) #23 1868 1c yellow orange Large Queen, unused (no 

-
es”.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,400

           
 84 85

84  #23 1868 1c yellow orange Large Queen used, with ideal 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $250

85  #23 1869 1c yellow orange Large Queen, used with 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $100

           
 86 87

86  #23a 1869 1c deep orange Large Queen, used with partial 

 .......................................................................... Unitrade $125

87  #23i 1869 1c yellow orange Large Queen, used with part 
Quebec 1869 duplex cancel, there is a 2mm tear towards bot-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $300

           
 x88 89

88 * #24/30 1868 Group of Mint large Queens, with 2c (hinged 
o.g. but toning), 12½c (hinged original gum with album page 
offsets) and three distinct shades of the 15c, including one 
#29 (o.g., hinged) and three #30 (two hinged o.g. and one no 

 .............................................................................Scott $2,590

89  #24a 1868 2c green Large Queen on Watermarked Pa-
per,

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $300
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 90 93

90 (*) #24b 1868 2c deep green Large Queen on Thin Paper, 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $600

91 * #25 1868 3c red Large Queen, mint, with hinged original 
-

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $5,000

92 * #25 1868 3c red Large Queen, a well-centered example 
with good colour and accompanied by 2013 Greene Foun-

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,500

93  #25 1868 3c red Large Queen, used with near complete 

Fiscal usage of the Large Queens is uncommon, and this is a 
nice example.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

 x94

94  #25 1868 3c red Large Queen Used Group with a pair (2-
ring #5) and 6 singles including two fully dated one with a red 
target cancel, a partial H duplex, etc. An interesting group to 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $280

           
 95 96

95  #25a 1868 3c red Large Queen on Watermarked Paper, 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $375

96  #25a 1868 3c red Large Queen on Watermarked Paper, 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $500

           
 97 98

97 * #26 1875 5c olive green Large Queen, a nice, fresh stamp 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

98  #26 1875 5c olive green Large Queen, used, with scarce 

 .......................................................................... Unitrade $130
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Large Queens continued

           
 99 100

99 (*) #26iv 1875 5c olive green Large Queen, unused (no 
gum) perforated 11¾x12, with scarce part counter imprint 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $800

100 * #27a 1868 6c yellow brown Large Queen, mint with 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,600

101  #27a 1872 6c yellow brown Large Queen on Cover 
-

ning of the 6c Small Queen period. Sent from Stellarton UC 

 .......................................................................... Unitrade $125

102  #27ii 1868 6c dark brown Large Queen Horizontal Pair 
on Soft Blotting Paper, -

-

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

           
 103 104

103  #28a 1868 12½c blue Large Queen on Watermarked 
Paper,
of 6 different letters (HWE and MIL). A few clipped perfs at 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $300

104 * #29 1868 15c grey violet Large Queen, mint with hinged 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $250

105 * #29d 1868 15c brown purple Large Queen Imperforate 
Pair,

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,500

           
 106 107

106 * #29e 1868 15c red lilac Large Queen on Thin Paper, mint 
-

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,800

107 E/P #29P 1868 15c brownish purple Large Queen Plate 
Proof,

scarce item, seldom offered.
 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000
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 108 110

108 * #30i 1868 15c slate grey Large Queen, mint with hinged 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $300

109  #31 1868 1c brown red Large Queen on Laid Paper, used 
with grid cancel, there is a light thin spot at the top, otherwise 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $5,000

110  #33 1868 3c red Large Queen on Laid Paper, used with 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

           
 111 112

111  #33 1868 3c red Large Queen on Laid Paper, used with 
light target cancel and partial cds, a few nibbed perfs, else 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,750

112  #33 1868 3c bright red Large Queen on Laid Paper, 
used, with 4-ring numeral 21 (Montreal) and Verge line. Fine.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

Small Queens (Scott #34-47)

113 * #34 1882 ½c black Small Queen,

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $280

114  #34-47 Collection of Used on Old Time Pages, 1870-
1897 with a good selection of shades, including early. In-
cludes a number of unused stamps (counted as used). Mostly 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,318

x115

115 */(*) #34/44 1877-93 Group of Mint Small Queens with ½c 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,637

116 * #34/45 1870-97 Small Queen Mint Group,

45. All have original hinged gum except the 6c that is no gum. 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,855

117 * #34/45 1870-97 Group of Mint Small Queens, with #s 
35 (x2), 36 (x2), 37i (couple of short perfs), 38, 39, 40, 41 
(x3), 42, 43 and 44. A nice group, mint hinged, with original 
gum. Also includes a group of unused (no gum) stamps (#s 

 .............................................................................Scott $5,445

Note:  For a full used pane of the Half cent 
Small Queen see Lot 617 on page 73.
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Small Queens continued

x118

118 */**/  #34/47 Collection of Mint and Used Small Queens 
on album pages. A nice collection containing some better 
and interesting items, with shades, varieties, etc. We noted 

$2,000. A few stamps may have been regummed or have no 
gum, else nice quality throughout.

 ...................................................................................Est. $350

119 */  #34/47 Collection of Mint and Used Small Queens on 
a Hagner page. The mint with ½c, 2c, 3c, 5c, 8c, 10c and 
20c. A few of these with no gum, else hinged. Also a selection 

-

3c, 6c and 10c. A nice selection, with high catalogue value, 

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

120 ** #34/60 Mint Group of Never Hinged, 1872 to 1897 in-
cludes #34 (VF), 50 (light vertical crease), 54 strip of four 

57 (light gum creases), 58 (light gum disturbance) and 60 

stamps are all part of a group purchased as new issues in 
1897 and have remained in the same family collection since.  

 .............................................................................Scott $2,980

121 ** #35 1889 1c yellow Small Queen, corner marginal strip 
-

which technically they are. At some point, possibly after 2003, 
they have acquired light gum disturbance roughly equivalent 
to lightly hinged.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

122 */** #35/40, 21 1870-1897 Group of Mint Small Queens 
with 2c green (perf. 11½x12, redistributed gum to appear 
NH), 3c orange red (NH original gum, a fresh Montreal print-
ing), 8c shades (four stamps, each hinged), 10c (unused (no 

-
what faded colour) and also includes a ½c Large Queen (un-

 ............................................................................. Scott $3,470

           
 123 126

123 ** #35 1889 1c yellow Small Queen, Ottawa Printing, a 
-

 .......................................................................... Unitrade $180

    
 124 125

124 * #35 1890 1c yellow Small Queen Block of Four mint, with 
all vertical perforations shifted right by 2 to 3 mm. Top two 
stamps are hinged, and there is hinge reinforcement along 

 ...................................................................................Est. $350

125 * #35b 1890 1c yellow Small Queen Imperforate Vertical 
Pair, -

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $600

126 * #35vii 1875 1c yellow orange Small Queen Perforated 
11½x12

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $600
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127 */** #36 1890 2c green Small Queen Block of Six, mint, 
with 5 stamps never hinged. There is part of an imprint in the 
selvedge at top. There is a small hinge re-enforcement and a 
pencil notation “vertical” in selvedge at top. Catalogued as 
2 x VFNH, 1 x VFLH and 3 x FNH. Accompanied by a 2013 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $940

           
 128 129

128 (*) #36e 1872 2c deep green Small Queen, perf 11½x12, 
unused (no gum), small 0.05mm tear between perfs at left, 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $600

129 ** #36ii 1888 2c blue green Small Queen, mint never 

-
cate.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $750

           
 130 131

130 (*) #37b 1870 3c copper red Small Queen, unused (no 
gum). An outstanding example of this scarce unused stamp. 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,800

131 * #38 1876 5c slate green Small Queen mint, with lightly 
hinged full original gum. Fresh, deep colour and most appeal-

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,200

           
 132 134

132 * #39 1872 6c yellow brown Small Queen, mint, with hinged 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $600

x133

133 * #40 1877 Collection with 10c dull rose lilac Mint Pair 
Plus 11 other Used with Different Shades, the pair with 

-

magenta and a deep lilac rose. These range in centering and 

 .............................................................................Scott $4,455

134 * #41a 1888 3c rose carmine Small Queen, perf 12x12¼, 
mint with original gum that is hinged, lightly creased perf at 
bottom right mentioned for the record. Accompanied by 2013 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $600

135 * #41a 1888 3c rose carmine Small Queen, perf 12x12¼, 
Double Horizontal Perforations, mint with hinged original 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $300
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Small Queens continued

 
136 ** #41b 1890 3c vermilion Small Queen Imperforate Hori-

zontal Pair,

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,500

           
 137 139

137 * #41i 1888 3c deep rose carmine Small Queen mint, with 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $800

           
138  #41i, F1b 1888 3c and 2c deep rose carmine Small 

Queen and Registered

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $165

139 ** #42 1891 5c grey Small Queen, mint with never hinged 
full original gum, large margins plus a huge one at left, fresh 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $900

           
 140 141

140 ** #42 1891 5c grey Small Queen mint never hinged, fresh 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $160

141 ** #42 1891 5c grey Small Queen, mint with never hinged 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $540

142 ** #42 1891 5c grey Small Queen mint never hinged strip of 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $480

143 */** #43 1888-1897 6c red brown Small Queen, mint 

are never hinged, bottom left stamp very lightly hinged and 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,440

144 */** #43 1890 6c red brown Small Queen Block of 12, 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,675
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 145 146

145 ** #43a 1890 6c chocolate Small Queen mint never hinged 
with huge margins and deep colour. Small gum losses due to 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $500

146 * #44 1890 8c violet black Small Queen, mint hinged, very 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $350

           
 147 148

147 * #45 1897 10c brown red Small Queen mint hinged with 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $900

148 * #45 1890 10c dull rose Small Queen mint, with original 

cheapest shades.
 .............................................................................Scott $2,025

149 * #45 1888 10c brown red Small Queen Full Imprint Strip, 
Perforated 12x12¼, All four stamps have a position dot and 
with this perf measurement, the strip must be a Montreal 

Co. Montreal”. The stamps have deep, rich colour, full origi-
nal gum, light hinge remnants and there is a trivial crease in 

stamps.
 ................................................................................Est. $1,500

           
 150 x151

150 * #45b 1897 10c pink Small Queen mint, with hinged origi-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $900

151 */  #45b 1889 10c Small Queen in Shades of Pink to 
Deep Salmon,

 .............................................................................Scott $1,037

         
 152 153

152 * #45c 1897 10c brown red Small Queen Imperforate Sin-
gle, mint with hinged large part brownish yellow gum, four 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $375

153 * #45i 1897 10c rose carmine Small Queen Vertical Im-
perforate Pair with sheet margin at left showing almost the 
whole marginal imprint. Mint with original gum and both 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $750

           
 154 155

154 * #46 1893 20c vermilion Widow Weed, mint hinged, very 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $650

155 * #46 1893 20c vermilion Widow Weeds, mint hinged, very 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $650
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Small Queens continued

           
 x156 157

156  #46, 47 1893 20c and 50c Widow Weeds, both used, 
-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $250

157 ** #47 1893 50c deep blue Widow Weeds, mint never 
hinged, with original gum. Fine and accompanied by a 2010 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $562

           
 158 159

158 * #47 1893 50c deep blue Widow Weeds, mint hinged, 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $650

159 * #47 1893 50c deep blue Widow Weeds, mint hinged, very 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $650

Jubilee Issue (Scott #50-65)

      
 x160 x161 

160 ** #50-60 1897 ½c to 50c Jubilees, mint never hinged, 

purchased as a new issues in 1897 and have been in the 
same collection since then. A lovely set to the 50c.

 .............................................................................Scott $3,850

161  #50-60 ½c to 50c Jubilee Used Set mostly with cds can-

 .............................................................................Scott $1,120

162 */  #50-60 1897 ½c to 50c Jubilees on a quadrille page, 
with mint hinged: one of each of the ½c to 8c, then two x 10c, 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,780

      
 x163 x164 

163 * #50-61 1897 ½c to $1 Jubilees, short set with consistent 

the 50c is regummed to appear NH but all others have origi-
nal gum which is lightly hinged or most with light hinge rem-

 .............................................................................Scott $2,625

164 */** #50/60 1897 ½c to 50c Jubilee Mint Group with only 
6c missing, ½c, 1c, 2c, 8c and 50c are all never hinged. The 
10c and 15c both have gum thins due to hinge removal, else 

 ............................................................................. Scott $2,227

   
x165

165 E/P #50P-65P 1897 ½c to $5 Jubilee Set of 16 Plate 
Proofs on India on card, each with large, even margins and 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $6,860

      
 x166 x167

166  #51-54 1897 1c to 5c Jubilee Used Group. A select group 

two each of the 3c and 5c. All except one are dated June to 
August 1897 and we note St Henri de Montréal, Harriston, 
Moose Jaw, Brantford and a Nanaimo Type II squared circle. A 
nice group.

 ..................................................................................... Est. $75
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167 * #51/60 1897 Group of Mint Jubilee Issues with 1c, 3c, 5c, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $750

168 ** #51i 1897 1c deep yellow orange Jubilee,

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $420

169 ** #52 1897 2c green Jubilee,

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $540

170 ** #53 1893 3c bright rose Jubilee,

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $360

171 ** #54 1897 5c deep blue Jubilee,
-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $720

      
 172 173

172 ** #54i 1897 5c slate blue Jubilee, with deep fresh colour, 
-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $300

173 ** #55 1897 6c yellow brown Jubilee mint never hinged, 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $900

174 ** #58 1897 15c steel blue Jubilee Plate Block of Six, 

stamps. There is hinge reinforcement between two bottom 

hinged stamps.
 ...........................................................................Unitrade $900
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Jubilee Issue continued

      
 175 177

175 ** #58 1897 15c steel blue Jubilee, an attractive stamp, 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $750

176 ** #59 1897 20c vermilion Jubilee, mint never hinged mar-
ginal example, fresh colour, two trivial gum creases as often 

as a new issue in 1897 and has been in the same collection 
since then.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,200

177 ** #59i 1897 20c deep vermilion Jubilee, with fresh deep 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,350

      
 178 179

178 * #61 1897 $1 lake Jubilee mint hinged, bright colour and 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,200

179  #61 1897 $1 lake Jubilee used with a Toronto OCT.26.1901 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

      
 180 181

180 * #62 1897 $2 dark purple Jubilee
 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,200

181 * #62 1897 $2 dark purple Jubilee, very well centered stamp 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

      
 182 183

182  #62 1897 $2 dark purple Jubilee, used with blurred cds 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $800

183 * #63 1897 $3 yellow bistre Jubilee mint hinged with deep 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

      
 184 185

184 * #63 1897 $3 yellow bistre Jubilee with Specimen over-
print,

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $600

185  #63 1897 $3 yellow bistre Jubilee Used, with Toronto 

pleasing centering.
 ...........................................................................Unitrade $750

     
 186 187

186 ** #64 1897 $4 purple Jubilee,
-

cate.
 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,600

187 * #64 1897 $4 purple Jubilee mint hinged, with deep rich 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,600
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 188 189

188  #64 1897 $4 purple Jubilee used with purple Toronto cds, 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,500

189  #64 1897 $4 purple Jubilee, used with partial cds cancel 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,500

      
 190 191

190  #64 1897 $4 purple Jubilee,
 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,125

191 * #65 1897 $5 olive green Jubilee mint lightly hinged with 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

      
 192 193

192  #65 1897 $5 olive green Jubilee, used with Montreal bro-

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,500

193  #65 1898 $5 olive green Jubilee used, with light cds cancel, 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,125

   
194  #65 1897 $5 olive green Jubilee, used with very light partial 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,500

Leaf Issue (Scott #66-73, 87)

      
 195 196

195 ** #66 1897 ½c black Leaf Block of Nine, with lovely en-
-

hinged.
 ...................................................................................Est. $150

196 ** #66 1897 ½c black Leaf, mint never hinged lower mar-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $240

197 */**/  #66-73 1897-98 ½c to 10c Queen Victoria Leaf 
Group of Mint and Used with a complete used set (these with 
clean cds cancels) plus a mint part set (missing 5c, 6c and 
10c) (these hinged except for one of the three 2c on 3c sur-

 ................................................................................ Scott $692

      
198 ** #69 1898 3c carmine Leaf Block of Four, mint never 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,200
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Leaf Issue continued

           
 199 202

199 ** #69 1897 3c carmine Leaf, A fresh, immaculate stamp 

some gum disturbance well away from the stamp.
 ...........................................................................Unitrade $300

200  #69/79 Interesting Group of Used Leaf and Numerals 
with Leafs: 3c (two with fully dated cds cancels), 5c (cds pair 
and two singles on bluish paper), 8c (VF, with purple cds) 

(5 stamps, each with re-entries or re-touches), group of 14 
stamps with interesting cancels and 5c (four stamps on blu-
ish paper). A nice group.

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

201 * #72 1897 8c orange Leaf Issue,

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

202 * #73 1897 10c brown violet Leaf, well centered with bal-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $750

203 ** #87, 88 1899 2c on 3c carmine Leaf and Numeral Provi-
sionals, -
tively.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $205

Numeral Issue (Scott #74-84, 88)

204 * #74-82, 88 1898-1902 ½c to 8c Queen Victoria Numer-
als
(3 shades), 2c carmine, 3c, 5c, 8c (2 shades) and 2c on 3c 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,386

           
 x205 211

205 */** #74-84, 88 1898-1902 ½c to 20c Queen Victoria Nu-
meral Set mint lightly hinged (3c and 6c are never hinged) 
and includes the 2c on 3c surcharge. Many stamps are very 

 .............................................................................Scott $2,408

206  #74-84 1898-1902 ½c to 20c Queen Victoria Set used 
mostly with nice cds cancels. We note a beautiful “150 Mile 
House BC” cancel on 2c, etc. Also includes a collection of 
Berlin, Ont. machine, cds and duplex cancels on 1c (x84), 2c 

nose).  
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

207 E/P #74P 1898 ½c deep black Numeral Plate Proof, fresh 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $800
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208 ** #75v 1898 ½c black Numeral Imperforate, Vertical 
Wove Paper,

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

209 ** #75vi 1898 1c green Numeral Imperforate, Vertical 
Wove Paper,

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,800

210 ** #77 1899 3c carmine Numeral Block of Four,
-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $960

211 ** #77 1899 2c carmine Numeral,

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $240

           
212 (*) #77d 1899 2c carmine Numeral, Die II Imperforate Pair, 

without gum as issued. There is a major re-entry in the lower 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,500

213 (*) #77d 1899 2c carmine Numeral, Die II Imperforate Pair, 
-

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,500

214 ** #77iv 1898 2c carmine Numeral, Die I, Imperforate on 
Vertical Wove Paper, strip of three without fault, but with 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $750

215 (*) #77iv 1899 2c carmine Numeral, Die I Imperforate 
Block, on vertical wove paper, without gum as issued, fresh, 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000
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Numeral Issue continued

     
 216 217

216 E/P #77P 1898 2c carmine Numeral, Die I Plate Proof, 

right numeral box and frame of lower right stamps, extremely 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $800

217 E/P #78P 1898 3c carmine Numeral Plate Proof, fresh 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $800

218 ** #79ii 1899 5c blue Numeral, Imperforate on Bluish 
Horizontal Wove Paper,

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,800

           
 219 220

219 ** #80 1898 6c brown Numeral, mint never hinged, fresh 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $900

220 ** #81 1902 7c olive yellow Numeral, mint never hinged, 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $750

221 E/P #81P 1902 7c olive yellow Numeral Plate Proof, fresh 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $900

           
 222 223

222 * #82 1898 8c orange Numeral mint, hinge remnant and 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $200

223 ** #82a 1898 8c brown orange Queen Victoria Numeral 
Imperforate Pair with a sharp impression, mint never hinged, 

mentioned for the record.
 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,750
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224 E/P #82aP 1898 8c brown orange Numeral Plate Proof, 
-

man.
 ...........................................................................Unitrade $900

225 ** #82ii 1898 8c orange Numeral Imperforate, Vertical 
Wove Paper, -

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,800

           
226 ** #84 1900 20c olive green Numeral, mint never hinged 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,000

        
 227 228

227 * #84 1900 20c olive green Numeral,
with trivial and very light gum disturbance which might be a 

but with trivial dull gum spot. The stamp is accompanied by 

offer as a hinged stamp.
 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

228 ** #87,87i 1899 2c on 3c carmine Numeral Surcharge, a 

three with immaculate gum showing none of the usually pres-

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,560

Imperial Penny Postage (Scott #85-86)

      
 229 230

229 ** #85 1898 2c black, lavender and carmine Map, mint 

stamps are never hinged, some perf separation . Catalogued 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $278

230 ** #85 1898 2c black, lavender and carmine Map, vertical 
strip of 5 with the top four stamps each showing a major re-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $484
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Imperial Penny Postage continued

 x231

231 */**/  #85, 86 1898 Group of Mostly Mint Map Issues 
with 15 mint stamps (half are never hinged) and three used 
(these with nice cds cancels). A few have creases, one with no 

 ................................................................................ Scott $936

232 (*) #86 1898 2c Map with “muddy waters”, upper right 

and showing a progression up to the muddy waters on top 8 

There is a vertical blue line running through the right hand 

upper corner.
 ...................................................................................... Est $75

King Edward VII Era

      
 233 234

233 ** #89 1903 1c green Edward Block of Four, mint never 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $980

234 ** #89 1903 1c green Edward, mint never hinged, with 

-
cate.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $245

           
 x235 x236

235 */** #89-94 1903-1908 1c to 20c King Edward VII Mint 
Group
and not counted in catalogue), 2c (5 hinged and one never 

hinged copies, one with light crease), 10c (two with somewhat 
sweated gum) and 20c (hinged). Also includes an upper right 

 .............................................................................Scott $3,212

236  #89-95 1903-08 1c to 50c King Edward VII Set used, 
mostly with nice cds cancels and a little duplication. In-
cludes a used 2c strip of three and marginal single. We note 

 .................................................................................Scott $376

           
 237 239

237 ** #90 1903 2c carmine Edward, mint never hinged, very 
-

cate.
 ...........................................................................Unitrade $212

238 * #90a 1903 2c carmine Edward,
eight, hinged. There is a vertical crease affecting the two left 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $350

239 ** #91 1903 5c blue Edward on Bluish Paper, mint never 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000
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240 (*) #92a 1903 7c olive bistre Edward Imperforate Horizon-
tal Pair, unused (no gum, as issued). There is a small dot in 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

           
 241 242

241 ** #92iii 1903 7c straw Edward, mint never hinged, very 
-

cate.
 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,400

242 ** #93 1903 10c brown lilac Edward, mint never hinged, 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,800

           
 243 244

243 ** #94ii 1904 20c deep green Edward with SPECIMEN 
Overprint,

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $500

244 * #95 1908 50c purple King Edward VII, mint hinged, with 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $400

245 */** #95 1908 50c purple Edward Block of Four, with 
part imprint in selvedge at top. Bottom two stamps are never 
hinged. Catalogued as 2 x F-VF LH and 2 x VG NH. There is 
a vertical crease affecting the top right stamp and the top 
two stamps have redistributed gum. There are also a few gum 

-

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,550

Quebec Tercentenary (Scott #96-103)

x246

246 E/P #96P-103P 1908 ½c to 20c Quebec Tercentenary Set 
of Small Die Proofs on India, with only the 2c remaining on 

-

-
soning for retailing them at $2,000 each stamp.  

 See full set scan on page 30.
 ................................................................................Est. $7,500
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Quebec Tercentenary (Scott #96-103)
Quebec Tercentenary continued

      
 x247 x249

247 */** #96-103 1908 ½c to 20c Québec Tercentenary Set 
mint, 5c and 10c never hinged, ½c is unused (no gum), rest 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,380

248 ** #97 1908 1c blue green Quebec Tercentenary, immac-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $600

249  #97-103 1908 1c to 20c Québec Tercentenary Used 
Group a select group of fresh stamps, each with a cds town 

1908. Contains one each of the 1c and 5c, plus two each of 
the 2c, and 7c to 20c. A nice lot.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,108

250 ** #99 1908 5c blue Quebec Tercentenary,

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,260

251 ** #99 1908 5c blue Quebec Tercentenary, fresh corner 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,800

Lot 246
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KGV Admiral Issues 

The Hillside Collection

The Hillside Collection was formed by a gentleman living 
in a smaller city far from any of the major stamp centers.  
As he accumulated more and more Admirals, he pur-
chased a copy of Marler’s essential work as well as other 
literature and started to look for the unusual and esoter-
ic.  Over the course of a lifetime and some sixty years of 
collecting Admirals, he had a number of opportunities to 
add some rarities within a relatively limited budget.  The 
collection was carefully organized in four large stock-
books.

Sparks arranged to have Leo Beaudet examine the collec-
tion. The report which he prepared has formed the basis 
for many of our descriptions. And, based on the number of 
high resolution scans we made for Leo, the readers of the 
Admiral Log can look forward to some future commentary 
based on this collection.

The collection includes lathework, re-entries, plate strips, 
printing varieties, shades, multiples, postal history, as 
well as wholesale quantities.  It should offer something 

advanced collectors of the issue.  Pencilled notations in 

We are pleased to offer this collection.

252  Collection of Admiral-Related Literature, with Marler, 
-

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

253 ** #104 1911 1c dark green Admiral Plate Strip of Five. 
A lower Plate 97 strip, with major re-entry on second stamp 

-

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

x254

254 */** #104 1911 1c dark green Admiral Plate Strips. With 
a lower Plate 7 strip of three (mint hinged), an upper Plate 11 
strip of four (mint hinged), lower Plate 15 strip of three (mint 
never hinged) and an upper Plate 70 strip of four (mint never 
hinged). A nice, fresh group.

 ...................................................................................Est. $250

     
x255

255 */** #104 1911 1c green Admiral Lathework Blocks. All 

 ...................................................................................Est. $400

256 */** #104 1911 1c dark green Admiral Plate Strip of Four. 
With deep impression, from Plate 112, upper left corner of 

-
bling in CANA and GE (not in Marler). Two outer stamps are 
never hinged, two middle are very lightly hinged.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

257 * #104-122 1912-1925 KGV Admiral Issue Set, complete 

$1,555 (for lowest value shades).  
 ...................................................................................Est. $250

x258

258 */** #104-122 1911-25 1c to $1 Admiral Set in Mint 
Blocks of Four
bottom two stamps never hinged and a few have all four. Scott 

 .............................................................................Scott $6,560
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The Hillside Collection continued

  
x259

259 */** #104-122 1911-1925 1c to $1 Set of Admiral Mint 
Blocks with a basic set, plus some distinct shades (as found 
in Unitrade) but catalogued by Scott as cheapest shade when 
not listed by them. We note 3 shades of the 3c carmine, 2 
shades of the 2c green, 2 shades of the 5c purple, 2 shades 
of the 7c yellow ochre and 2 shades of the 20c olive green 

stamps hinged but some have all four hinged or are never 

 .............................................................................Scott $5,450

260 */** #104-122 Important Collection of Mint Admiral Sin-
gles,
great many shades, a few pairs, etc. All values are present. Also 
included are surcharges and war tax (the diagonal overprints 
are not counted and are mostly used). Catalogue value is for all 
hinged, but many are never hinged and some have no gum. In-
cludes #104 (x47), 105 (x26), 106 (x51), 107 (x37), 108 (x36), 
109 (x22), 110 (x26), 111 (x13), 112 (x43), 113 (x41), 114 
(x14), 115 (x11), 116 (x8), 117 (x10), 118 (x11), 119 (x23), 

or better and catalogue value is for cheapest shades and does 

 ...........................................................................Scott $19,410

261  #104-122 Collection of Used Admiral Blocks, etc. on 

per plate number, one page has only 7c bistre shades, etc. 

bags with several hundreds of on-paper Admirals.  
 ...................................................................................Est. $200

262 */** #104/121 Important Collection of Mint Admirals 
in Blocks and Multiples, several with sheet margins, some 

a multiple of 16, a great many shades, etc. All values pres-
ent except #s 111, 116, 117 and 122. Includes #104 (x106 
stamp in total), 105 (x50), 106 (x78), 107 (x31), 108 (x12), 
109 (x50), 110 (x19), 112 (x26), 113 (x84), 114 (x24), 115 
(x12), 118 (x12), 119 (x4), 120 (x8), 126a (x12), 128a (x6), 

-

only hinged on the top two stamps and there are many never 
hinged stamps. A few stamps may have disturbed or no gum. 
A rare opportunity to acquire this many different mint Admiral 

 ...........................................................................Scott $15,784

263 */** #104a/107c Group of Admiral Booklet Panes with 
104a, 105b, 106a (x2, one stamp has a tiny thin) and 107c. 
All have one or more hinges except for the 1c orange yellow 
which is only lightly hinged in margin (counted as hinged). 

 ................................................................................ Scott $527

     
x264

264 ** #104ai, 104av 1913-15 1c green Admiral Booklet Panes 
of Six.

of gum loss at bottom.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

x265

265 * #104viii 1911 1c dark green Admiral Plate Strips of 
Three. With a Plate 1, PO 83 with hairlines, plus a Plate 1... 
(not plate 1, but could be between 10 and 19) with extensive 
hairlines. Both are mint hinged.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100
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266 ** #105 1922 1c orange yellow Admiral Strip of Four. Wet 
printing die I, with Plate 169 inscription. Fresh, mint never 
hinged.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

         
 267 268

     
267 ** #105 1922 1c orange yellow Admiral Block of Four. Wet 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

268 ** #105 1922 1c orange yellow Admiral Block of Four. Wet 

that area. There is also an offset on the selvedge, in the same 
general area. Mint never hinged, fresh.

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

     
x269

269 */** #105 1922 1c orange yellow Admiral Blocks of Four, 

bottom right of panes. Mint, mostly hinged, high catalogue 
group.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

x270

270 */** #105, 105d 1922 1c orange yellow Admiral Plate 
Imprint Multiples.
eight (fresh, mint never hinged), wet printing die I upper left 

II Plate 197 strip of four (mint, stamps never hinged and with 
pencil notation on selvedge “Oct 1926”).

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

     
x271

271 * #105a, 107b, 108a, 109a Group of Four Different Admiral 
Booklet Panes of Four each mint hinged.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

         
 272 273

272 * #105d 1924-25 1c orange yellow Admiral Block of Four. 

in CENTS and the right numeral tablet on all four stamps. Not 
mentioned in Marler. Mint hinged and fresh.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

273 ** #106 1911 2c carmine Admiral Block of Four. With Type 

mint never hinged.
 ...................................................................................Est. $150
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 274 x275

274 */** #106 1911 2c carmine Admiral Block of Four. From 
lower right corner of right pane, with strong impression of 

plus a small part of the sheet margin below it. Fresh mint, two 
bottom stamps are never hinged.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

275 */** #106 1911 2c carmine Admiral Blocks of Four. With 

guide dot in both the outer and inner left oval. An interesting 
trio, with eight never hinged stamps.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

         
x276 Details

276 */** #106 1911 2c carmine Admiral Blocks of Four. With 

-

has several blunt perfs at right.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

             
 277 279

277 */** #106 1911 2c carmine Admiral Block of Four.
Marler Type O8 (plates 19-20): vertical line of right numeral 
tablet retouched on the two left stamps (obvious when com-
pared with the right numeral tablet of the two right stamps). 
The upper right and lower right stamps have a guide dot in the 
left inner oval. Mint, two stamps are never hinged.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

278 * #106ix 1911 2c rose carmine Admiral Block of Ten. Wet 
printing, with extensive hairlines, from Plate 4. Lovely appear-
ance, but three stamps have thins, some separation and 
there is a varying degree of gum disturbance from poor stor-
age.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

279 ** #106x 1915 2c deep rose red Admiral Experimental Coil 
Paste-Up Strip of Four. Wet printing, with Type A handstamp 
over the paste-up. This strip is separated between stamps 2 
and 3, else mint never hinged.

 ...................................................................................Est. $250

280 ** #106xi 1915 2c deep rose red Admiral Experimental 
Coil Paste-Up Pair. Wet printing, with Type B handstamp over 
the paste-up. Small spot of gum disturbance, else mint never 
hinged.

 ...................................................................................Est. $500
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 281 283

281 ** #106xiii 1915 2c deep rose red Admiral Experimental 
Coil Strip of Four.
signed by Jim N. Sissons. Mint, never hinged, separated be-
tween stamps 2 and 3.

 ..................................................................................... Est. $75

282 ** #107 1922 2c green Admiral Horizontal Pair. Wet print-
-

stamp has a thin, else mint never hinged.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

283 (*) #107 1922 2c green Admiral Strip of Four. Wet print-
ing left marginal strip. Top half of pyramid lines in left margin 
opposite bottom. Also phantom pyramid lines in left margin 
opposite top two stamps. The pyramid lines are 6.5 mm to the 
left of the stamp designs which means it must come from one 
of plates 175, 176, 180, 181. Stamp 2 has a scratch to the 
left of the 2 in the right numeral tablet. Unused (no gum) and 
scarce.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

            
 284 285

284 ** #107a 1924 2c yellow green Admiral on Thin Paper, Wet 
Printing,

 ...................................................................................... Est $75

285 ** #107a 1924 2c green Admiral on Thin Paper. Wet print-
ing, fresh, deep impression with 4 jumbo margins. Precise, 
superb centering. Mint, never hinged.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

286 ** #107a 1924 2c green Admiral Block of Four on Thin 
Paper. Wet printing, with a stronger than usual impression 

 ................................................................................Est. $1,000
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287 ** #107e 1923 2c green Admiral Block of Eight. -
ing, with Plate 214 inscription. Mint, never hinged.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

x288

288 */** #107e 1923 2c green Admiral. Group of seven differ-

192, 201, 203, 213, 224, 225 and 226. Mint, two have pen 
notations in margin (see introduction to this section), four 
strips are NH, two are hinged in margin only and two are 
hinged in margin and on two stamps.

 ...................................................................................Est. $300

         
 289 294

289 */** #107e 1923 2c green Admiral Block of Four. Wet 

stamps are NH, and there are offsets on two stamps from 
underlying sheet.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

290 (*) #107e 1923 2c green Admiral Strip of Three. Wet print-
ing, with Plate 181 inscription. Unused (no gum) but a very 
scarce plate.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

x291

291 E/P #108 3c Admiral enlarged reverse essay,
coated paper, three singles in blue, green and red (right mar-

-
erlin of Germany. Interesting Admiral issue collateral. Lot also 

other reference items.
 .................................................................................... Est $100

         
 x292 293

292 ** #108 1918 3c brown Admiral Plate Imprint Pairs. Wet 
printing group of three, with plate inscriptions 3, 109 and 
112. Three distinct shades. Mint, all stamps never hinged, 
two pairs have hinges in margin only.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

293 ** #108 1918 3c brown Admiral Plate Pair. Wet printing 

hinged.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

294 ** #108 1918 3c brown Admiral Block of Four. Wet printing 

 ...................................................................................Est. $200
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 295 303

295 ** #108 1918 3c brown Admiral, Wet Printing, fresh deep 

 ..................................................................................... Est. $80

         
 296 297

296 */** #108 1918 3c brown Admiral Block of Four. Wet print-

of bottom selvedge. Bottom two stamps never hinged, hinge 
remnants or hinged elsewhere.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

297 */** #108 1918 3c brown Admiral Block of Four. Wet print-

never hinged, fourth has gum loss spots due to adhesion.
 ...................................................................................Est. $250

         
 298 x301

298 */** #108 1918 3c brown Admiral Block of Four, Wet print-

strong line, the pane was guillotined leaving an unprinted area 

bottom two stamps are never hinged.
 ...................................................................................Est. $200

 
299 */** #108 1918 3c brown Admiral Block of Ten. Wet print-

sideways “T” that does not appear on the plate proof. Mint, 
seven stamps are NH, one is thinned.

 ...................................................................................Est. $300

 
300 */** #108 1918 3c yellow brown Admiral Strip of 10, mint, 

wet printing, with Plate 106 inscription in top selvedge and a 
pencil notation “May ‘23”. There is a tiny hinge remnant on 
stamp no. 3, the balance are fresh and never hinged. Cata-

-
ing than normal.

 .................................................................................... Est $400

301 ** #108c 1923 3c brown Admiral Blocks of Four. -

Mint, never hinged, with some gum loss on selvedge, else 

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

     
302 ** #108c 1923 3c brown Admiral Plate Strip.

strip of three, with plate #120. Mint never hinged.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

303 ** #108c 1918 3c brown Admiral, Dry Printing fresh deep 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100
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 x304 305

304 */** #108c 1923 3c brown Admiral Blocks of Four.

119) and the other Marler Type 24A (plates 119, 120). Both 

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

305 ** #109 1923 3c carmine Admiral Block of Four,

(from either plate 125 to 128). Mint never hinged and fresh.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

       
 306 309

306 * #109 1923 3c carmine Admiral Block of Four,

Mint, with hinge remnant.
 ...................................................................................Est. $150

         
x307

307 */** #109 1923 3c carmine Admiral Group of Mint Plate 
Strips,
123 and 136 (strips of 4) and 162 (strip of 3). A nice overall 
group, and includes #109c. Mostly never hinged, a few have 
small either reinforcing or mounting hinges in margins.

 ...................................................................................Est. $300

           
 x308 x313

308 */** #109, 109c 1923-24 3c carmine Admiral Singles. 

Both beautifully centered and fresh.
 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

309 ** #109c 1924 3c carmine Admiral Block of Four,

 ...................................................................................Est. $300

310 * #109iii 1923 3c carmine Admiral Block of Four,
pyramid lines in left pane selvedge. Mint, lightly hinged and 
one short perf mentioned for the record.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

         
 x311 312

311 */** #110 1912 4c yellow ochre Admiral Blocks of Four. A 

stamps never hinged.
 ...................................................................................Est. $200
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312 (*) #110 1912 4c bistre Admiral Block of Four. Wet print-

lower right corner of lower left pane, with vertical guide ar-
row in pane margin at right. Unused (no gum) and with small 
closed tear on bottom right stamp.

 ..................................................................................... Est. $75

313 * #111, 111a 1912 5c Admiral, Shades of Blue, group-
ing with 4 distinct shades, including indigo which has a re-

with hinge remnant. (Unitrade $620).
 ....................................................................................Est $120

314 ** #112 1924 5c violet Admiral Strip of Four. Mint, dry 
printing with Plate 23 inscription in top selvedge. Stamps are 
never hinged, but left and right stamps have light gum distur-
bance.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

315 ** #112 1924 5c violet Admiral Block of Eight. Mint, dry 
printing with Plate 25 inscription in top selvedge, with “L” 
reversed above left side of plate imprint. Stamps are never 
hinged.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

316 ** #112 1924 5c violet Admiral Single. Mint, wet printing 
and never hinged.

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

317 */** #112 1924 5c violet Admiral Strip of Five. Mint, wet 
printing, with Plate 15 inscription in top margin. Middle stamp 
is never hinged.

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

318 */** #112 1924 5c violet Admiral Block of Ten. Mint, with 
Plate 21 inscription in top margin. Stamp 1-3 has doubling of 
the bottom line in its right numeral tablet (not in Marler). Six 
stamps are never hinged.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

         
 319 320

319 */** #112 1924 5c violet Admiral Block of Four. Mint, with 

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

320 */** #112 1924 5c violet Admiral Block of Four. Mint, dry 

 ...................................................................................Est. $150
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321 */** #112 1924 5c violet Admiral Block of Six. Mint, wet 
printing with Plate 21 inscription at top. Stamp 1-3 has very 
distinct doubling of bottom line of its right numeral tablet (not 
in Marler). Four stamps are never hinged, ex. Lindeman col-

for the record.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

322 ** #112a 1924 5c violet Admiral Block of Ten. Mint, wet 
printing on thin paper, with Plate 21 inscription in top sel-
vedge. Stamps are never hinged and well centered.

 ...................................................................................Est. $500

         
323 ** #112a 1924 5c violet Admiral Block of Four. Mint, wet 

printing on thin paper, with right pane margin. Never hinged 
but overall light gum disturbance due to poor storage.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

           
 324 326

324 ** #112a 1924 5c violet Admiral Single. Mint, wet printing 
on thin paper and never hinged.

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

325 ** #112a 1924 5c violet Admiral Block of Ten,  wet printing 
-

in PP90 and PP91 have short gum with much of PP90 never 
having been gummed. This is most unusual during the Admi-

 .................................................................................... Est $750

326 ** #113 1912 7c yellow ochre Admiral Wet printing, with 
trivial line of short gum, else mint never hinged

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

      
 327 328

327 */** #113 1912 7c yellow ochre Admiral Block of Four. 

left corner of lower left pane. There is a light diagonal crease 
affecting top left stamp and bottom two stamps are never 
hinged.

 ...................................................................................Est. $250

328 */** #113 1912 7c yellow ochre Admiral Block of Four. 
Wet printing, bottom two stamps are never hinged.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100
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329 ** #113, 13iii 1912 7c yellow ochre Admiral Block of Six, 
mint, from the upper left position of the pane, with good 
colour, fresh and never hinged. Three stamps with retouched 

-
ing from careless handling during production, and two with 

$1,900.
 ...................................................................................Est. $750

      
 330 331

330 ** #113a 1915 7c bistre Admiral Block of Four. Wet print-
ing, with left pane margin. The upper left and lower left 
stamps have their upper left vertical lines retouched.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

331 */** #113b 1912 7c straw Admiral Block of Four. Wet 
printing, with all four stamps having a guide dot in the left 
inner oval. Bottom two stamps are never hinged.

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

         
 332 334

332 */** #113b 1912 7c straw Admiral Block of Four, mint, 

hinged but with very light diagonal crease and small scuff in 

 ...................................................................................Est. $600

     
xDetail Lot 333

333 E/P #113P 1912 7c Admiral Die Proof, on India on card, in 
-

in this colour are recorded, both were in the Christie sale of 
ABN proof material. Not mentioned in Minuse and Pratt or on 
Library and Archives web site. There are two diagonal creases 

 ...................................................................................Est. $500

334 ** #114 1924 7c red brown Admiral Block of Four.

small crease on lower right stamp.
 ...................................................................................Est. $250

335 ** #114 1924 7c red brown Admiral Block of Eight, mint, 
wet printing with Plate no. 7 inscription in top selvedge. Fresh, 
with deep colour, hinged in selvedge only, stamps are very 

 ...................................................................................Est. $400
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336 ** #114, 114v 1924 7c red brown Admiral Block of Eight, 
mint dry printing with Plate no. 8 inscription in top selvedge. 

stamps with diagonal line in N of CENTS. Catalogue value is 
$1,230 as singles.

 ...................................................................................Est. $500

         
 337 339

337 ** #114b 1924 7c red brown Admiral Block of Four. Wet 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

338 ** #114b 1924 7c red brown Admiral Strip of Four. Wet 

missing from right stamp, else mint never hinged and fresh.
 ...................................................................................Est. $150

339 ** #114iv 1924 7c red brown Admiral Block of Four. Wet 
printing, with the lower right stamp having a line in V of SEVEN 
from Plate 7. Mint never hinged and fresh.

 ...................................................................................Est. $500

           
 340 343

340 * #114iv 1924 7c red brown Admiral Single.
thin paper, with line in V of SEVEN from Plate 7. Mint hinged.

 ..................................................................................... Est. $75

341 ** #114v 1924 7c red brown Admiral Block of Eight. Mint, 
dry printing with Plate 8 inscription at top. Stamps 1-4 and 
2-3 have a line in N of CENTS. Never hinged.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

         
 342 344

342 ** #114v 1924 7c red brown Admiral Block of Four. Mint, 
dry printing with all four stamps having a line in N of CENTS, 
from Plate 8. Never hinged.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

343 ** #114v 1924 7c red brown Admiral Single. Wet printing, 
with line in N of CENTS from Plate 8. Mint never hinged and 
nicely centered. A nice stamp.

 ..................................................................................... Est. $75

344 * #114v 1924 7c red brown Admiral Block of Four. Mint, 
wet printing, with all four stamps having a line in N of CENTS 
and/or a line in N of SEVEN, from Plate 8. The upper right 
stamp is particularly interesting because it shows all four line 
segments that produced the plate variety (Marler, p. 378). All 
four stamps are lightly hinged.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100
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345 ** #115 1925 8c blue Admiral Block of Eight. Plate 2 in-

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

346 */** #116 1912 10c plum Admiral,

 ................................................................................Est. $1,500

         
 347 350

347 * #116 1912 10c plum Admiral Block of Four. Plate 12 in-
scription in top margin. Stamps are lightly hinged and there is 

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

348  #116 1912 10c plum Admiral on Cover to Foreign Des-
tinations Four covers with a single 10 cent plum to pay regis-
tration plus various low value stamps to pay postage. Includes 
JAN.24.1921 Vancouver to Valetta, Malta FEB.16.1921 with 

with 3c brown;; SEP.18.1920 Montreal to Lucerne SEP.30 with 
-

nesburg with pair of 2 cent carmine, roughly opened and with 
creases.

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

349  #116,111 10c and 5c Admiral UPU Registered Cover 
mailed from Levis, Quebec to Paris, France on JUL.16.1920, 
one day after the new 10c registration rate change, plus 5c 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

350 */** #117 1922 10c blue Admiral Block of Four. Wet print-
ing, mint, with one stamp never hinged.

 ...................................................................................Est. $200
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351 */** #117 1922 10c blue Admiral Block of Four. Wet print-

never hinged.
 ................................................................................Est. $1,000

         
 352 353

352 ** #117a 1922 10c blue Admiral Block of Four. -
ing, mint never hinged, but with slightly dulled gum.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

353 */** #117a 1922 10c blue Admiral Block of Four.
printing, mint, with two stamps never hinged.

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

354 * #117vi 1922 10c blue Admiral Single. -
tally wove paper. Wet printing but wider than normal (17.7 mm 
vs 17.4 mm) and shorter than normal (20.0 mm vs 20.5 mm). 
Hinged, and unpriced in Unitrade as mint.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

355 ** #118 1925 10c bistre brown Admiral Block of Four. 
Mint, never hinged.

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

356 ** #118 1925 10c light brown Admiral Strip of Four. Plate 
23 inscription in top margin. This is the light brown shade 
usually found on plates 21 and 22. Stamps are mint never 

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

357 */** #118 1925 10c bistre brown Admiral Block of Six. 
Plate 25 inscription in top margin, also dot above the 2 in 
the plate imprint added after the plate was put into produc-
tion. Possibly added when the plate was chromium plated. 

never hinged and there is a light vertical crease affecting two 
stamps. Ex. Lindeman.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150
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358 ** #119 1925 20c olive green Admiral Block of Four.

 ................................................................................Est. $1,000

359 * #120 1925 50c black brown Admiral Pair.
with Plate 4 inscription in upper margin. Mint lightly hinged.

 ..................................................................................... Est. $75

         
 360 361

360 */** #120 1925 50c black brown Admiral Block of Four. 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

361 ** #122 1925 $1 orange Admiral Block of Four. -

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

                
 362 363

362 */** #122 1925 $1 orange Admiral Block of Four.
printing, mint with two bottom stamps never hinged, but all 
stamps have offsetting on gum.

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

363 ** #123 1913 1c dark green Vertical Admiral Coil Pair. 
Mint never hinged and fresh. Slightly uneven perforations at 
top.

 ...................................................................................Est. $250

           
 x364 365

364 ** #123, 124 1913 1c and 2c Vertical Admiral Coil Pairs. 

gum imperfections. A nice pair.
 ...................................................................................Est. $250

365 */** #123-124 1913 1c and 2c Admiral Coil Pairs, both 
mint, the 1c pair has its bottom stamp never hinged, the 2c 

values has a position dot indicating these are from the 7th 

 .................................................................................... Est $350

366 */** #123-134, MR6-MR7 Collection of Mint Admiral Coil 
Singles, Pairs and Strips. All issues are present, including 
War Tax. Catalogue value is for all hinged, but many are never 
hinged and a few have no gum. We note a few paste-up pairs. 
There are three Toronto experimental coil pairs not counted in 
catalogue value. A rare opportunity to acquire this many dif-

or dry printings, etc.  
 .............................................................................Scott $5,220
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 367 368

367 */** #124 1913 2c carmine Admiral coil, mint pair, top 

 .................................................................................... Est $100

368 */** #124 1913 2c carmine Vertical Admiral Paste-Up 
Coil Pair. Mint, bottom stamp is never hinged.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

369 ** #125 1912 1c green Admiral Coil Strip of Four, mint 
never hinged, fresh.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

         
 370 372

370  #125i 1912 1c green Admiral Paste-Up Coil Pair. Mint 
hinged, with left stamp mis-guillotined, so that the bottom of 
the above stamp is showing.

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

371 * #125v 1912 1c yellow green Admiral Paste-Up Coil Strip 
of Four. Mint, with paste-up between stamps 2 and 3. Hinge 
remnants on all stamps and pulled perfs at right.

 ..................................................................................... Est. $75

372 ** #126a, 128a 1924 1c and 2c Admiral Part Perforate 
Coil Blocks of Four. -

 ..................................................................................... Est. $75

373 */** #127i 1912 2c carmine Admiral Paste-Up Coil Strip. 
Mint, with deep colour and pasted-up between stamps 2 and 
3. Lightly hinged on stamps 1 and 2 only.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

  
 374 375

374 ** #128ii 1922 2c green Admiral Coil Single. Mint, from 
the retouched die and dry printed, from Plate 13 or 14. Never 
hinged and scarce.

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

375 ** #129 1918 3c brown Admiral, Perf 8 Coil, deep, fresh 

 .................................................................................... Est $100

376 ** #130b 1924 3c carmine Admiral Coil Pair, mint, dry print-

 .................................................................................... Est $300
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377 ** #130iii 1924 3c carmine Admiral Coil, mint never hinged 

 .................................................................................... Est $200

                  
 378 379 380

378 ** #132i 1921 2c carmine Admiral Paste-Up Coil Pair. Mint 
never hinged.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

379 ** #132iv 1915 2c rose carmine Admiral Perforated 12 
Paste-Up Coil Pair mint, with deep colour for this shade, very 

 .................................................................................... Est $200

380 ** #133 1924 2c yellow green Admiral Perf. 12 Coil Pair, 

 .................................................................................... Est $300

         
 381 x382

381 ** #136 1924 1c yellow Admiral Imperforate Block of Four. 
Mint, never hinged and fresh.

 ...................................................................................  Est $150

382 ** #136-138 1924 1c to 3c Admiral Imperforate Blocks 
of Four. Mint, with 1c (from right margin), 2c (with hairline 

gum disturbance or toning.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

383 ** #137 1924 2c green Admiral Imperforate, plate #A188 
strip of four with full margins, stamps never hinged, hinged in 

 .................................................................................... Est $200

384 ** #138 1924 3c carmine Admiral Imperforate Block of 
Four. Mint, from lower left corner of lower left pane and with 

but gum is lightly disturbed (mostly affecting two stamps) due 
to storage.

 ..................................................................................... Est. $75

385 */** #138 1924 3c carmine Admiral Imperforate,

mint never hinged except small spot on gum of stamp #3 

$1,505).
 .................................................................................... Est $500

386  #138 1924 3c carmine Admiral Imperforate Plate Strip 
of 10, with bottom sheet margin having full Plate 127 inscrip-

 ...................................................................................Est. $500
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 387 388

387 */** #138i 1924 3c carmine Admiral Imperforate Block 
of Four. Mint, with pyramid guide in left margin of pane. One 
stamp is never hinged.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

388 */** #138ii 1924 3c carmine Admiral Imperforate Block 
of Four. -
gin. Three stamps are never hinged.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

389 ** #139i 1926 2c on 3c carmine Admiral One Line Shifted 
Surcharge, mint, with sheet margin at right, fresh and very 

-

 .................................................................................... Est $500

       
 390 391

390 */** #139i 1926 2c on 3c carmine Admiral Provisional 
Block of Four.
mm. Bottom stamps are never hinged and each stamp has a 

 ...................................................................................Est. $300

391 ** #139iii 1926 2c on 3c carmine Admiral Provisional 
Block of Four.
additional faint impressions. Stamps are never hinged, top of 
margin has two tiny staple holes and a small hinge. Scarce.

 ...................................................................................Est. $300

392 ** #140 1926 2c on 3c carmine Admiral Provisional Block 
of Eight.
hinged, but all stamps are somewhat affected by light gum 
loss, due to poor storage.

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

393 ** #140 1926 2c on 3c carmine Admiral Provisional Block 
of Eight. Mint, with Plate 115 inscription. A fresh, never 

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

394 ** #140 1926 2c on 3c Admiral Provisional Overprint 
Block of Twelve, from top left of pane, with Plate 115 inscrip-
tion in top selvedge. Mint never hinged (lightly hinged in top 

 .................................................................................... Est $350
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395 */** #140 1926 2c on 3c carmine Admiral Provisional 
Block of Eight. Mint, with Plate 116 inscription. Six stamps 
are never hinged.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

396 */** #184 1931 3c carmine Admiral Provisional Blocks 
of Eight.
stamps are never hinged.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

         
 397 x398

397 ** #MR1 1915 1c green Admiral War Tax Block of Four. 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

398 */** #MR1 1915 1c green Admiral War Tax Blocks of Four. 

never hinged.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

399 */** #MR1 1915 1c green Admiral War Tax Block of Four. 

hinged and there is a small gum thin on top right stamp.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

     
x400

400 */** #MR1 1915 1c green Admiral War Tax Plate Strips 
and Block.
strips being PO 909C upper, Plate 1 lower and one with PO 
number 347 punched out with dashes and PO number 3 
punched in (this one with selvedge separated from stamps). 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

401 */** #MR1 1915 1c + 1c green Admiral Group four mint 
singles, each with plate numbers in selvedge. #10 and 295 

partly doubled) are never hinged.
 .................................................................................... Est $100
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402 ** #MR2 1915 2c carmine Admiral War Tax Block of Ten. 
From upper right corner of upper left pane, selvedge shows 
PO number 296 punched out with dashes and PO 317 
punched in. Mint never hinged, with a light natural gum bend 
on three stamps and a very light stain in selvedge above top 
right stamp.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

         
 403 x404

403 * #MR2 1915 2c carmine Admiral War Tax Block of Four. A 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

404 */** #MR2 1915 2c + 1c carmine Admiral War Tax Blocks 
of Four.
is never hinged and one stamp has a small tear.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

         
 x405 x406

405 */** #MR2 1915 2c carmine Admiral War Tax Blocks 
of Four.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

406 ** #MR2, MR2a 1915 2c carmine Admiral War Tax Plate 
Blocks and Strip. -

hinged and we note different shades.
 ...................................................................................Est. $150

           
 x407 x409

407 */** #MR2B-MR2Di 1915 Set of Six Mint Admiral War Tax 
Stamps

 ....................................................................................Est $150

         
 408 x413

408 ** #MR2bi 1915 5c blue Admiral War Tax Block of Four, with 

 .................................................................................... Est $400

409 * #MR3, MR3a 1916 2c + 1c carmine Admiral War Tax 
Singles.
shades and mint hinged.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

410 */** #MR3b 1916 2c+1c rose red Admiral, Die I, lower left 
corner strip of four with plate #A3 inscription, left pair is never 

 ....................................................................................Est $150
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411 ** #MR3b 1916 2c+1c rose red Admiral, Die I,
16 with impressive centering, deep fresh colour and never 
hinged gum, stamp #8 has a small closed tear. (CV as 11 VF, 
4 F-VF is $2,810).

 .................................................................................Est $1,000

412 ** #MR4 1916 2c + 1c brown Admiral War Tax Block of 
Six.

record.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

413 ** #MR4 1916 2c + 1c brown Admiral War Tax Block of 
Four.

thins.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

414 ** #MR4 1916 2c + 1c brown Vie II Admiral War Tax with 
-

 .................................................................................... Est $100

         
 415 417

415 */** #MR4 1916 2c + 1c brown Admiral War Tax Block of 
Four.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

416 * #MR4a 1916 2c + 1c brown Admiral War Tax Die I lightly 
hinged mint single. Scarce stamp.

 ................................................................................Est. $1,500

417 (*) #MR4b 1916 2c + 1c brown Admiral War Tax Imperfo-
rate Horizontal Pair.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150
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The Hillside Collection continued

  
 418 419

418 ** #MR6 1916 2c + 1c carmine Admiral Perf 8 Die I Coil 
Pair, mint, fresh never hinged and immaculate pair, the right 

-

 .................................................................................... Est $400

419 ** #MR6ii 1916 2c + 1c rose carmine Admiral War Tax 
Coil Single,

 .................................................................................... Est $200

420 */** #MR7 1916 2c + 1c dark brown Admiral Die II Perf 
8 Coil Strip of Four, mint, with detailed impression and very 
deep brown colour. Very well centered, especially for a strip. 
The second stamp has light gum disturbance from hinge re-

 .................................................................................... Est $250

       
 x421 423

421 */** #MR7a 1916 2c + 1c brown Admiral War Tax Coil 
Pairs
never hinged.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

422 */** #MR7i 1916 2c + 1c brown Admiral War Tax Coil 
Paste-Up Strip of Four.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

423 ** #MR7iii 1916 2c + 1c yellow brown Admiral War Tax 
Coil Pair,

 .................................................................................... Est $500

KGV Admiral Issue

           
 x424 x425

424 * #104-122 1911-25 1c to $1 Admiral Set mint lightly 
hinged and includes two 50c shades. A very nice set, with 

fresh with bright colours and select.
 .............................................................................Scott $1,280

425 */** #104-122 1911-25 1c to $1 Admiral Set mint, mostly 
hinged complete set, with two additional 5c violet shades, 2c 
on 3c overprints, 3c compound perf, imperforate singles (NH) 
and pairs. The 2c carmine has no gum, else a nice group and 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,288

426 */** #104a-109a 1911-23 Lot of Nine Mint Admiral Book-
let Panes with #a 104a (NH), 105a (NH), 105b (hinged), 

107b (NH), 107c (hinged), 108a (hinged) and 109a (NH). 

 ................................................................................ Scott $997

           
x427

427 ** #104aii, 104aiv 1913-15 1c Admiral Mint Booklet Pane 
Varieties both never hinged, with blue green and deep blue 

one having natural short gum plus a tiny spot on gum, the 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $397

           
 428 x429

428 ** #104b 1911 1c blue green Admiral, mint never hinged, 

 .......................................................................... Unitrade $180
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429  #105/132 1911-24 Admiral Used Group mostly with nice 
cds cancels and includes interesting issues such as imperfo-
rate 2c strip of three, imperforate 1c pair, #s 131, 132, 133 
(the latter being a superb stamp), 122, 123 pair, experimen-

 .................................................................................Scott $470

           
 430 431

430 ** #107e 1922 2c green Admiral, Dry Printing, mint never 

 .............................................................................Unitrade $90

431 ** #108 1918 3c brown Admiral, mint never hinged, very 

 .......................................................................... Unitrade $120

           
 432 434

432 ** #110b 1922 4c olive yellow Admiral, Wet Printing, im-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $240

433 ** #112 1922 5c violet Admiral,

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $720

434 ** #113 1912 7c yellow ochre Admiral, mint never hinged, 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $240

           
 435 436

435 ** #113iii 1912 7c yellow ochre Admiral, with retouched 
vertical line in upper right spandrel, mint never hinged, very 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $600

436 ** #114 1924 7c red brown Admiral, mint never hinged, 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $105

           
 437 438

437 ** #114 1924 7c red brown Admiral, mint never hinged, 
-

cate.
 ...........................................................................Unitrade $105

438 * #114 1924 7c red brown Admiral with Lathework D, wet 

 .......................................................................... Unitrade $120

           
 439 440

439 ** #115 1925 8c blue Admiral, mint never hinged, fresh 

 .......................................................................... Unitrade $180

440 ** #115 1925 8c blue Admiral, mint never hinged, nice 

 .......................................................................... Unitrade $180
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KGV Admiral Issue continued

         
 441 446

441 */** #115 1925 8c blue Admiral,

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $480

           
 442 443

442 ** #116 1912 10c plum Admiral, mint never hinged, nice 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $720

443 ** #117 1922 10c blue Admiral, mint never hinged, fresh 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $240

           
 444 445

444 ** #117ii 1922 10c light blue Admiral, Wet Printing, mint 
-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $240

445 ** #118b 19258 10c yellow brown Admiral, mint never 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $210

446 ** #119 1912 20c dark olive green Admiral, wet printing, 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $480

           
 447 448

447 ** #119 1925 20c olive green Admiral, mint never hinged, 
-

cate.
 ...........................................................................Unitrade $450

448 ** #120 1925 50c black brown Admiral, mint never hinged, 
-

cate.
 ...........................................................................Unitrade $360

           
 449 450

449 ** #122 1925 $1 orange Admiral, fresh with lovely colour, 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $450

450 ** #122 1925 $1 orange Admiral, mint never hinged and 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $450

           
 451 453

451 * #123 1913 1c dark green Admiral coil, mint pair, hinged, 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $300

452 */** #123-134 1913-24 Mint Admiral Coil Group on 

hinged, and with pairs and singles, including duplication. A 

 .............................................................................Scott $2,126
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453 ** #123i 1913 1c dark green Admiral Coil Paste-Up Pair, 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,200

           
 x454 455

454 * #123i, 124i 1913 1c and 2c Admiral Coils, mint hinged 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $550

455 ** #124 1913 2c carmine Admiral, Perf 8 Horizontal Coil, 
with deep fresh colour, top stamp with hinge remnant, bottom 

-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $555

         
 x456 x458

456 */** #125/125v 1912 1c Admiral Coils, Six Different 
Pairs, includes pairs and paste-up pairs in the three shades 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $286

           
x457

457 ** #125iv, 127ii 1912 Admiral Coil Starter Strips, 1c green 
starter strip of four with four tabs, hinge remnant, toning and 
2c carmine strip of four with full tabs, mint never hinged, 

 .................................................................................... Est $250

458 */** #126/126iii 1912 1c orange yellow Admiral Coils, 
Six Different Pairs, includes #126 VFNH (a few tone spots), 

VFNH.
 ...........................................................................Unitrade $343

         
 x459 x460

459 */** #126a, 126c 1924 1c yellow Admiral Blocks, Imper-
forate Horizontally,

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $635

 in-

and 128iii VFNH.
 ...........................................................................Unitrade $367

         
x461

461 */** #129/129ii 1918 3c brown Admiral Coils, three 
different includes #129 VFNH (light vertical crease on one 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $620

           
 x462 463

462 ** #130, 130b 1924 3c carmine Admiral Coils, mint never 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $377

463 */** #133 1924 2c yellow green Admiral Coil, mint never 

mint paste-up pair, hinged, tone spots on gum and on front of 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $775
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KGV Admiral Issue continued

           
x464

464 ** #134, 134i 1921 3c brown Admiral Coils,  mint pair 
(some toning on gum) and paste-up pair, one pair is quite 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $250

         
 465 x466

465  #136 1924 1c yellow Admiral Imperforate,

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $170

466 ** #136-138 1924 1c-3c Admiral Imperforate Pairs, mint 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $500

        
 x467 x468

467  #136-138 1924 1c yellow, 2c green, and 3c carmine 
imperforate pairs

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $250

468  #136-138 1924 1c-3c Admiral Imperforates, set of 3 in 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $250

469 ** #137 1924 2c green Admiral Imperforate, Plate No. 189 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

470 ** #138 1924 3c carmine Admiral Imperforate, plate strip 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $600

471 ** #138 1924 3c carmine Admiral Imperforate,
-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $600

472 * #138 var 1924 3c carmine Admiral Dry Printing Imperfo-
rate Block of Eight, with disturbed gum, which has been ex-
pertly and fraudulently perforated to resemble the much scarc-

 .................................................................................... Est $100
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 473 474

473 ** #139 1926 2c on 3c single line surcharge Admiral, Die 
I

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $200

474 ** #139i 1926 2c on 3c carmine Admiral Provisional, with 
-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $193

475 * #140a 1926 2c on 3c carmine Admiral, with double sur-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $200

476 ** #184 1931 3c carmine Admiral Provisional, mint never 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $240

KGV Admiral War Tax

           
 x477 478

477 */  #MR1-MR7a 1915-16 Admiral War Tax Group on a 

or better group.
 ................................................................................ Scott $715

478 ** #MR2C 1915 20c olive green War Tax, mint never hinged 
-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $435

           
 479 480

479 ** #MR3 1915 2c + 1c carmine Admiral War Tax, lot of ten 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,800

480 * #MR3a 1916 2c+1c carmine Admiral War Tax, Die II with 
-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $275

         
 481 x482

481 (*) #MR4b 1916 2c + 1c light brown Admiral Horizontal 
Imperforate Pair,

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $275

482 * #MR6, MR6i 1916 2c + 1c carmine Admiral War Tax, pair 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $610
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KGV Admiral War Tax continued

         
 483 484

483 ** #MR6ii 1916 2c + 1c rose carmine Admiral War Tax, 

along top (natural) mentioned for the record.
 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,350

484 * #MR6iii 1916 2c + 1c rose carmine Admiral War Tax, 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $500

         
 x485 486

485 */** #MR7/MR7iii 1916 2c+1c Admiral War Tax, group of 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $555

486 * #MR7a 1916 2c + 1c War Tax Admiral Coil Pair mint, very 

 ................................................................................ Scott $400

487 * #MR7iv 1916 2c + 1c yellow brown Admiral War Tax, 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $600

KGV Scroll Issue

488 */** #149ac 1928 1c orange KGV Scroll Imperforate Tête 
Bêche Block of Twelve, mint, all stamps are never hinged ex-

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,350

489 * #149b-154a 1928-1929 KGV Scroll Issue Imperforate 
Pairs,

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $825

490 ** #150ac 1928 2c green KGV Scroll Imperforate Tête 
Bêche Block of Twelve, mint, all stamps are never hinged 

-

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,025

491 */** #153ac 1928 5c violet KGV Scroll Imperforate Tête 
Bêche Block of Twelve, mint, all stamps are never hinged ex-

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,350

   
492 ** #155 1928 10c green Mount Hurd, mint never hinged, 

 .............................................................................Unitrade $70

         
 x493 x494

493 */** #160, 160i 1929 1c orange Scroll Issue coil pairs, 
mint never hinged coil pair and mint hinged paste-up pair, 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $390

494 */** #161, 161i 1929 2c green Scroll Issue coil pairs, 
mint never hinged coil pair and mint hinged paste-up pair, 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $255
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KGV Arch-Leaf Issue

495 */** #163 1930 1c deep green Arch Issue, 
from left sheet margin, with 5 of the 6 stamps being affected 

 ...................................................................................... Est $75

         
 x496 x498

496 ** #166b 1931 2c dark brown Arch Issue, Plate No. 6 up-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $480

497 * #170 1930 5c dull blue Arch Dramatic Misperforation, 
mint hinged, showing only about three quarters of the stamp, 
cut just along the top of the value tablet and having approxi-
mately 8mm of white at top of stamp.

 ...................................................................................... Est $50

498 */** #170 1930 5c dull blue Arch Issue,

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $200

         
 x499 x500

499 */** #171 1930 8c dark blue Arch Issue, Plate No. 1 UL 

selvedge).
 ...........................................................................Unitrade $495

500 ** #172 1930 8c orange red Arch Issue,

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $192

         
 501 x502

501 ** #173 1930 10c olive green Library of Parliament, lower 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $300

502 */** #173 1930 10c olive green Library of Parliament, 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $300

503 ** #174 1930 12c grey black Quebec Citadel, Plate No. 1 
-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $500
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KGV Arch-Leaf Issue continued

504 * #174a 1930 12c grey black Quebec Citadel Imperfo-
rate Plate Block.
is hinged in the upper selvedge and in the margin to the left 

small natural inclusion above the “E” of Cents on the upper 

hinged imperforate pairs.
 ....................................................................... Unitrade $5,000

         
 505 506

505 ** #175 1930 20c red brown Harvesting Wheat, Plate No. 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $462

506 * #175 1930 20c red brown Harvesting Wheat, Plate No. 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $250

         
 x507 x510

507 */** #178-180i 1930-1931 Arch Issue Coils, includes a 
coil pair and a line pair of each value, #179 is hinged, rest 
are mint never hinged, most have small tone spots, else very 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $416

     
x508

508 ** #179, 182 1930-1931 Arch Issue End Strips, 1c deep 
green strip of 4 (including line pair, one stamp with disturbed 

tabs (VF), both are never hinged with nice fresh colour.
 ...........................................................................Unitrade $450

     
x509

509 ** #180iii, 181iii, 182iii 1930-1931 Arch Issue Coils with 
“Cockeyed King” variety, 2c green coil pair (VF), 2c brown 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $447

510 */** #181-183, 181i-183i 1930-1931 Arch Issue Coils, in-
cludes a coil pair and a line pair of each value, 2c brown line 

other pairs have small faults (ie. toning spots, light crease) 
mentioned for the record.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $472

         
 x511 x512

511 ** #190 1931 10c dark green George-Etienne Cartier, 

noted.
 ...........................................................................Unitrade $450

512 */** #193 1932 5c dull blue Prince of Wales, Plate No. 1 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $306

       
 x513 x514

513 */** #194 1932 13c deep green Britannia, Plate No. 1 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $360

514 */** #194 1932 13c deep green Britannia,
(NH) and UL (hinged, small stain spot in selvedge), both very 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $360
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KGV Medallion Issue

     
x515

515 ** #195c-197b 1932 1c to 3c Medallion Imperforate Pairs, 
printed by rotary press with white gum, mint never hinged, 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,100

     
x516

516 ** #195c-201a 1932 1c to 13c Medallion Set in Horizon-
tal Imperforate Pairs, all fresh, mint never hinged, and with 

set is normal and undisturbed from the original printing and 

press mid-values have yellow gum and the high value with a 
different white gum than the rotary low values.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $5,950

       
 x517 x518

517 * #196bi, 197biii, 197dii 1932 2c and 3c Medallion Book-
let Panes, -

all are mint hinged.
 ...........................................................................Unitrade $425

518 */** #199 1932 5c dark blue Medallion,

Plate No. 1 (hinged, thin in selvedge) and UL Plate No. 2 
(hinged, VF).

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $413

519 ** #199a 1932 5c dark blue Medallion Horizontal Pair Im-
perforate Vertically, mint never hinged and fresh. There is a 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,500

         
 x520 x521

520 * #199i 1932 5c dark blue Medallion,
-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $225

521 ** #200 1932 8c red orange Medallion,

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $730

     
x522

522 * #200 1932 8c red orange Medallion, Plate No. 1 upper 

both with overall disturbed gum.  Pencil notation in upper sel-
vedge.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $317
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KGV Medallion Issue continued

       
 x523 x524

523 ** #201 1932 13c dull violet Quebec Citadel, Plate No. 1 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $875

524 * #201 1932 13c dull violet Quebec Citadel, Plate No. 2 

gum.
 ...........................................................................Unitrade $330

     
525 ** #203a 1933 20c brown red Grain Exhibition Horizon-

tal Imperforate Pair, with sheet margin at right, mint never 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,600

526  #203i 1933 20c brown red Grain Exhibition,

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $225

527 ** #204 1933 5c blue Royal William Lot on pages, with 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,280

528 ** #204a 1933 5c dark blue Royal William Horizontal Im-
perforate Pair, with sheet margin at right, mint never hinged 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,600

529 ** #209a 1934 10c olive green Loyalists Horizontal Imper-
forate Pair,

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,500

King George V Era -- Pictorial Issue

     
x530

530 E/P #217-227 1935 KGV Pictorial Issue Plate Proofs, com-

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,800

     
x531

531 ** #225/230 Small Group of 1935 Pictorial Issues, in-
cludes #225, 226, 227, 228-240 singles and pairs of #229 
and 230. All stamps are mint never hinged (#230 single has 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $498

King George VI Era (1937-1952)

532 ** #232 1935 2c brown Duke of York,
-

ly 5mm, mint never hinged.
 ....................................................................................Est $150
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 533 x534

533 ** #232 1937 2c brown Mufti Block of Four,
perforations shifted down by 5mm. From bottom left of pane 

never hinged, with some gum loss affecting three stamps.
 ...................................................................................Est. $150

534 */** #241 1938 10c dark carmine Memorial, group of 4 

both NH and Plate 2 lower left and lower right both hinged. 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $227

     
x535

535 ** #246a-248a 1939 1c to 3c Royal Visit Set Horizontal 
Imperforate Pairs, with 1c and 3c having sheet margins, mint 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,150

536 ** #302 1951 $1 bright ultramarine Fishing Resources, 

one stamp.
 ...........................................................................Unitrade $300

Queen Elizabeth II Era (1953 - )

537 ** 4c Unissued Indian Head Essay Horizontal Imperforate 
Pair,

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

538  #316 1952 20c grey Paper Mill Plate Block with all ver-
tical perforations shifted to the right by 6mm. A lower right 

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

     
x539

539 ** #341aii/1194i 1954-1988 Varieties mostly listed in 
Unitrade includes #341aii, 347iii, 1194i pair, plus approxi-

each.
 .................................................................................... Est $300
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Queen Elizabeth II Era continued

540 ** #387a 1959 5c St. Lawrence Seaway with Inverted Cen-
ter,
bends as usually seen on these rare error stamps but has a 

 .....................................................................Unitrade $16,000

541 ** #387a 1959 5c St Lawrence Seaway Inverted Centre 
Vertical Pair, with sheet margin at left. Mint never hinged, 

 .....................................................................Unitrade $32,000

542 ** #404 1963 4c carmine Cameo,
dramatic pre-printing foldover in margin, never hinged. There 
is perf separation between bottom middle stamp and foldover 
mentioned for the record.

 .................................................................................... Est $500

          
 543 545

543 ** #450 1966 5c plum Library of Parliament in a lower left 

about 7 mm, thus cutting off “A” of Canada and mostly miss-
ing the “5” value on the two right stamps, left stamps are 
imperforate in the margin. Mint never hinged. There is some 
light gum disturbance in bottom selvedge mentioned for the 
record.

 ...................................................................................... Est $75

544 */**/  #461-465B Specialized Collection of High Value 
Centennials

-

Flow” varieties. High catalogue value and clean lot, and in-

 ................................................................................... Est. $100
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545 ** #465Bd 1970 6c black QEII Centennial, Imperforate 
Coil Strip of Four, strip has trivial soiling in upper left cor-

which affect all four stamps. It is never hinged and if bidding 
is light could prove to help someone complete their Centen-
nial collection.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $7,000

           
 546 549

546 ** #468A 1969 6c orange Centennial Coil Issue, vertical 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $400

547 ** #519-528 1970 Christmas Issue 5c and 6c full panes of 
100
include the more common #522iii variety, mint never hinged, 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $270

548 ** #519-528 1970 Christmas Issue 5c and 6c full panes of 
100 Two untagged sets of philatelic sheets with inscriptions, 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $460

549 ** #550a 1971 8c slate Centennial Coil Issue, vertical im-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $750

550 ** #586 1973 1c orange Macdonald Block of Six with all 
vertical perforations shifted to the right by about 5mm. Mint 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

         
 551 x552

551 ** #604a 1974 8c ultramarine Queen Elizabeth II Coil, hori-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $200

552 ** #604vi/1250ii Selection of Imperforate Pairs, including 
-

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,395

553 ** #605a 1976 10c dark carmine Queen Elizabeth II Coil, 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $225

554 ** #693d 1976 8c Royal Military College Double Impres-
sion Corner Block of Four, from the bottom left of the pane. 

-

 .....................................................................Unitrade $12,000

         
555 ** #726ii 1979 $1 Fundy National Park, Inscriptions Dou-

bled,

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,750
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Queen Elizabeth II Era continued

     
556 ** #727a 1979 $2 Kluane National Park, silver inscription 

omitted,
 ...........................................................................Unitrade $500

     
x Detail Lot 557

557 ** #741a 1977 10c Hunters Following Stars, Horizontal Pair 
Imperforate Between, in a upper marginal strip of 5, stamps 
in positions 2 and 3 are imperforate in between, mint never 
hinged, small toning spot and tiny spot of disturbed gum in 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,500

558 ** #1079 1986 39c Communications,

 .................................................................................... Est $100

559 ** #1165 1988 38c Parliament 
perforations all shifted to the right by 5mm and shifted down 
by 2mm resulting in the appearance at right of part of a 9th 
and 10th stamp. Mint never hinged.

 .................................................................................... Est $200

560 ** #1180iii 1990 80c Caribou Horizontal Imperforate Pair, 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,500

              
 561 564

561 ** #1194Bf 1990 39c dark violet Flag Imperforate Pair, 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $250

      
 562 563

562 ** #1250ii 1989 38c Regiments Plate Block, mint never 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $250

563 ** #1250ii 1989 38c Regiments Plate Block mint never 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $250

564 ** #1356i 1991 42c Flag Imperforate Pair, mint never 

some light bends at left perhaps from where stamps attached 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

565 ** #1364 1992 86c Delicious Apple Essay, imperforate hor-

 ............................................................................Retail $2,000
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566 ** #1368i 1992 67c Beaked Hazelnut -
tal pair, with part adjoining third stamp at right. Mint, never 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

567 E/P #1372 1992 49c Bartlett Pear Essay. Imperforate hori-

 ............................................................................Retail $2,000

568 ** #1376b 1995 $2 Provincial Normal School with Omit-
ted Inscriptions in a marginal vertical gutter pair. A rare and 

-

 .....................................................................Unitrade $24,000

569 ** #1376b 1995 $2 Provincial Normal School with Inverted 
Inscriptions, with sheet margins at top and left, mint never 

 .....................................................................Unitrade $12,000

570 ** #1395ii 1992 43c olive green Flag, Misperforated, hi-
-

tions are shifted up about 5mm running across the bottom of 

 ...................................................................................... Est $75

571 ** #1442a 1992 42c Canada in Space with Holographic 
Image Uncut Press Sheet A full uncut press sheet contain-

1st pass and 2nd pass. This is believed to be the only uncut 
press sheet in private hands. The provenance is an executive 

from the Manager of Stamp Products in Canada Post wrote 
on October 8, 1992 giving great praise (eg “This has been 

very much better than I expected”, etc.). He closes by stat-
ing “I have enclosed some samples and other products...”. 
The sheet is 50.5cmx25.5cm, has two trivial bends and trivial 
stain all in the selvedge and NOT noticeable for Exhibition 

provenance.  See Photo on Page 177.
 .................................................................................Est $1,500

572 ** #1499b, 1499ii 1993 43c Christmas with two major 
errors, -
perforate between and imperforate between stamp and right 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,200
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Queen Elizabeth II Era continued

         
 573 xDetail Lot 574

573 ** #1586 1995 52c Christmas major perforation shift, 
vertical perfs are shifted 14mm left splitting the “52” at the 
centre of the stamp, never hinged.

 ....................................................................................Est $125 

574 ** #1700a 2000 47c Flag Booklet with Die Cutting Shift-
ed Right 9mm,
stamps with three different 3-bar tagging varieties. Part of 
stamps in positions 1 and 6 are imperforate between. Very 

 ....................................................................................Est $150

575 ** #2540var 2012 $2 purple Queen Elizabeth II Diamond 
Jubilee Part Imperforate, single from bottom left of sheetlet, 
imperforate between stamp and selvedge with inscription. 
Includes a regular NH sheetlet of 8. This is the discovery ex-
ample.

 .................................................................................Est $1,000

Back of Book -- Complete Booklets

576 ** Small Box Full of 1940s and 1950s Complete Booklets 
appear to be all different, and in very nice condition. High 
catalogue value.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

577 */**/  #149a/254b Collection of Booklet Panes on eight 

few used. Also a few singles (not counted). A nice collection, 
and includes a Unitrade #165bii (NH and catalogued as per 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,960

Back of Book -- Airmails

578 * #C3c 1932 6c on 5c brown olive Airmail with triple sur-
charge, -
WA No. A-1, stamps are never hinged but hinged in selvedge, 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $800

579  #CLP3 1919 Air Mail Cover
AUG.25.1919. Stamp printed by the Aero Club of Canada to 

stamp, 18mm tear in stamp at right hand side and the cover 
is overall a little grubby. Opened at the right end, where there 
are some small faults.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $925

580 */  with bet-
ter such as #CLP3 (faults), CL3, CL6,7 (both hinged), CL8, 
CL42 CL45 and others. A total of 15 stamp, a few with small 
faults or no gum, else a nice group.  

 ................................................................................... Est. $100
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581 ** #CL20b 1926 5c black and red on blue Patricia Airways, 
with ascending overprint type B in red. Mint never hinged, 

gum mentioned for the record.
 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,125

Back of Book -- Special Delivery

         
 582 583

582 ** #E1 1898 10c blue green Special Delivery, mint never 

upper left corner. Accompanied by a 2010 Greene Founda-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $450

583 ** #E2 1922 20c carmine Special Delivery, mint never 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $450

           
 584 585

584 ** #E2 1922 20c carmine Special Delivery, mint never 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $450

585 ** #E3 1927 20c orange Special Delivery, mint never 
-

came from.
 ...........................................................................Unitrade $150

586 ** #E5 1932 20c henna brown Special Delivery, mint never 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $200

Back of Book -- Registration

       
 587 588

587 * #F1 1888 2c rose carmine Registration, mint hinged, with 
original gum and sheet margin at bottom. There is a diago-
nal line at bottom right of stamp, extending into the selvedge. 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $250

588 ** #F1b 1888 2c rose carmine Registration, mint never 
hinged, with original gum and sheet margin at bottom with 
small part of the imprint. Fine.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $500

589 * #F1b 1888 2c rose carmine Registration Block of Four, 
with part of imprint in top selvedge. Mint, with deep colour 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

590 ** #F2 1875 5c dark green Registration, mint never hinged, 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $400
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Back of Book -- Registration continued

591  #F2c 1888 5c dark green Registration Stamp Imperfo-
rate, used single from the top right corner of sheet. Accompa-

 .................................................................................... Est $500

       
 592 593

592 * #F3 1876 8c dull blue Registration, mint, with original 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $900

593  #F3 1876 8c dull blue Registration stamp, used with light 
cancel, two thinned perfs at top mentioned for the record, 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $337

       
 594 595

594 * #F3a 1876 8c bright blue Registration Issue, with deep, 
-

with disturbed gum”.
 ...........................................................................Unitrade $700

595 (*) #F3a 1876 8c bright blue Registration Attractive stamp 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

Back of Book -- Postage Dues

596 ** #J1c 1906 1c reddish violet Postage Due, fresh and im-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $960

597  #J2 1906 2c violet Postage Due,

 .................................................................................... Est $500

           
 598 599

598 ** #J4 1906 5c violet Postage Due,

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $320

599 ** #J5 1928 10c reddish violet Postage Due, fresh stamp 
with deep colour and strong impression, mint never hinged, 

-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $260
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600 ** #J11a 1934 1c dark violet Postage Due, upper marginal 

-
tioned for the record.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

       
 x601 602

-
cials, 10c LL Plate No. 2, 13c LL Plate No. 1 and 14c LL Plate 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $787

602 * #O9 1949-1950 50c dark blue green Lumbering, Plate 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,200

603 ** #O25 1950 $1 Train Ferry G Overprint in a fresh mint nev-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $720

604 ** #O36 1953 4c violet Karsh, Major Perforation Shift, in 

 .................................................................................... Est $100

 mint never 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $600

Federal Revenues

606  1879 Cheque Franked with FB48 and FB52. A cheque 

 ..................................................................................... Est. $75

607 **/  Group of Mint and Used Federal Law Stamps, we note 

 .................................................................................... Est $100

608  #FB36/FB54 Group of Used Dollar Value Singles with 
FB36 (nice cds and pulled perf at top), FB52 (x2), FB53 (nice 

 .......................................................................... Van Dam $537

609 ** #FB40c 1868 Third Bill Issue, 3c green Queen Victoria 
Imperforate Pair,
gum mentioned for the record.

 ...........................................................................van Dam $225

610 ** #FPS2/FPS40 1932-1948, 1967 Postal Note & Scrip 
Stamps, includes #FPS2, FPS4, FPS5-FPS13, FPS15-FPS19, 

corners. A few extra not included in catalogue value.  
 ...........................................................................van Dam $302
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Federal Revenues continued

611  #FWS1 1918 25c orange War Savings Stamps on 
Dominion of Canada Thrift Card,
stamps for the purchase of $5 War Savings Stamp. Card is in 
nice condition, small dog-eared corner at bottom but other-

 .......................................................................van Dam $1,120

612 (*) #RFW53 1918 25c orange War Savings Tax Revenue, 
unused (no gum) with a 2mm tear at left and a short perf at 

 ....................................................................... van Dam $6,500

Provincial Revenues

613  1941 Ontario Stock Transfer Document for 220 Shares 

OST20 x1;; OST22 x4, OST25 x4, OST27 x10;; and OST33 x4. 
-

ment has been folded, but folds do not affect stamps.
 ...........................................................................van Dam $820

614 ** #SL68-SL78var. 1968 Saskatchewan Law Stamps mint 

Manor overprints as well as some punch cancels. Original re-

 ...................................................................................Est. $500

Provincial Wildlife Conservation Stamps

     
x615

615 ** #PC1-PC6 1942 Prairie Provinces Conservation Stamps, 

 ...........................................................................van Dam $160

Canada Precancels

616 (*) #FWT8k 1915 2c War Tax with Inverted Precancel

 ................................................................................... Est. $100
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617  #Type I-34 1882 ½c black Small Queen with Type I Pre-
cancel The right hand pane of Plate 1 with 3 imprints and 
4 major re-entries all in a precancelled used pane. Center-

been trimmed at top causing damage to stamp position 1. 

panes (the other is a three cent value). The catalogue value 
for a single precancel is $100 and there would be obvious 

 .................................................................................Est $3,000

x618

618  
includes 1c with vertical, 1c with inverted and x4 3c regular, 

 ...................................................................................... Est $75

619 ** #O232/OE11 Perforated OHMS Collection, 1937 to 
1946 35 different, all fresh, never hinged new issue quality 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,694

British Columbia and Vancouver Island

           
 x620 621

620  #2, 2a 1860 2½d dull rose and 2½d pale dull rose Queen 
Victoria,

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $400

621  #5 1865 5c rose Queen Victoria,
partial Victoria cancel, short perfs, else very good.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $200

           
 622 x623

622 * #7 1865 3d blue Seal of British Columbia mint hinged, 

used faulty issues.
 ................................................................................ Scott $120

623  #7/11 Small Group of 5 Used Stamps, includes #7, 7a, 8, 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,025

624 * #15 1869 10c on 3d lilac Heraldic, mint with hinged origi-

the surcharge on reverse. Accompanied by a 2013 Greene 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,400

New Brunswick

625 */  #1/11 Collection of Mint and Used, with a #1 used 
pair (faulty, but with nice #24 in oval grid), used #2 (faulty, but 
with nice #8 in oval grid), 1sh reprint, plus the following mint 

includes a few other faulty. If all sound, catalogue value would 
be $2,621.  

 ................................................................................... Est. $100
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New Brunswick continued

626 E/P #6P 1860 1d dark violet Locomotive Plate Proof,

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $500

627 E/P #8Pvar 1860 5c green Queen Victoria Plate Proof, 

 .......................................................................... Unitrade $240

628 E/P #11P 1860 17c black Prince of Wales Plate Proof, 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $240

Nova Scotia

629 (*) #1 1853 1d red brown Queen Victoria, unused (no gum) 
-

cate.
 ....................................................................... Unitrade $4,000

630 */**/  #1/13 Collection of Mint and Used

two to four copies each of #s 8-13, including a few imprint 
copies, a NH 1c with part imprint on sheet margin, etc. If all 
were sound, catalogue would be $3,196.  

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

631  #2 1855 3d blue Heraldic on Cover, mailed Halifax 
JUL.3.1855 to Bridgetown and received there on JUL.6.1855. 
The four margin stamp is tied to a yellow-orange Aetna In-

-

-

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $400

632  #4 1851 6d yellow green Heraldic, four clear to almost 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000
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Prince Edward Island

633 */  #1/16 Mostly Mint Collection on Black Stock Sheet, 

of four of #8. A total of 21 stamps, with 12 different. Some 
faults, including a thin on the hinged #1, still a decent offer-

 .............................................................................Scott $1,540

Newfoundland

634  #2i 1857 2d scarlet vermilion Heraldic, used with oval 
grid cancel and with “line through bottom 2s” variety. Three 
margins are cut inside the outer frameline and top is cut into 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $5,000

635  #17/23 1861 ½d to 1sh Heraldic Forgeries missing the 

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

636 */** #27 1861 10c black Prince Albert Plate Block of 12, 
from upper left of sheet, with full imprints at top and left. 
Mint, with full original gum and 11 stamps never hinged (only 
position 1 is hinged). Minor foldover variety in corner of mar-

and Sir Gawaine Baillie.
 ....................................................................... Unitrade $9,950

       
 637 638

637 */** #36 1894 6c carmine lake Queen Victoria,
of four, bottom left stamp is never hinged, remaining three 
are hinged, some surface scuffs on bottom two stamps, else 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $300

638 * #53 1880 5c pale blue Harp Seal Block of Four, mint 

-

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,400

               
 639 641

639 ** #54 1887 5c dark blue Harp Seal, mint never hinged, 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $750

     
x640

640 E/P #87P-97P 1910 1c to 15c John Guy Issue Imperforate 
Plate Proof Pair Set including the 12c which is often not 

is for mint hinged with original gum..
 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,750

641 */** #98-103 1911 John Guy issue, mint set of 6,  6c is nev-
er hinged, rest are hinged (some with light gum disturbance), 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $562
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Newfoundland continued 

              
 x642 644

642 * #115-126 1919 1c to 36c Caribou Set mint hinged and 

used, some faults on the better issues.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

643 E/P #212P-225P 1933 1c to 32c Sir Humphrey Gilbert Set 
of Die Proofs, -

 ................................................................................Est. $5,000

644 ** #219b 1933 9c Fleet at St. John’s, Perf 14, fresh never 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $200

               
 645 646

645 */** #238i, vi, vii, viii, ix 1937 14c black Newfoundland 
Dog, vertical strip of 5 showing the major re-entries in posi-
tions 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50, mint never hinged, except for 

-
vedge for each re-entry.

 ....................................................................................Est $150

646 ** #262 1941 15c pale rose violet Harp Seal, with analine 

 ...............................................................................Walsh $225

647  #C5 1930 50c on 36c olive green Columbia Flight on 
cover,

 .....................................................................Unitrade $17,500

     
x648

648 ** #C6-C8 1931 Pictorial Airmail Issue, mint set of 3, 15c 
and $1 are never hinged, 50c with disturbed gum at top (CV 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $255

649 ** #J1-J6, J1a 1939 Postage Dues, mint never hinged 
-

of matched sets.  
 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,825
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SESSION TWO

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH
WEDNESDAY AUGUST 21, 2013

1:00p.m.

Lots #701-1039
Index
    
  Lots
General Commonwealth 701-702
Great Britain 703-734
 - including The Moseley Penny Red Collection
 703-718
The Hamlet British Commonwealth Collection 
 735-991
Aden - Burma 735-791

Fiji - Gold Coast 827-836
Great Britain 837-854
Grenada - Leeward Islands 855-884
Malaya - Oman 885-934

Cape of Good Hope - Hong Kong 1001-1013
India - Nuie 1014-1029
Oman - Virgin Islands 1030-1039

Note:  Session Three will start immediately after Session two 
with a few minute break.
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British Commonwealth

General

701 ** 1983 The Commonwealth Collection Presentation al-

countries. Lot also includes 2 albums of miscellaneous mint, 
never hinged worldwide (such as French Guyana, Pitcairn, 
and British South Atlantic);; a small album of Modern Japa-
nese Art Series;; and some China issues from the 1980s.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

702 1890 Penny Post Jubilee Christmas and New Year Greet-
ings Card measuring 165x243mm celebrating the Penny 

Mother 7 Mar 1925”. Small closed tear at top, corner creases 

 ...................................................................................Est. $250

Great Britain -  The Moseley Collection

The Great Britain Penny Red of 1841 is the world’s 
third stamp and is likely the world’s most studied 
stamp.

Penny Reds made their debut early in 1841 to replace 
the Penny Black because a postmark could more eas-
ily seen on the red-brown colour.  They were the most 
commonly used stamp in the world for 39 years until 
1880.  When compared with other classic issues they 
have two major advantages for general or specialized 
collectors: they are plentiful,  and for the most part 
relatively inexpensive.

During the period of their use changes included re-en-
gravings, different alphabets for the corner letters, the 
introduction of perforations, changes of watermarked 
paper, quite different shades in the colour, and in 1864 

in all four corners.  Because the corner letters were 
individually entered by hand it is often possible to use 
the specialized literature to identify which of the many 
plates was used to print an individual stamp.

Plating became a passion of the collector who assem-
bled the Moseley Collection.

When you add varieties such as re-entries, guidelines, 

spend a lifetime with this issue.

Included in the collection is the ten-frame Exhibit 

plates and other varieties has followed those deter-
mined by the collector.  An error in identifying a plate 
will not be grounds for returning any lot.

703 */ /  #3/33 1841-1879 “Penny Reds” Exhibit Collec-
tion of 10 Frames (160 pages) The focus of this collection in 
the Exhibit and in the collection balances offered later in this 

-
fered minor water damage affecting the pages but with little 
or no impact on the stamps except 2 of the 8 unused/mint 

restored.
    In Frame 1 we noted a 240 stamp plate reconstruction, 

coloured cancels including blue 1844 with #906 Woburn 
strip of 4 (plate 97) and a single (plate 112), Blue MC of Truro 
on SFL (plate 22), a blue MC single and four blue 1844 types 
#503 Manningtree (plate 40), #663 Wolseley Bridge (plate 

plates.

plate” #8, 9 (2 - one folded hexagonally), 11, 14 with major 
re-entry and 3 other early plates on cover, the better plate 
13 has 26 examples and with numbers in MC #1, 4-12 are 
found.

    Frame 3 covering plates 26-67 has a #10 in MC cover to 
show plate 37.  Frame 4 covering plates 68-135 has a plate 

“stars” showing shades, dies, plates and many re-entries.   

examples. Frame 7 continues the stars including green can-

SPA, and a 240 stamp reconstruction with 198 of the 240 
being plate 49. Frame 8 ends the stars and starts the Penny 

a complete showing of plates 61-225 except 77. It also shows 

-
ing the plates including varieties, many on cover and a near 
complete reconstruction of plate 134 (239 of 240). 

    In summary the collection has in 1841 reds over 400 used, 
49 covers, and 8 mint/unused, in 1854-1861 reds approxi-
mately 500 used stamps and 20 covers and in 1858 reds 
over 400 used, 47 covers and some mint. (The Exhibitor 
counted 1,775 stamps). The overall quality varies with most 

See scans on next page.
 .................................................................................Est $4,000

704 * #3 1841 1d penny red brown Victoria, position BD, with 

clearly visible on front and a slight thinning.
 ................................................................................ Scott $550
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xLot 703

The ten-frame Exhibit of Great 
Britains Penny Red of 1841
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The Moseley Collection continued

           
x705

705  #3 1841 1d red brown Queen Victoria, mostly plated ex-
amples These were apparently mostly purchased around the 
time the collector was exhibiting (some exhibit pages have 
pencil notes which stamp is to be placed on a page). Overall 
the quality is much better, a high percentage with 4 margins 

G.B.P. Society auctions. There is a total of 160 stamps with 12 

Maltese Cross cancels (12 of these from plate 30). We note a 
partial town cancel (SG 8 £800), indistinct blue 1844 (£250), 
and plate 92 #9 in Maltese Cross (£180). See www.

 ...................................................................................Est. $800

           
x706

706  #3 1841 1d Penny Reds on Album/exhibit Pages On 

covers (12 of these are Plates 66-68) and about 112 stamps, 
59 with Maltese Cross cancels (56 of these are Plate 13 (35) 
or Plate 24 (21), and all these are about poor to average with 
margins cut in, etc). Except as noted, the overall quality is 

 ...................................................................................Est. $400

           
x707

707  #3 1841 1d red brown Queen Victoria on Cover, a to-
tal of 63 covers, 10 with Maltese Cross cancels;; of the 63 
at least 47 have a four margin stamp;; two are double rate 
and one which is somewhat soiled with blue 1844 appar-
ently from Wells Somerset ( JAN.6.1852). Generally covers 

the stamp, a few covers with names excised or other faults, 

 .................................................................................... Est $500

           
x708

708  #3 var. 1841 1d red brown Queen Victoria printed from 
6 different black plates Includes plate 1b GF (£350);; 2 NH 
with 4 margins (£325);; 5 EH (£200);; 9 FI (£190);; 10 HH 
(£190);; and 11 SC with 4 margins but overall staining (£). 

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

                      
 709 710

709  #3 var. 1841 1d deep red brown Queen Victoria, position 

 ...................................................................................... Est $75

710  #3 var. 1841 1d red brown Queen Victoria, Plate 86 po-

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

                      
 711 712
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711  #3 var. 1841 1d red brown Queen Victoria, position SA, 

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

712  #3 var. 1841 1d red brown Queen Victoria, position IH, 

#7 £325.
 ...................................................................................Est. $150

713  #3 var. 1841 1d red brown Queen Victoria, position FC, 

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

                      
x714

714 /  #3 var. 1841 1d red brown Queen Victoria printed 
from black plates includes plate 9 FG and OI singles and 

All with 3 margins or less (SG #7 as 3 singles £570).
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

715  1841 Red Brown Balance of Album Pages with plate re-
construction or varieties plus some older Exhibit pages. Ap-
proximately 280 stamps and 28 covers with some potential 

Inspect.
 ...................................................................................Est. $400

716  #8/20 1854 1d red-brown Victoria Balance in Large 
Binder Several hundred found on album pages, exhibit pag-

covers, a few nice quality blue papers, and perf 16s as well 

large or small crown, bluish or white paper, as well as perf 14 

large crown perf 14 white papers (this variety has the most 
-

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

717  #33 1858-1979 1d rose-red Victoria with Letters in 4 
Corners Filling three large binders, and being a lifetime of 
searching for varieties, etc. Includes multiples, covers, etc. 
Almost certainly well over 2,000 stamps, some mixed condi-

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

718  Queen Victoria through to Queen Elizabeth II
-

ing different cancellations, Machin duplicates, a volume of 
regional issues including the Channel Islands, a volume of 
recent GB issues. We note Sea Horses and Castle issues. In-
cludes graphite and phosphorescent issues.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

Great Britain

           
 719 720

719  #1 1840 1p black Queen Victoria, a four margin example, 
with nice large margins on three sides, close along right, used 

 ................................................................................ Scott $300

720  #1 1840 1 penny black Queen Victoria Imperf, Water-
mark 18, with red Maltese Cross cancellation. Four generous 

 ................................................................................ Scott $300

           
 721 723

721  #2 1840 2d blue Queen, Watermark 18 with red Maltese 

 ................................................................................ Scott $700

722 */**/  #4/919 Four Volume Specialized Collection, 
1841/1980, consisting of mint and used stamps focusing on 

-
bers, under prints, graphite lines, phosphorescent tagging, 

and souvenir sheets. Each monarch is well represented with 
nearly every issue present including Sea Horses and Castles. 
Includes regional issues as well as the Channel Islands. Total 
CV exceeds $10,000 based on counted page (Scott #26/55) 
having a CV of $4,007.

 ...................................................................................Est. $300

723 * #67 1876 2½d claret Queen Victoria, from plate 16, with 

top right perf, else very good.
 ................................................................................ Scott $425
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Great Britain continued

724  #79 1880 1d red brown Victoria, Perf 14, Watermark 30, 

 .............................................................................Scott $2,468

725 * #82 1880-81 2½d ultra Queen Victoria, two copies, from 
plates 22 and 23, each with nice colour and reasonable cen-
tering. Both mint hinged and with a small pencil number on 

 ................................................................................ Scott $700

           
 726 x727

726 * #84 1884 4d brown Queen Victoria, from plate 18, mint 

 ................................................................................ Scott $375

727 * #88, 89 1881 1d lilac Queen Victoria Mint 14 and 16 Dot 
Examples. The 14 dot example is slightly soiled and has a cata-

examples is never hinged, another has a clear “Pears Soap” 

 ................................................................................ Scott $210

           
 728 729

728 * #105 1884 6d green Queen Victoria, mint hinged, with 
very good colour (scarce thus) and a small pencil number on 

 .................................................................................Scott $475

729  #108 1884 5sh carmine rose Victoria, Perf. 14, Water-
mark 31,

 ................................................................................ Scott $220

 x730

730 * #179 1919 2sh6d brown Seahorse with CANCELLED 
Overprint, Type 24 overprint on a Waterlow printing, which 

-

mint hinged. Scott catalogue value for two regular stamps is 
$250.

 .....................................................................................SG £350

 x731

731 * #209 1929 £1 black Postal Union Congress of London, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $815

732 ** #647var. 1970 1sh6d Christmas, Salmon Pink Omitted, 
mint never hinged example of a major error listed in Stanley 
Gibbons, and shown with a normal stamp for comparison. 

 ............................................................. Stanley Gibbons £220
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733 ** #847var 1978 7d Christmas with Major Gold Ink Flaw, 
mint never hinged strip of 3 stamps with a pronounced gold 

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

734  #1839-1886, 1890-1937 1999-2001 British Achieve-
ments and Millennium Projects, complete sets for a total of 
96 used stamps, includes multiples of some issues. All neatly 

 ...................................................................................... Est $50

A page in the father’s style 

    A page in the son’s style 

The Hamlet Collection

 One of the joys of the auction experience is view-
ing a collection where the personality of the collector 
shines through in a positive way. The Hamlet collection 
was built slowly, like a pastime. The father and son 
who built it carefully laid out and prepared each page. 
And each had a distinctive style which we show in this 
introduction. The hobby which the two shared was not 
graced with a large budget but there were consistent 
and common standards.

COLOUR

hobby, and what could be more important? The consis-
tency of strong and deep colours is notable throughout 
the collection. The heart of the collection is the nine 
springback binders in which the ultimate goal was to 

the end of the reign of King George VI. In these binders 

done in pen and ink. The QEII, the Omnibus issues and 
others are collected  in printed albums and stock-
books.

HINGING
A few high values or occasional sets are never hinged 
and kept that way in protective mounts. All others are 
carefully mounted with fully peelable hinges. Some 
low values of a number of sets, usually KEVII or early 
KGV, have prior heavy hinge remnants while the rest 
of the set is moderately or lightly hinged. We did not 
examine every stamp but did try to describe accurately 
the degree of hinging. We are likely more tolerant of a 
hinge mark than some of the more exacting collectors. 
Disagreement over the degree of hinging is not grounds 
for returning a lot.

QUALITY & CENTERING
Quality came next after colour in terms of importance. 
We noted a very few gum creases, an occasional 
unused no gum stamp and in the QV stockbook a few 
trivial faults. Overall the quality is very consistent. Cen-
tering is usually at least the standard as it would come 
from the Crown Agents. We noted evidence of at least 
a few stamps being up-graded for better centering and 
the duplicate found in one of the stockbooks.  Expect 

values as F-VF and check our picture gallery.

A few sets are duplicated. For example the sets of the 
1932 Antigua Tercentenary are offered as two lots;; 
some KGVI sets are duplicated, the father’s set of-
fered without the extra values issued later in the reign, 
which will then be found in the son’s set.

Sparks Auctions is pleased to present this collection.  
The Hamlet Collection included Canada most of which 
is found elsewhere in the catalogue but Canada Lots 
792-795 were inadvertently in the “Hamlet” section.
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The Hamlet Collection

 x735

735 * Aden Balance of Mint Collection, 1939-1951 in 6 com-
plete sets. Aden 1938-1948 and 1951, Seiyun and Quaiti 
each 2 sets with Scott #1-11 and 20-27. All with deep fresh 

 ................................................................................ Scott $341

 x736

736 * Aden #1-12 1937 ½a to 10R The Dhow set with deep, 

hinged is $800.
 ................................................................................ Scott $800

 x737

737 * Aitutaki #1-36 1903-1927 Collection - Complete until 
restarting in 1972

 ................................................................................ Scott $388

          
 x738 x739

738 * Antigua #21-30 1903 ½d to 5sh Seal of The Colony, 
Watermark CC, set with deep colours, mostly fresh, lightly 

 ................................................................................ Scott $362

739 * Antigua #31-38 1908-1920 ½d to 2sh Seal of Colony, 
Watermark MCCA,

 ................................................................................ Scott $284

          
 x740 x741

740 * Antigua #42-64 1921-1929 ½d to £1 KGV and St. John’s 
Harbour,
with fresh, deep colours, lightly hinged (£1 is very lightly 

 ................................................................................ Scott $567

741 * Antigua #67-76 1932 ½d to 5sh Tercentenary of the Col-
ony,

 ................................................................................ Scott $238

x742

742 * Antigua #67/95 Balance of Mint Collection, 1932-1951, 
includes 1932 Tercentenary most (not the 5sh) with hinge 
remnant, 1938 short set to 5sh and 1938-1951 set, this 

 ................................................................................ Scott $358

x743

743 * Ascension #1-9 1922 ½d to 3sh St. Helena Overprinted, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $435

x744
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744 * Ascension #10-21 1924-1933 ½d to 3sh Seal of the Colo-
ny, with deep, fresh colours, light to moderate hinging, mostly 

 ................................................................................ Scott $410

x745

745 ** Ascension #23-32 1934 ½d to 5sh Pictorial set, with 
deep, fresh colour, 1d is hinged, the balance never hinged 
though some with very lightly toned gum mentioned for the 

 ................................................................................ Scott $240

x746

746 * Ascension #40-49 1938-1953 ½d to 10sh Pictorial Issue, 
with deep, fresh colour, apparently all lightly hinged or very 
lightly hinged. This set on 3 pages has 31 stamps, primarily 

 ................................................................................ Scott $385

x747

747 * Australia #18/187, C1-C5 1914-1940 1½d to 1sh6d Com-
memoratives for the period without the 5sh Sydney Bridge 
lotted separately, and 1935 Silver Jubilee (elsewhere), the 

hinging, but most lightly hinged, and a few never hinged.
 ................................................................................ Scott $607

x748

748 * Australia #19-37 1914-1924 ½d - 1sh4d First George 
V Head Set, Watermark Wide Crown Narrow A,  with deep 

 ................................................................................ Scott $511

749 ** Australia #54 1918 5sh yellow and gray Kangaroo, Wa-
termark Narrow Crown Narrow A, mint never hinged with 
deep colour. The gum has small “short gum” spots which are 

 ................................................................................ Scott $850

x750

750 * Australia #60-76 1918-1930 ½d to 1sh4d various wa-
termarks KGV Heads with deep fresh colours, most lightly 

 ................................................................................ Scott $437

x751

751 * Australia #113-126 1931-1936 ½d to 5sh Watermark 
Small Crown and C of A short set to the 5sh with deep 
colours. Some lightly hinged (including 5sh), most with hinge 
remnants (including 1/4). Fine or better.

 ................................................................................ Scott $649

752 * Australia #132 1932 5sh gray green Sydney Bridge, with 
deep, fresh colour, lightly hinged, pulled perf at left, else very 

 ................................................................................ Scott $575
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x753

753 * Australia #163-165 1937 2d to 9d New South Wales An-
niversary
each with 2 stamps never hinged. CV as single stamps, very 

 ................................................................................ Scott $128

x754

754 * Australia #J57-70 1931-1938 ½d to 1sh Postage Due 
sets with fresh deep colours, some with hinge remnants, but 

hinged, NH premium pro rata adds $150.
 .............................................................................Scott $1,088

x755

755 * Australia #M1-M7 1946-1947 ½d to 2sh overprinted 
B.C.O.F. 

 ................................................................................ Scott $209

756 * Australia #O1-O2 1931 2d and 3d “Kingsford Smith” over-
printed OS,

 ................................................................................ Scott $610

x757

 with 
fresh deep colour, most lightly hinged, but some hinge rem-

 ................................................................................ Scott $425

758 * Bahamas #33/156, etc. Balance of Mint Collection, 
1901-1952, includes #336-36, 48, 65-69 (some h.r.), 49-61 
(5sh is lightly toned and there is a £1 CV $250 which has 
faded colour and is not counted in total CV), 85-91, 96, 100-

 ................................................................................ Scott $979

      
 x759 x761

759 * Bahamas #70-84 1921-1931 ½d to £1 KGV and Stair-
case, Watermark MC script CA, set of 15 with deep, fresh 

 ................................................................................ Scott $390

 x760

760 * Bahrain #20-37 1938-1944 3p to 25R overprinted on In-
dia with deep fresh colour with very light to moderate hinging, 

 .................................................................................Scott $742

761 * Bahrain #38/80 Balance of Mint Collection, 1942-1954 
includes 1942-44 on India, 1948-49 set of 11 on G.B., 1950-
1951 set of 11. All with deep fresh colours. Hinging is very 

 ................................................................................ Scott $312
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 x762 x764

762 * Barbados #81-89 1897 ¼d to 2sh6d Queen Victoria Jubi-
lee, with deep colours and mostly fresh except 10d, many are 

quality than usually seen with this issue.
 ................................................................................ Scott $278

763 * Barbados #102/227 Balance of Mint Collection, 1906-
1950, includes 1906-0907 Nelson, 1920-1921 Victoria, 
1921-1924 Badge of Colony, 1925-1935, 1938-1947 and 
1950 sets. All with deep, fresh colours, some hinge remnant 

 ................................................................................ Scott $640

764 * Barbados #116-126 1912 ¼d to 3sh Seal of Colony, with 

 ................................................................................ Scott $228

 x765

765 * Barbados #127-139, 139a 1916-1918 ¼d to 3sh Seal of 
the Colony, with deep, fresh colours, all lightly or very lightly 

 ................................................................................ Scott $468

          
 x766 x767

766 * Barbuda #1-11 1922 ½d to 5sh Overprinted on Leeward 
Islands, with deep, fresh colours, mostly lightly hinged or 
moderately hinged, but 5sh has hinge remnant.

 ................................................................................ Scott $194

767 * Basutoland #1-10 1933 ½d to 10sh KGV and Crocodile 

 .................................................................................Scott $317

 x768

768 * Bechuanaland #105-116 1932 ½d to 10sh KGV Baobab 
Tree and Cattle set of 12, all with fresh, deep colours. Mostly 

 ................................................................................ Scott $445

769 * Bermuda #28/141 Balance of Mint Collection, 1902-
1949, with deep, fresh colours, a few earlier with hinge 

Tercentenary #55-69 and 71-79, KGV Pictorial, KGVI Pictorial, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $644

 x770

770 * Bermuda #40-54 1910-1924 ¼d to £1 Caravel and KGV 
Keyplates, with deep, fresh colours, mostly lightly hinged or 
moderate but some hinge remnant (10sh) or never hinged 
(4sh and 5sh), £1 is lightly hinged, includes 3 listed shade 

 .................................................................................Scott $976

 x771

771 */(*) Bermuda #81-97 1922-1934 ¼d to 12sh6d Caravel 
and KGV Keyplates, 10sh unused (no gum), 12sh6d has gum 
disturbance and soiling on front, else with deep, fresh colour, 
mostly lightly hinged, some moderate, a few with light hinge 

 ................................................................................ Scott $828
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 x772

772 */** Bermuda #118-128 1938-1951 1d to £1 KGVI Pic-
torial and High Value Keyplates, with deep, fresh colours, 
mostly lightly hinged, some very lightly hinged and 6 never 

2sh6d (3), 5sh (3), 10sh (3), 12sh6d (3 one with light soiling), 
£1 (2). Premiums for never hinged stamps add $190 to C.V. 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,070

773 * British Africa Balance of Mint Collection with 25 Sets, 
1885-1952. Includes Basutoland 1938, Bechuanaland 
1938, Gambia 1912-1922 and MCCA, 1938 (less #134A, 

1938 (less 1951-1952), Nyasaland 1934-1935, 1938 (less 
1942), 1945, Seychelles 1912, 1952, Sierra Leone 1921-
1927, 1938 (less 10sh), Somaliland 1938, 1942, Transvaal 
1885-1893, 1894, 1895, 1896, 1900 (these sets which in-
cludes two of the £5 values have NOT been counted in the 

all fresh deep colours, several with never hinged high values 
in the KGVI period. Some were duplicated in the collection 
and the balance were not offered as single lots only due to a 
lesser value. An ideal starter collection of British Africa. Over-

 .............................................................................Scott $1,955

774 * British Caribbean Mint Remainder Collection in Sets, 
mostly KGVI. Includes British Honduras #89-90, 115-126, 
B1-B5;; Cayman Islands #100-111, 122-134, Grenada #114-
123, 131-142, 151-163;; St. Kitts-Nevis #79-88 plus, 79-90 
plus, 107-118;; Trinidad and Tobago #34-42, 50-61 with nice 

 ................................................................................ Scott $764

 x775

775 * British Commonwealth 1948 Silver Wedding Omnibus 
Complete set of 138. Stamps are well-centered with deep 
colour. Gum varies from lightly hinged to small hinge rem-

 .............................................................................Scott $2,487

776 * British Commonwealth 1937-1953 KGVI Collection in 
S.G. Album The KGVI album in green binding is in nearly new 
condition with mint stamps consistently hinged with peelable 
hinges and when removed are lightly hinged. The stamps are 
consistently fresh and virtually all are complete sets. Except 
for 1937 Coronation there are virtually no commemoratives 

removed. We note Gilbert and Ellice J1-8;; Great Britain J18-
25, Ireland 99-120, Johore J1-5;; New Hebrides J6-10, 16-20;; 

238-51, Sudan 60-78, Trengganu 38 (small stain);; Trinidad 
& Tobago J5-8, etc. This should prove excellent value at our 

 ................................................................................Est. $1,500

777 * British Commonwealth 1935 Silver Jubilee of KGV hinged 
in special album, apparently complete except Egypt. Fresh, 

 ...................................................................................Est. $400

778 * British Commonwealth Queen Victoria Era issues (except 
Dominions and G.B.) selected for fresh, deep colours for 
the greatest part, approximately 1,000 stamps, all different 
including a few sets, a few #1s, etc. Among countries with 
better catalogue include Barbados, Bermuda, British Guiana, 
British Honduras, Gibraltar, Labuan, Malta, Mauritius, Niger 

Leone, Straits Settlements, Sudan, and Trinidad. May contain 
a few with faults, but also perhaps NH or undiscovered variet-

 ................................................................................Est. $2,000

779 */** British Commonwealth Collection, Almost complete 
in 3 New Age albums, 1953-1965  A lovely, fresh collection 
undoubtedly purchased as new issues. A small percentage are 
never hinged and in protective mounts, but most are hinged 

on gum when removed. Virtually all in complete sets (e.g. of 
37 sets with a CV of $100 plus, one is missing the low value 
and a second is missing a mid value). The high values - which 
are in protective mounts - will be NH;; a number of sets have 
a CV noted as hinged, and there is occasional extra value in 
unlisted by Scott printing varieties. In all, a wonderful starting 
collection of useful inventory for a dealer. Two stamps were 
removed as separate lots in this sale.

 ...........................................................................Scott $18,000

780 */**/  British Commonwealth Late Victoria - Mid Eliza-

Includes Australia 100-101, 126-127 used;; Gibraltar 109b 
mint;; Iraq 42 mint;; Ireland 10, 10A mint;; Jaipur 45 mint;; New 

-

exceeding $8,000 and there are many hundreds of others 

half used and a fair bit of never hinged in the mint.
 ................................................................................Est. $1,000

781 */**/  British Commonwealth 1937-1951 Omnibus Is-
sues includes 1937 Coronation hinged and also used, 1946 

1951 University hinged, 1953 Coronation common design 

high quality in album.
 ...................................................................................Est. $200
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 x782

782 * British Guiana #28/141 Mint Collection, 1898-1952, in-
cludes 1898 Pictorial, the overprints, 1931 Centenary, 1913-
1927 2 sets of KGV (23 stamps), 1934 and 1938 Pictorials, 
all with deep, fresh colours, light hinge remnant on some 

 ................................................................................ Scott $718

 x783

783 * British Honduras 1913-1917 1c to $5 KGV, with deep, 
fresh colours, lightly hinged or very lightly hinged (including 

 ................................................................................ Scott $447

on 15 pages, 1935-1951, includes 1935 Silver Jubilee, 

-

531-45, 550-8, etc.
 ................................................................................ Scott $675

          
 x785 787

 1924-

hinged) complete plus 1924-1931 Town of Brunei, all with 

 ................................................................................ Scott $357

x786

786 * Burma #1-17 1937 3p to 15R overprinted BURMA on In-
dia with fresh, deep colours, mostly lightly hinged, a few with 

 ................................................................................ Scott $671

787 ** Burma #18 1937 25R blue and ocher KGVI, fresh and 
immaculate stamp, deep colour, well-centered, never hinged, 

-
mium for NH, so pro rata CV is over $1,260.

 ................................................................................ Scott $700

          
 x788 x790

788 */** Burma #18A/162 Balance of Mint Collection, 1937 
to 1956, in complete sets (except duplicate 1938-1940 set), 
and almost complete for the period. About half are lightly 
hinged, and the balance never hinged. A fresh and attractive 

 ................................................................................ Scott $482

x789

 with 
deep, rich colours, a few lightly or moderately hinged, some 

 ................................................................................ Scott $775

 with 

 ................................................................................ Scott $309
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x791

 

“Interim Government” in script, all with deep fresh colours, all 

 ................................................................................ Scott $250

792 */** Canada #35/302 Stockbook of Mint, 1870 to Modern, 

to 50c, these with hinge remnants, 1908 Quebecs, again with 
hinge remnants, over 60 Admirals, some NH including pair 

hinged. This is from a multi - generation collection. Inspect.
 ...................................................................................Est. $500

793 ** Canada #112a 1924 5c violet Admiral thin paper fresh, 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $330

794 (*) Canada F3a 1876 8c bright blue Registration Issue,  

 .............................................................................Scott $1,000

795 ** Canada MR6 1916 2c + 1c Admiral War Tax, Die II, coil 

 ................................................................................ Scott $440

 x796

796 * Cayman Islands #32-47 1912-1920 ¼d to 10sh KGV, in-
cludes the 3 values on surface coloured paper, all with deep, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $392

 x797

797 * Cayman Islands #50-68 1921-1926 ½d to 10sh KGV, in-

 ................................................................................ Scott $273

 x798

798 * Cayman Islands #69-80 1932 ¼d to 10sh Centenary, with 

 ................................................................................ Scott $560

    
 x799 x800

799 * Cayman Islands #85-96 1935-1936 ½d to 10sh KGV 
Pictorials, with fresh deep colours, many hinge remnant but 

 .................................................................................Scott $277
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800 * Cayman Islands #100-111, 114-115 1938-1947 ¼d to 
10sh KGVI Pictorials, set of 14, all mint lightly hinged or very 

 ...................................................................................Scott $89

 x801

801 * Ceylon 1935-1952 2c to 10R balance of collection in-
cludes 1935-36 KGV pictorial, 1938-1952 KGVI pictorial with 
some varieties but also duplication, and a few later, all with 

 ................................................................................ Scott $263

 x802

802 * Ceylon #200-214 1912-1925 1c to 20R KGV, Water-
mark MCCA, 

stamps.
 ................................................................................ Scott $307

803 * Ceylon #225/244 1921-1933 1c / 20R KGV, Watermark 
MC Script CA

 .................................................................................Scott $374

           
 x804 x805

804 * Cook Islands #48/140 Mint Collection, 1919-1949, in-
cludes only complete sets and almost complete for period. 
Includes 1919, 1920, 1932, 1933-36, 1938, 1944-46, and 
1949 sets, plus a few others. 1919 set has a few hinge rem-
nants or gum tone spots but two high values never hinged, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $412

 

 ................................................................................ Scott $304

               
 x806 x807

806 * Cyprus #110 1922 £1 violet and black King George V on 
red paper, Watermark MCCA, with deep, fresh colour, very 
well centered, lightly hinged.

 ................................................................................ Scott $350

807 * Cyprus #114-123 1928 ¾p to £1 Pictorial Issue, for the 

 ................................................................................ Scott $408

           
 x808 x809

808 * Cyprus #125-135 1934 ¼p to 45p Pictorial Issue, with 

 ................................................................................ Scott $208

809 * Cyprus #143-155 1938-1944 KGVI Pictorial Issue, set of 
16 with deep, fresh colours, most or all are lightly hinged and 

 ................................................................................ Scott $121

           
 x810 x812

810 */** Cyprus #143-155, 164-166 1938/1951 KGVI Picto-
rial Issue, set of 19 with fresh deep colours, some hinge rem-
nant (including high values) but most lightly hinged or never 

 ................................................................................ Scott $135

811 * Dominica #56/136 Balance of Mint Collection, 1914-
1951, with fresh deep colours, mostly lightly hinged but a few 
with hinge remnant including 1914 5sh. Includes #54-63, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $296

812 * Dominica #65-85 1923-1933 ½d to £1 Seal of Colony 
and KGV, with deep, fresh colours, mostly lightly hinged or 

 ................................................................................ Scott $445
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x813

813 * Egypt #92-103 1923-24 1m to £1 King Fuad Issue set of 

 ................................................................................ Scott $270

814 * Egypt #105/C89 Mint Collection on Pages, 1925 to 
1955,almost complete without 1926 King Fuad Birthday, 
1926 overprints, and 1927-37 King Fuad set. Includes 1925 
Thoth carving, 1926 Oxen, 1933 Trains and Planes, 1938 

overprints, 1953 long sets and overprints, 1933-38 airmails 

hinged.
 ............................................................................. Scott $1,276

x815

815 * Egypt #128-149 1927-1937 1m to £1 King Fuad set of 22 
-

nants, including 500m.
 ................................................................................ Scott $294

816 * Falkland Island Dependencies #1L1-5L8 1944-1949 ½d 

very lightly hinged and 1948-1949 thin clear “Map”, hinge 
remnant and the 4 overprinted sets of 1944, lightly hinged, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $265

x817

817 * Falkland Islands #22-29 1904-1905 ½d to 5sh KEVII De-

 ................................................................................ Scott $594

x818

-
tives, Watermark MCCA, set of 11, 3 top values are lightly 
hinged, balance moderate with some hinge remnant, all with 

 ............................................................................. Scott $1,317

          
 x819 x821

819 * Falkland Islands #41-48 1921-1929 ½d to 3sh KGV De-
 extra shade of ½d, set 

 ................................................................................ Scott $194

 x820

820 * Falkland Islands #54-64 1929-1931 ½d to £1 Whale and 
Penguin set,

 ................................................................................ Scott $815

821 * Falkland Islands #65-73 1933 ½d to 2sh6d Centenary 
short set, ½d to 4d mixed hinge remnant and lightly hinged, 
6d to 2sh6d are lightly hinged, all with deep, fresh colours, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $411
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 822 823

822 * Falkland Islands #74 1933 5sh yellow and black Penguin, 

the British Empire.
 ................................................................................ Scott $800

823 ** Falkland Islands #75 1933 10sh Coat of Arms, mint 

pencil initials which can easily be erased.
 ................................................................................ Scott $800

          
 824 833

824 * Falkland Islands #76 1933 £1 KGV, with deep, fresh 
colour. This stamp features the most outstanding portrait of 

 .............................................................................Scott $2,250

x825

825 */** Falkland Islands #84-96 1938-1946 ½d to £1 KGVI 
Pictorial, set of 16 with deep, fresh colours, 10sh and £1 are 

 ................................................................................ Scott $388

826 * Falkland Islands #107-120 1952 ½d to £1 KGVI Pictorial 
Set,

 ................................................................................ Scott $210

 x827

827 * Fiji #79-90, 92-106 1912-1927 ¼d to 5sh two KGV sets 

with variable hinging. Lightly hinged to some hinge remnants, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $231

x828

828 * Fiji #117-136 1938-1955 ½d to £1 KGVI Pictorial set 
includes redrawn and surcharged types, all with deep fresh 

 ................................................................................ Scott $285

x829

829 * Fiji #117/131, J12-19 1938 ½ to 5sh KGVI issues bal-
ance includes 1938-1955 to 5sh (except inexpensive 8d), re-

 ................................................................................ Scott $249

830 * G.B. Forces in Italian Colonies 1942-1951 ½d to 10sh 
collection -
cluding M.E.F #1-15, Eritrea #1-33, Somalia #1-31, Tripolita-

 .................................................................................Scott $571

831 * Gambia #102-120 1922-27 ½d to 10sh Elephant and 
Palm, Watermarks MCCA and MC Script CA, set of 23 with 

centering.
 ................................................................................ Scott $239

832 * Gambia #132-143 1938-1946 ½d to 10sh Elephants set 

 ...................................................................................Scott $80

 set 
of 10 with deep, fresh colours, low values have hinge rem-
nant, the tall mid-values lightly hinged and the high value is 

 ................................................................................ Scott $395
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x834

834 * Gibraltar #107-118 1938-1949 ½d to £1 KGVI Pictori-
als, includes the basic set, perf 14 varieties on 1d, 2d, 3d, 
6d, 1sh, 2sh, 5sh and 10sh. These have slightly to somewhat 
toned gum as is often seen. The balance is fresh, all with 

 ................................................................................ Scott $756

           
 x835 838

835 * Gilbert & Ellice Islands #14/51 1912-1939 ½d to 10sh 
KGV and KGVI includes 1912-19 short set to 5sh, 1921-27 

-
nants, but mostly lightly hinged. Trivial or very light toning on 

 ................................................................................ Scott $320

836 * Gold Coast #96/141 1928-1948 ½d to 10sh three de-
 1928 Christiansbourg Castle, 1938-1941 and 

1948 sets complete, fresh. First and last are lightly hinged.
 ................................................................................ Scott $226

837 */** Great Britain Mint Collection in two Davo Hingeless 
Albums, 1940 to 2000, In addition to the regular postage 

1942 high values lightly hinged, then 1951 Festivals NH, the 
mix of lightly hinged and never hinged continues until 1967 
and from then on apparently all never hinged. A very worthy 

-
ratives.

 .................................................................................Est $1,000

838  Great Britain #1 1840 1d intense black Penny Black, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $300

            
 839 840

839  Great Britain #2 1840 2d blue Queen Victoria, LL with 

 ................................................................................ Scott $700

840 * Great Britain #4 1841 2d blue Victoria, position EJ, a 

faintly creased.”
 .............................................................................Scott $4,500

           
 841 842

841 (*) Great Britain #32 1870 1½d dull rose Victoria, Plate 3, 
with fresh deep colour, unused no gum.

 ................................................................................ Scott $400

842 (*) Great Britain #40 1862 9d straw Victoria with Small 
Corner Letters, Watermark Heraldic Emblems, with good 

 .............................................................................Scott $3,500

           
 843 844

843 * Great Britain #58 1870 ½d rose Victoria, Plate 3, with 
fresh colour. Appears to be original gum, but somewhat dis-
turbed.

 ...............................................................................  Scott $200

844 * Great Britain #85 1881 5d deep indigo Victoria, with good 

original gum, hinge remnant.
 ................................................................................ Scott $675

           
 845 846

845 * Great Britain #102 1884 3d lilac Victoria, with good 
colour. Lightly hinged with original gum. Fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $225
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846 * Great Britain #108 1884 5sh carmine rose Victoria, with 
deep fresh colour, original gum, hinge remnant. SG #180 
£1,100

 ................................................................................ Scott $950

           
 847 848

847  Great Britain #109 1884 5sh ultramarine Victoria, Let-
ters JH,

 ................................................................................ Scott $500

848 * Great Britain #139a 1911 2sh6d KEVII, with deep fresh 
colour, but a vertical crease.

 ................................................................................ Scott $260

849 * Great Britain #140 1902 5sh carmine rose KEVII, with 

 ................................................................................ Scott $400

850 */** Great Britain #151/220 Balance of Mint Collection, 
1911-1934, with all Scott listed KGV heads including 1913 
coils, British Empire Exhibition, P.U.C. low values and the 

with the rest of the collection s the 2sh6d has light soiling and 
10sh with light toning. Otherwise fresh, except 1922 9d, with 
deep colours and some never hinged including 1925 British 
Empire Exhibition and 1934 immaculate set.

 ............................................................................. Scott $2,179

  
 851 x853

851 * Great Britain #180 1919 5sh carmine rose Seahorse, 
Bradbury-Wilkinson

 ................................................................................ Scott $300

      
 852 854

852 ** Great Britain #209 1929 £1 black St. George Slaying 
the Dragon, an iconic engraved stamp, mint never hinged 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,400

853 * Great Britain #222-224 1934 2sh6d to 10sh Seahorses 
Re-Engraved, with deep, fresh colours, very lightly hinged, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $630

854 ** Great Britain #847var 1978 7p Carolers Around Christ-
mas Tree, a marginal imperforate pair, mint never hinged, 

 .....................................................................................SG £950

 x855

855 * Grenada #68-78 1906-1908 ½d to 10sh Seal of Colony, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $322

 x856

856 * Grenada #79-112 1913-1929 ½d to 10sh KGV Sets, 
Watermark MCCA and MC script CA, includes listed shade 
variety of 10sh (Scott #88a) with deep, fresh colours, lightly 

 ................................................................................ Scott $294
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 x857

857 * Hong Kong #154/173 1938-1948 1c to $10 Three Sets, 
includes KGVI set and 1941-1946 coarse impressions as well 

has some gum toning and light overall toning on front, also 

than the balance. Else all with deep, fresh colours and mostly 

 ................................................................................ Scott $901

x858

858 * India #80-98 1911-1923 3p-25R KGV, Watermark Star, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $555

x859

859 * India #106-125 etc. 1926-1936 3p to 25R KGV, Water-
mark Multiple Stars, with fresh deep colours, mixed hinging, 

with light gum toning), some low values with hinge remnants. 
Includes 1913-1926 KGV (Scott #99-105), and 1932-1934 
KGV (Scott #135-139), plus shades (these with a CV of $69), 

 ................................................................................ Scott $451

x860

860 * India #150-167 etc. 1937-1943 3d to 25R KGVI Pictorial 
set, plus others includes 1941-1943 KGVI heads and 1937-

Lightly or very lightly hinged (especially high values).
 ................................................................................ Scott $433

           
 x861 862

861 * India #203-6 1948 1½a to 10R Gandhi set, fresh, very 

 ................................................................................ Scott $307

862 ** India #206 1948 10R Gandhi High Value, mint never 

 ................................................................................ Scott $260

           
 x863 x864

863 * India #207-222 etc. 1946-1951 3d to 10R Pictorial De-
 including Scott #195-202, 223-226, 

C1-7, O113-126. Three low values of 1949 UPU have mysteri-

(these not counted), else all have fresh deep colour and are 

 .................................................................................Scott $377

864 */** Iraq Mint Collection, 1932-1957 includes 2 short sets 
#28-41, 44-57, plus 61-78, 141A-157, C1-C8 and 2 others. 

 ................................................................................ Scott $306

865 * Ireland Balance of Mint Collection on 110 Pages, 1922-
1949, many overprinted in Gaelic “Provisional Government of 
Ireland” or “Irish Free State”. Except for Seahorses and the 

39-43, 44-55, 65-76, 87, 91-92, 96-97, 106-117, C1-C7, J5-

 .............................................................................Scott $1,511

  
 x866 x867
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866 * Ireland #12-14 1922 2sh6d to 10sh Seahorse Set Over-
printed in Black,

 ................................................................................ Scott $407

867 * Ireland #77-79 1925 2sh6d to 10sh Seahorses Overprint-
ed,
or better centering.

 ................................................................................ Scott $390

  
 x868 x870

868 ** Ireland #77b-79b 1922-1923 2sh6d to 10sh Seahors-
es,

 ................................................................................ Scott $885

   
869 * Ireland #78b var 1927 5sh Seahorse with Overprint Vari-

ety, Wide Date, -

 .....................................................................................SG £425

870 * Ireland #93-95 1935 2sh6d to 10sh Seahorses Overprint-
ed, on the re-engraved Waterlow printing, the 2sh6d has a 
repaired perf and it is not counted in the CV. The high values 

 ................................................................................ Scott $600

  
x871

871 * Jamaica #61/135 1912-1952 Balance of Mint Collec-
tion, includes 1912-1920 set, 1927 Semi-Postals, 1932 
Pictorials, 1938 set and 1938-1952 set, etc. All with fresh 
colours, some earlier with hinge remnant, then lightly hinged 

 ................................................................................ Scott $430

        
 x872 x873

872 * Jamaica #75-87 1919-1921 ½d to 10sh KGV Pictorials, 
Watermark MCCA, with deep, fresh colours, mixed hinging, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $187

873 * Jamaica #88-100 1921-1923 ½d to 10sh Pictorials, Wa-
termark MC script CA,

 ................................................................................ Scott $151

874 */** Jordan #207/343 Mint Collection, 1943-1956 in-
cludes #207-220 set, some hinge remnants, most other sets 
are never hinged.

 ................................................................................ Scott $186

x875

875 * Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika #46-59 1935 1c to £1 KGV 
set of 14
from light to hinge remnants.

 .................................................................................Scott $371

876 * Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika #66-85 1938-1954 1c to £1 
KGVI set of 20
lightly hinged.

 ................................................................................ Scott $187

x877

877 * Kuwait #45-57 1939 ½a - 15R pictorials and KGVI on 
India with deep fresh colour, high values very lightly hinged, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $296

x878

878 * Kuwait #59-81A, 93-101 1945-1954 ½d to 10R issues 
of KGVI includes 1945 set on India with moderate hinging, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $309
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x879

879 */** Kuwait #155-172 1961 1f to 3D pictorial plus others 
very lightly hinged plus a number of NH commemorative sets 
as well as Qatar #26-36, Sharjah #1-40, C1-C6, and Trucial 
States #1-11. All fresh and all apparently never hinged.

 ................................................................................ Scott $318

x880

880 * Labuan #72-86a 1897-1900 1c and 24c North Borneo 
Overprinted The basic set of 12 plus the 4 re-engraved values 

hinge thin. The stamps with deep, fresh colours, many with 
hinge remnants.

 .................................................................................Scott $473

x881

881 * Labuan #96-118 Balance of Mint Collection, 1899-1904, 
Includes 1899-1901 new designs of North Borneo, 1902-
1903 with Crown set of 12 25c value with tone spots and 9 
stamps with 4c overprint. Sets with fresh, deep colours gener-

 ................................................................................ Scott $431

x882

882 * Leeward Islands #61-83 1921-1928 ¼d to £1 KGV, with 
deep, fresh colours with very lightly hinged, lightly hinged, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $494

         
 x883 x884

883 * Leeward Islands #103-115, 120-125 1938-1949 ¼d to 
£1 KGVI, with deep, fresh colour, mint lightly hinged or very 

 ................................................................................ Scott $153

884 * Leeward Islands #103-115 1938-1951 ¼d to £1 KGVI, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $186

x885

885 * Malaya #26a-36 1940-1910 1c to $5 Tiger or Elephants, 
Watermark MCCA, short set missing the $25 high value, 
deep colours. The dollar values have very light overall gum 
toning, mostly moderate or lightly hinged.

 ................................................................................ Scott $636

           
 x886 x887

886 * Malaya #J7-J19 1936-1949 1c to 50c Postage Dues Sets, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $216

887 * Malaya - Kelantan #29-43 1937-1940 1c to $5 Sultan Is-
mail, complete set of 14 with deep, fresh colours, mint lightly 

 ................................................................................ Scott $676
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x888

888 * Malaya - Perak #84-98 1938-1941 1c to $5 Sultan Is-
kandar, complete set of 19 with deep, fresh colours, mostly 

 ................................................................................ Scott $514

 includes 
Johore #130-150, Kedah #46-54, 61-81, Kelantan #50-70, 
Malacca #3-17, 22-26, Negri Sembilan #21-31 short set, 38-

short set, 105-125, Perlis #7-27, Selangor #45-55, 80-100, 
Tregganu #53-73, all with deep, fresh colours. The two short 

-

centering varies as usual.
 .............................................................................Scott $1,858

    
 x890 x896

890 * Maldive Islands #1-6 1906 2c to 25c KEVII Ceylon over-
printed MALDIVES set fresh, deep colours, lightly hinged or 

 .................................................................................Scott $317

            
 x892 x894

891 * Maldive Islands #7-19 1909-1933 2c to 1R Engraved and 
Redrawn Photogravure sets

 ...................................................................................Scott $89

892 * Malta #98-114 1922-1926 ¼p to £1 Symbolic Malta, set 
of 17 with deep, fresh colours, high value and others with 

 ................................................................................ Scott $295

893 * Malta #116/240 Balance of Mint Collection, 1926-1953, 

131-147, 148-166, 191-205, 208-222/235-240, fresh with 

 ................................................................................ Scott $692

894 * Malta #167-183 1930 ¼p to 10sh KGV and Pictorials, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $256

  
x895

to 1950, -
ratives of the period, all with deep colours. We noted some 
hinge remnants on low value Victoria period and also trivial 

very lightly hinged.
 .............................................................................Scott $1,787

896 * Montserrat #2, 2d 1876 6d blue green and green Wa-
termark Crown CC
distinct colours with supporting expert opinion. Both original 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,450

     
 x897 x899

897 * Montserrat #31A-41 1908-1913 ½d to 5sh Symbol of the 
Colony and KEVII, an attractive set, mostly with light hinge 

 .................................................................................Scott $179

  
x898

898 * Montserrat #52-74 1913-1929 ½d to 5sh Two KGV Sets, 

lightly hinged (including large 5sh) to hinge remnant (includ-

 ................................................................................ Scott $326

899 * Montserrat #75-84 1932 ½d to 5sh Tercentenary Set, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $192
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900 * Montserrat #92/126 1938-1951 ½d to £1/$4.80 Three 
KGVI Sets, includes 1938 perf 13 set of 10, these are lightly 
hinged;; 1941 perf 14 set of 12, these with moderate hinges 

 .................................................................................Scott $217

     
 x901 x905

901 * Nauru #17a-30a 1937-1948 ½d - 10sh Freighter on 

 .................................................................................Scott $178

           
 x902 x903

902 * New Guinea #31/45 1932 1d /£1 Bird of Paradise 1932 
set of 13 (missing 2½d and 3½d issued later), with fresh 
deep colours. Low values lightly hinged, top 2 values never 

 ................................................................................ Scott $267

903 * New Guinea #C29/34 1932 ½d to £1 Bird of Paradise 
airmails set of 14, missing 2½d and 3½d issued later, with 

 ................................................................................ Scott $295

  
 x904 x906

904 * New Guinea #C46-59 1939 ½d to £1 Plane of Bulolo 
 with deep colours, lightly hinged. A few have light 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,055

905 * New Hebrides (British) #17-49, 66-76 1911-1953 ½d to 
5sh/5fr balance of collection.  Includes 1911-1924 set plus 

with deep fresh colours. Mostly lightly or very lightly hinged. 

 ................................................................................ Scott $230

906 * New Hebrides (British) #50-61 1938 5c to 10fr Beach 
Scene with fresh, deep colours with light to moderate hing-

 ................................................................................ Scott $366

907 */**/  New Zealand Stockbook with a few Hundred Du-
plicates, 1862-1979, includes used #12, 16-17, 19, 35, 37, 
41, 53, 165-170, B4 and mint (hinged or NH) #65, 165-170, 

sets), O76-O86, O92-O99. Except for a few Chalons, generally 

 .................................................................................... Est $400

            
 x908 x910

908 * New Zealand #B1-B39 Mint Health stamps, 1929-1951 
Complete for period with deep colours. B2 has tone spots on 

 ................................................................................ Scott $362

           
 x909 x911

-
surance Stamps, 1931-1951 includes #C1-4, C6-8, 1936-42 

-

hinged, a few never hinged (last OY set), and a few hinge rem-

 ................................................................................ Scott $579

910 * New Zealand #70-83 1898 ½d to 5sh First Pictorial Set 
Unwatermarked with deep colours, 5d has trivial spots most-
ly in top perfs. 5sh has stain in top perfs from careless hing-

 .............................................................................Scott $1,195

911 * New Zealand #84/139 1900-1912 ½d to 1sh KEVII and 
miscellaneous Pictorials includes #84-6, 99-106, 129, 130-
139 with deep fresh colours. Mostly lightly hinged, a few with 
hinge remnants.

 ................................................................................ Scott $510

            
 x912 x913
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912 * New Zealand #88-98 1899-1900 2½d to 5sh Second 
Pictorial Set, Watermark Double Line NZ with Star deep 
colours, 3d and 1sh each with one toned perf tip, a few hinge 
remnants including 5sh. 8d unused, no gum, but generally 

 ................................................................................ Scott $806

913 * New Zealand #107-120 1902-1907 ½d to 5sh Third Pic-
torial Set Watermark NZ and Star with fresh deep colours, 
mixed hinging but a number lightly hinged or very lightly 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,035

  
 914 x915

914 * New Zealand #121 1903 2sh blue green Milford Sound 
on Vertically Laid Paper with fresh, deep colour, hinge rem-
nant. Fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $325

915 * New Zealand #122-125 1906 ½d to 6d Christchurch Ex-
hibition  with fresh deep colour, 2 low values never hinged, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $333

             
  x916 x917

916 * New Zealand #126-128 1907-08 3d orange brown, 6d 
carmine rose, 1sh orange red,
smaller. Fresh deep colour, 1sh light hinge remnant, others 

 ................................................................................ Scott $342

917 * New Zealand #130e-137e 1913 ½d to 6d Auckland Exhibi-
tion overprint,

 ................................................................................ Scott $610

x918

918 * New Zealand #145/184 1915-1926 ½d to 3sh KGV plus 
Admirals includes 1915-1919 heads (#145-164);; 4 low 
values of 1923-25;; and Admirals of 1926. With fresh deep 
colour, a few low values with hinge remnants, but mostly light-

 ................................................................................ Scott $544

919 * New Zealand #185-198 1920-1935 ½d to 3sh Pictorial 
set plus -

 .................................................................................Scott $317

920 * New Zealand #203/278 1936-1950 ½d to 3sh primar-
ily KGV issues

-
tives except omnibus sets. Apparently all lightly hinged, very 

 ................................................................................ Scott $211

           
 x921 x922

921 * Nigeria #1-17 1914-1927 ½d to £1 KGV set of 17 Includes 
5 values on surface-coloured paper, all with fresh, deep 
colours. Low values with hinge remnants, else mostly lightly 
hinged or very lightly hinged. The £1 has slight rubbing, else 

 ................................................................................ Scott $403

922 * Nigeria #38-49 1936 ½d to £1 KGV Pictorial set with 

 ................................................................................ Scott $201

923 * Niue #6/103 1902-1950 ½d to 3sh Collection  with com-
plete sets, reasonably complete for the period, missing the Om-
nibus sets found elsewhere and the Postal Fiscals. All with deep 
colours, some early issues with toning, else fresh. Mixed hinging 

 ................................................................................ Scott $400

924 */** Norfolk, Pitcairn, Tonga 1938-1959 ½d to 5sh vari-
ous KGVI issues -
cairn #1-8, and 1940 set missing the two later issues;; Tonga 
#70-99. Fresh with deep colours, mostly lightly hinged with 

 ................................................................................ Scott $235

925 * North Borneo #59/259, etc. Balance of Mint Collection, 
1894-1952, Includes #59-68 short set, 103-104, 105-114 
short set, 124-135, 167-178 short set, 208-222, 223-237, 
244-259, B14-B24 short set, B31-B43 short set, J41-J49. From 
1894 mostly with hinge remnant or heavy hinge remnant, from 
1918 usually moderate with many lightly hinged, from 1940 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,393

          
 x926 x927

926 * North Borneo #79-88 1897-1900 1c to 24c Pictorial Issue, 
with deep, fresh colours, half are lightly hinged, two high values 

 ................................................................................ Scott $482

927 * North Borneo #89/103 1897-1902 10c to 24c Added Val-
ues, etc.,
remnant and heavy hinge remnant. 1902 10c and 16c added 
values, light hinge remnant and same with British Protector-
ate overprint heavy hinge remnant with tone spots and hinge 

 ................................................................................ Scott $655
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 x928 x929

928 * North Borneo #136-149 1909-1922 1c and 24c Pictorial 
Issue, with deep colours, a few values with very light gum toning, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $358

929 * North Borneo #185-192 1931 3c to $5 Pictorial Set, is-
sued for 50th Anniversary of the North Borneo Co. mostly 
lightly hinged, some moderate hinging, deep fresh colours, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $303

           
x930

930 * North Borneo #193-207 1939 1c to $5 Pictorial Set, the 
$5 has lightly toned gum and tone spot on front else all with 
fresh, deep colours and lightly (usually very lightly) hinged.

 ................................................................................ Scott $711

           
 x931 x932

931 * Northern Rhodesia #1-17 1925-1929 ½d to 20sh KGV 
Giraffes and Elephants set of 17 with deep fresh colours. 

-

 ................................................................................ Scott $599

932 * Northern Rhodesia #25-45 1938-1952 ½d to 20sh KGVI 
Giraffe and Elephants set of 21 with deep, fresh colours. 

 .................................................................................Scott $176

         
 x933 x935

933 * Nyasaland #54-67 1938-1944 ½d to £1 Leopard and Key 
Plates

 ................................................................................ Scott $136

934 * Oman #1-24, 35-41 1944-1953 3p to 2R three sets with fresh 

 ................................................................................ Scott $140

935 * Pakistan #1-62 1947-1941 3d to 25R complete for peri-
od

 ................................................................................ Scott $366

         
 x936 x937

936 * Pakistan Bahawalpur #1-29, O1-O28 1947-1949 3d to 
10R the country complete all with deep colours, some Of-

 ................................................................................ Scott $719

937 * Pakistan O1-O34 1948-1951 3d to 10R complete for pe-
riod with fresh deep colour, lightly hinged to large part original 

 ................................................................................ Scott $286

         
 x938 x939

938 * Palestine #63-84 1927-1942 2m to £1 Pictorial set with 
fresh deep colours, hinging ranges from very lightly hinged to 

 ................................................................................ Scott $189

939 * Papua #50/O12 Balance of Mint Collection, 1911-1938 
includes 1911-15 (9) most lightly hinged, one shilling with 
gum toning, 1917-1932 overprints and added values (12) 
with mixed hinging, 1934 set, 1938 airmail set, and 1931 Of-

 ................................................................................ Scott $282
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 x940 x941

940 * Papua #60-73 1916-1931 ½d to 10sh Bi-coloured Laka-
tois with fresh deep colours, mostly lightly hinged, a few 

 ................................................................................ Scott $311

941 */** Papua #94-109 1932 ½d to £1 Pictorial set with 
fresh, deep colours. While the ½d is slightly hinged, and the 
3d has light gum toning, the balance are never hinged, very 

 ................................................................................ Scott $527

     
 942 x944 x947

942 ** Papua New Guinea #J6 1960 6d Postage Due surcharge 

for the record.
 .............................................................................Scott $1,100

943 * Penrhyn Island #17-34 1917-1929 ½p to 1sh KGV and 
Pictorials with fresh deep colour. Lightly hinged to some 

 ...................................................................................Scott $99

944 * Samoa #9d/194 Mint Collection, 1886-1946  with com-

with deep colour, very few toning issues with most fresh. A 
few have hinge remnants, but early issues mostly moderate 
hinging, later lightly hinged. Fine or better.

 ................................................................................ Scott $338

945 */** Sarawak #94/195 Balance of Mint Collection, 1932-
1952, includes #94-108, 155-158, 159-173 and 180-195. 
1932 set with moderate hinging rest are mostly very lightly 
hinged and 1947 with high values never hinged. All with deep 

 ................................................................................ Scott $295

      
  x946 x948 x949

946 * Sarawak #109-134 1934-1941 1c and $10 Sir Charles 
Vyner Brooke, set of 26, 6 issues of 1941 with light hinge 
remnant, balance mostly lightly hinged all with deep fresh 

 ................................................................................ Scott $322

947 * Sarawak #135-154 1945 1c to $10 with BMA Overprints, 
set of 20 with deep, fresh colour, lightly hinged with high val-

 ................................................................................ Scott $360

948 * Seychelles #74-89, 80a-87a 1917-1920 2c to 5R KGV, 
Watermark Multi Crown CA, complete set of 20 including the 

 ................................................................................ Scott $256

949 * Seychelles #91-114, 100a-111a 1921-1932 2c to 5R 
KGV, Watermark Multi Crown Script CA, complete set of 26 

 ................................................................................ Scott $243

     
 x950 x952

950 * Seychelles #125-148 1938-1941 2c to 5R KGVI Picto-
rial Issue,

 ................................................................................ Scott $320

951 */  
mint set hinged on pages plus some extra mint and used, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $585

952 ** Sierra Leone #C7 1963 11sh on £1 Airmail Issue, high 

 ................................................................................ Scott $625

953 * Sierra Leone #103-121 1912-1924 ½d to £1 KGV, Water-
mark MCCA, set of 17 to the one pound value with fresh deep 

 ................................................................................ Scott $321

954 * Sierra Leone #140-152 1932 ½d to £1 KGV scenes Set of 

 ................................................................................ Scott $257

x955

955 * Sierra Leone #153-165 1933 ½d to £1 “Wilberforce” 
Pictorial set of 13 commemorating abolition of slavery, all 
with fresh, deep colours. The half-penny with a trace of hinge 
remnant, the rest lightly hinged or mostly very lightly hinged, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $948
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 x956 x957 x958

 
with deep, fresh colours, lightly hinged or very lightly hinged, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $140

-
tives, Perf 18, with deep, fresh colours. A lovely set which 
is mostly never hinged (CV for NH is $542.95). The lightly 
hinged stamps are 5c, 6c, 8c, 12c, 20c and 35c (CV $38.25) 

 ................................................................................ Scott $300

958 * Solomon Islands #43/79 1922-1931 ½d to 10sh KGV, 
Watermark MC script CA, fresh, deep colours, most with 
light hinging. 5sh has light gum toning. Also 4 extras (3,5,6, 
and 12d) with shade varieties. Also 1939 KGVI set of 13, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $286

959 * South Africa #1/114 Balance of Mint Collection on pag-
es, 1910 to 1949 Generally fresh with deep colours and gen-
erally complete for each denomination, but without the listed 

4, 6, or 8, B1-11, J30-45, O21/36, O41/54. Unusual for this 
collection included are commemoratives, generally with good 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,300

      
 x960 x966 x967

960 * South Africa #2-15 1913-1924 ½d to 10sh KGV Set of 14, 
fresh deep colours. Top 2 values with hinge remnants and 3d 

 .................................................................................Scott $647

x961

961 * South Africa #23-32 1926-1928 ½ to 10sh Pictorial pairs 

pictorials engraved. Fresh, deep colours, a number with hinge 

 ................................................................................ Scott $781

x962

962 * South Africa #33/44 1930-1945 ½d to 2sh6d Pictorial 
pairs The nine denominations in photogravure without hy-

as all the more common printings, a number with hinge rem-

 ................................................................................ Scott $323

x963

963 * South Africa #O39-40 1940 5sh and 10sh with Type C 
Overprint reading down, both pairs fresh with deep colour. 

 ................................................................................ Scott $625

x964

964 * South West Africa #108-120 1931-1937 ½d to 20sh Pic-
torial Set
the previous hinges have left light gum stains on a few values 
and on the 20sh results in a very light tone spot in margin, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $231

965 * South West Africa #133-165, B1-B11, etc Balance of 
Mint Collection, 1930-1949, includes #133-134, 135-143 

 ................................................................................ Scott $667

966 * Southern Rhodesia #1-14 1924-1930 ½ to 5sh KGV Admiral 

 ................................................................................ Scott $212

967 * Southern Rhodesia #16/63 Balance of Mint Collection, 
1931-1940,
and the two Victoria Falls sets, all with deep, fresh colour, the 

 ................................................................................ Scott $260
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 x968 x969

968 * St. Helena #61-77 1912-1922 ½d to 3sh KGV pictorials, 
etc. Includes 1912-1916 bi-colour set featuring Government 
House and the Wharf and the 1922 one colour re-issues as 

-

 ................................................................................ Scott $248

969 * St. Helena #79-94 1922-1927 ½d to 15sh Badge of the 
Colony, Watermark MC script CA, with deep, fresh colours, 
mixed hinging from very lightly hinged to hinge remnant, 15sh 

 ............................................................................. Scott $1,474

         
 x970 x971

970 * St. Helena #95-99 1922-1927 4d to £1 Badge of the Col-
ony, Watermark MCCA, with deep, fresh colours. 5sh very 

 ................................................................................ Scott $592

971 * St. Helena #101-110 1934 ½d to 10sh Centenary of Brit-
ish Colonization, with deep, fresh colours, lightly hinged ex-

 ................................................................................ Scott $456

    
 x972 x974

972 * St. Helena #118-127 1938-1949 ½d to 10sh Badge of 
Colony,

 ................................................................................ Scott $101

      
 x973 x978 x979

973 * St. Kitts - Nevis #1-21 1903-1918 ½d to 5sh Two sets 
with Watermark CCA and Watermark MCCA, includes 6d 
purple and grey listed variety, the sets showing Columbus 
with telescope (!) and Medicinal Spring, all with deep, fresh 
colours, a few with hinge remnant but most are lightly hinged 
or very lightly hinged including both high values.

 ................................................................................ Scott $283

974 * St. Kitts - Nevis #24-51 1920-1929 ½d to £1 Two Sets 
with Watermark MCCA and MC Script CA, with deep, fresh 

including high values, second mostly or all lightly hinged.
 ................................................................................ Scott $431

    
 x975 x976

975 * St. Kitts - Nevis #52-63 1923 ½d to 10sh Tercentenary (or 
“Cricketeer”) Set, with deep, fresh colour, lightly hinged (in-

 ................................................................................ Scott $553

976 * St. Lucia #64/148 1912-1949 Mint Collection of 5 Sets, 
includes 1912-1919 set of 12 plus 3 varieties, 1921-1924 

 ................................................................................ Scott $413

977 * St. Vincent 1907-1952 Balance of Mint Collection, in-
cludes #90-103, 1938 missing “A” numbers, 1938-1947 and 

-

 ................................................................................ Scott $233

978 * St. Vincent #104-131 1913-1932 ½d to £1, Two KGV sets 
with Different Watermarks, with deep colours, appears to be 
all lightly hinged, second £1 with light gum toning, else fresh 

 ................................................................................ Scott $312

979 * Straits Settlements #151d-199d 1922 1c to $5 set of 
Malaya - Borneo Exhibition Overprints, set of 9, the $1 with 

 ................................................................................ Scott $624

980 * Straits Settlements #179-201 1921-1932 1c to $5 KGV 

all with deep fresh colours and lightly hinged or in case of the 

 ................................................................................ Scott $225
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 x981 x983

981 */** Straits Settlements #217/271 1936-1948 1c to $5 
Balance of Collection, includes 1936-1937 ($1 with short 
corner not counted), 1937-1941 and 1945-1948 sets. Mostly 
lightly hinged, very lightly hinged or moderate hinging. The 

 ................................................................................ Scott $453

982 * Sudan #36/114, etc Balance of Mint Collection, 1927-
1951, includes #36-50a, 63-78 the 1941 set with 7 interpan-
neau pairs and the 2P-5P values in singles and pairs, 79-94, 

1927, 1940 and 1951 (#O10-O24, O28-O43 and O44-O60). 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,031

983 * Sudan #51-59 1935 5m to 50P General “Chinese” Gor-
don, well centered set with deep, fresh colours, hinged.

 ................................................................................ Scott $181

         
 x984 x985

984 */** Swaziland #10-19, 27-37 1933, 1938 ½d to 10sh 
 with deep, fresh colour, KGV 

with hinge remnant, KGVI with two top values being never 

 ................................................................................ Scott $210

 

 ................................................................................ Scott $390

    
 x986 x987

986 * Trinidad and Tobago #21-33 1922-1928 ½d to £1 Britan-
nia and KGV, includes shade of 1½d, mint with deep, fresh 

 ................................................................................ Scott $203

987 * Tristan da Cunha #1-12 1952 ½d to 10sh St. Helena Over-
printed,

 ...................................................................................Scott $85

             
 x988 x989

988 * Turks and Caicos #1/117 1900 ½d to 10sh Eight Com-
plete Sets,
1945 and 1950 KGVI sets. All with deep, fresh colour, virtu-

 ................................................................................ Scott $712

989 * Virgin Islands #39/113 1913-1952 ½d to £1/$4.80 De-
 with deep, fresh colours, mostly lightly hinged, 

some with hinge remnant and other very lightly hinged or 

 ................................................................................ Scott $370

         
 x990 x991

990 ** Zanzibar #38-52 1896 ½a to 5R Sultan bin-Thwain, set 
of 15 with deep, fresh colours. The entire set is never hinged, 
though most with light gum creases as usual not affecting the 

CV is for hinged set.
 ................................................................................ Scott $240

991 ** Zanzibar #62-78 1899-1901 ½a to 5R Sultan bin-Said, 
set of 15 with fresh, deep colours. The entire set is never 
hinged, a few with light gum creases but most with immacu-
late gum. The most prominent gum crease does not show any 

-
er hinged.

 ................................................................................ Scott $326

End of the Hamlet Collection
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Abu Dhabi

x992

992 ** #12/75 Four Mint Never Hinged Sets, includes #12-14, 
38-41, 49-51, 74-75 and one part set #56-67 (less 59). Over-

 ................................................................................ Scott $359

Ascension

993  Great Britain 1912-1913 4p slate green King George 
V,

 ...................................................................................... Est $75

  
 x994 x995

 ................................................................................ Scott $160

995  #33-36 1935 1½d to 1sh Silver Jubilee, used with light 

 ................................................................................ Scott $113

Australian States -- Tasmania

x996

996 * #86-93 1899 ½d to 6d Pictorial Issue, mint with vivid 

 ................................................................................ Scott $240

Australia

997 ** #95a 1928 3d deep blue Kookaburra Exhibition Pane of 
Four,

 ................................................................................ Scott $300

Bahamas

998 (*) #24var 1882 1p scarlet vermilion Queen Victoria, unused 

Crown and CA reversed”. SG #40x unpriced as unused.
 .................................................................................... Est $100

999 ** #163var 1954 4d turquoise-blue and deep reddish purple 

 ................................................................................. SG £1,380

Bermuda

1000  #10 1874 3p on 1sh green Queen Victoria, used on small 
-

 ................................................................................ Scott $950

Cape of Good Hope

1001  #3/13 1855-1863 1d to 1sh Four cape Triangles Each 
is contained in its own fancy presentation folder prepared 
by Stanley Gibbons. Includes 1d (full margins, pressed out 
crease Sc. 3, SG5a), 6d (large margins Sc. 5, SG 7 though SG 

close margins Sc 13 SG 19). Scott $820, SG £900. The four 

 ................................................................................ Scott $820
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1002  #180a 1900 3p deep blue Baden Powell, 21mm format, 

damaged in top right corner and has a small thin.
 .............................................................................Scott $1,450

Ceylon

  
 1003 1004 1005

1003  #6 1857 5p orange brown Queen Victoria, used on small 
piece, four margins, close at top, showing part of next stamp 

 .................................................................................Scott $175

1004  #6A 1859 6p plum Queen Victoria, used with clear margin 
at left, close along top and just touching frameline at bottom 

which notes a feather tear at left margin and that the stamp 
has lost some of its original colour.

 .................................................................................Scott $170

1005  #8 1859 8p brown Queen Victoria, used three margin 
stamp with one full margin at left, touching frameline on re-
maining three sides. Accompanied by 2012 Sergio Sismondo 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,750

           
 1006 1007

1006 (*) #12a 1857 1sh9p green Queen Victoria, unused (no 
gum) with three clear margins, cut into frameline at left, 

 .............................................................................Scott $5,250

1007 * #26 1861-1864 2p yellow green Queen Victoria, mint 

which states the stamp “has been regummed”. Otherwise 

 .................................................................................Scott $475

Dominica

   
x1008

1008 * #17/23 1886 ½p to 6d Queen Victoria SPECIMEN Over-
prints mint hinged, with #17, 19 and 21-23. Couple pulled 

 .....................................................................................SG £225

Falkland Islands

     
 x1009 x1010

1009 * #20-21 1898 2sh6p dark blue and 5sh brown red Queen 
Victoria, mint with light hinge remnant, trivial gum toning on 

 ................................................................................ Scott $550

 short set, mint hinged 

 ................................................................................ Scott $211

1011 * #84-95 1947 Universal Postal Congress Presentation 
Book in French with “avec les compliments de M. le Secre-

moistening their corners. Some have since fallen out and are 

 ................................................................................ Scott $315

Grenada

   
1012 ** #199 1963-1964 6c olive Queen Elizabeth II, mint never 

 ................................................................................ Scott $200

Hong Kong

1013 ** #193/261 Group of Mint Never Hinged, 22 stamps on 

 ................................................................................ Scott $328
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India

1014  #76 1902-1909 25r ultra and orange brown King Edward 
VII, used with a neat Calcutta Jun.22.1910 cds cancel, very 

 ................................................................................ Scott $925

Ionian Islands

   
x1015

1015 * #1-3 1859 (½p) to (2p) Queen Victoria, mint hinged set of 

 ................................................................................ Scott $188

Ireland

1016 * L13 1916 Sinn Fein Propaganda Label Fresh colour and 
nicely centered issue of this uncommon label.

 .............................................................................Feldman $85

Mauritius

   
x1017

1017 */  used 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,102

New Zealand

1018 E/P #1 2d Plate Proof large part of a full sheet (120 impres-
sions), printed from original plates in the 1890s.

 ...................................................................................Est. $500

  
 x1019 x1020

1019 E/P #228C, 258, 260 1941-1947 2d, 3d and 4d King 
George VI Plate Proofs

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1020 E/P #289P-295P 1955-1959 1d to 8d Queen Elizabeth II 
Plate Proofs on never hinged gummed stamp paper, all in 

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1021 * B1/B17 1929-1940 First Semi Postals with 15 different 

B4 has corner gum thin.  
 ................................................................................ Scott $322

  
 1022 1023

-
pears to have one hinged stamp, 5 never hinged but gum is 

 ................................................................................ Scott $360

 .............................................................................Scott $1,000

 mint hinged, blind perfs at lower 

 ................................................................................ Scott $250
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New Zealand continued

      
 1025 1026

 mint with rich colour, fresh, very 

 ................................................................................ Scott $125

 nice top marginal stamp with 

 .................................................................................Scott $175

 nice top marginal pair with clear 

with some gum staining and a light marginal crease.
 ................................................................................ Scott $350

Niue

  
 x1023 x1029

1028 E/P #94P-103P 1950 ½p to 3sh Pictorials Set of Plate 
Proofs on card, except for the 3 high values which are on 
never hinged gummed stamp paper. There is a crease on the 

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1029 E/P #97P-100P 1950 3d to 9d Pictorials Plate Proofs on In-

 ..................................................................................... Est. $75

Oman

       
 1030 1031

1030  #190B 1978 50b on 150b International Women’s Year, 
used with double circle date stamp. Accompanied by 2013 

postally used, with an appropriate cancellation for the period 
of validity, and is entirely free from faults or repairs...”, and 

 .................................................................................Scott $475

1031  #190C 1978 75b on 250b National Day, used with double 
-

genuine in all respects, postally used, with an appropriate 
cancellation for the period of validity. Stamp is entirely free 
from faults or repairs...A very scarce provisional issue...”, and 

 .............................................................................Scott $2,250

Rhodesia and Nyasaland

1032 * Mint Collection in a Stockbook of British Central Africa 
-

 .............................................................................Scott $1,969

South Africa

1033 * #30c 1927 2sh6p pair, perf 14x13½, mint lightly hinged, 

 .................................................................................Scott $475

1034 * #31c 1927 5sh pair, perf 14x13½, nice mint lightly hinged 

 ................................................................................ Scott $525
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1035  #32c 1927 10sh, perf 14x13½, used pair with reason-

 ................................................................................ Scott $375

Tokelau

x1036

1036 E/P #1P-3P 1948 ½p to 2d First Issue Plate Proof Singles 

 ..................................................................................... Est. $75

Turks Islands

            
 1037 1038

1037 (*) #1var 1867 1d dull rose Queen Victoria with Throat 
Flaw,

 .....................................................................................SG £250

1038 (*) #5var 1879 1d dull rose Queen Victoria with Throat 
Flaw,

 .....................................................................................SG £250

Virgin Islands

1039 (*) #1, 4 1866-67 1p green and yellow green Virgin and 
Lamps, two distinct shades and perforations, both unused (no 

 ................................................................................ Scott $130

Each auction we do our best to carefully describe each 
lot.  This adds extra time for many of the lots but we 

-
dent bidding.  With this in mind, we only annouce auction 
dates when we are ready to go to the printer.

a winter auction.  We ask you for consignments well in 
advance of the deadline so we can give full attention to 
your treasures.  We would be pleased to disucss this with 
you.  Cash advances are available.
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Lot 985 Lot 809

Lot 850
Lot 982
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SESSION THREE

WORLDWIDE
WEDNESDAY AUGUST 21, 2013 

following SESSION TWO, approx. 4:00p.m.
Lots #1101-1260

Index
         Lots
U.S.A.     1101-1159
Austria - Central Lithuania  1160-1162

France & Colonies   1187-1207
Germany & States   1208-1216
Greece - Italian States (Tuscany) 1217-1226
Japan - Netherlands   1227-1241

Saar - Vatican    1250-1258
Cinderellas    1259-1260
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United States

           
x1101

1101  Small Group of Fancy Cancels, seventeen stamps mostly 
with alpha or numeric cancels, faults to be expected on these 

 ...................................................................................... Est $50

           
 1102 1103

1102  #1 1857 5c red brown Benjamin Franklin, three large 
margins, close to just touching frameline at bottom right, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $425

1103  #1 1847 5c red brown Benjamin Franklin, with four gen-
erous margins, used with circular grid cancel in blue, very 

 ................................................................................ Scott $425

           
 1104 1105

1104  #1 1847 5c red brown Benjamin Franklin, with three full 
to large margins, just along frameline at top right, used with 

 ................................................................................ Scott $425

1105  #1 1847 5c red brown Benjamin Franklin, with 3 full to 
large margins, just along frameline at top left, used with blue 

 ................................................................................ Scott $425

           
 1106 1107

1106  #1 1847 5c red brown Benjamin Franklin, three full mar-

 ................................................................................ Scott $425

1107  #2 1847 10c black George Washington, three large 
margins, just along frameline at bottom, used with red hand-

 .............................................................................Scott $1,000

           
 1108 1110

1108  #2 1847 10c black George Washington, with four full 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,000

1109  #2 1847 10c black George Washington, a lovely four mar-
gin example used on small piece with red grid cancel, very 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,000

1110 (*) #3 1875 5c red brown Benjamin Franklin, a lovely ex-
ample with four large even margins, unused (no gum), very 

 ................................................................................ Scott $825

           
 x1111 x1113
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1111  #7, 9 1851-57 1c blue Franklin used group, with #7 (Type 
II) x 4 stamps (one with double transfer at upper left, plus 
shades) and a #9 (Type IV). Average centering and cancels, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $710

 
1112  #17 1851-1857 12c black Washington, used pair with 

 ................................................................................ Scott $520

1113 */** #113/305 Small Group of Early Mint Stamps, in-
cludes #113 (VF, appears NH possibly gum redistributed, 
toned gum), #113 pair (fresh NH), #225 NH and #305 with 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,260

1114  #218 1888 90c purple Jackson,
 ................................................................................ Scott $250

      
 1115 1116

1115 ** #232 1893 3c green Flagship of Columbus, mint never 

from the upper left.
 ................................................................................ Scott $110

1116 ** #238 1893 15c dark green Columbus Announcing his 
Discovery,

 ................................................................................ Scott $700

      
 1117 x1119

1117 ** #239 1893 30c orange brown Columbus at La Rabida, 

came from.
 ................................................................................ Scott $750

1118 * #245 1893 $5 black Columbus, mint with full original gum 

 .............................................................................Scott $2,500

1119 ** #285, 286 1898 1c green and 2c copper red Trans-
Mississippi Issue, four examples with plate numbers/inscrip-
tion. Includes #285 three examples with plate numbers 591, 
612 and 712 and #286 with “Bureau, Engraving & Printing” 
inscription in upper selvedge. All four stamps are mint never 

 ................................................................................ Scott $290
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United States continued

   
x1120

1120 (*) #285-293 1898 1c to $2 Trans-Mississippi Issue, the 

issue. All unused, no gum, 2c and 4c with thins and $2 with 
-

out gum at half and the $2 a little below half of catalogue. The 
set with o.g. has a CV of $4,185.

 .................................................................................... Est $400

   
x1121

1121 * #286-289 1898 2c to 8c Trans-Mississippi 2c and 4c 

hinged. A nice group, with the 5c being accompanied by a 

 ................................................................................ Scott $385

      
 1122 1123

1122 ** #289 1898 8c violet brown Trans-Mississippi Exposi-
tion, upper marginal stamp with Bureau Engraving & Print-

from which this stamp was the left hand stamp.
 ................................................................................ Scott $450

1123  #292 1898 $1 black Western Cattle in Storm, used with 
light town cancel, nice colour, nicely centered within four even 

 ................................................................................ Scott $700

1124 * #294a 1901 1c green and black Fast Lake Navigation 
with Inverted Center, -

stating “...genuine, with disturbed o.g., a tiny corner perfora-
tion crease at top right, and a small corner crease at bottom 
left”.

 ...........................................................................Scott $12,500

        
 1125 x1128

1125 ** #296 1901 4c deep red brown and black Electric Au-
tomobile,

four which this stamp came from the upper left.
 ................................................................................ Scott $180

         
 1126 1127

1126 ** #301 1903 4c brown Grant, mint never hinged single 

four which this stamp came from the upper left.
 ................................................................................ Scott $140

1127 ** #304 1903 5c blue Lincoln,

 ................................................................................ Scott $150

1128 */** #323-327 1904 1c to 10c Louisiana Purchase Ex-
position Set, mint, with 1c, 2c and 3c being never hinged. 

vine.
 ................................................................................ Scott $520
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 1129 x1130

1129 * #342 1909 $1 violet brown Washington, mint very lightly 
-

 ................................................................................ Scott $500

1130 ** #370-373 1909 2c Alaska Yukon and Hudson Fulton 
mint never hinged, with perforated and imperforate of each, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $114

       
 x1131 1132

Set, mint hinged, with each stamp having been selected for 
-

 ................................................................................ Scott $404

-
tion,

 ................................................................................ Scott $270

               
 1133 1134

1133 ** #400A 1913 10c orange Discovery of San Francisco 
Bay,

 ................................................................................ Scott $400

1134 ** #439 1914 30c orange Franklin, mint never hinged, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $500

1135  #446 1914 4c brown Washington Coil Pair, used with 

 ................................................................................ Scott $300

     
xDetail Lot 1136

1136 ** #505 1917 5c carmine Washington Error  lower right 
pane of 100 with the stamp in position 18 being the error, 
sheet is mint never hinged with full selvedge and plate num-

Scott CV is $625.
 .................................................................................... Est $750

1137 */** #505 1917 5c carmine Washington Error, 
of 9 with middle stamp being the error, two top stamps are 
hinged and bottom middle stamp is hinged, leaving the error 

 ................................................................................ Scott $625
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United States continued

                 
 1138 1140

1138 ** #524 1918 $5 deep green and black Franklin, mint nev-
-

 ................................................................................ Scott $360

 
1139 ** #526 1920 2c carmine Washington Misperf Block of 

Four,
mint never hinged.

 .................................................................................... Est $200

1140 ** #546 1921 2c carmine rose Washington, mint never 
-

 ................................................................................ Scott $230

                 
 1141 1142

1141 ** #547 1920 $2 carmine and black Franklin, mint never 

 ................................................................................ Scott $280

1142 ** #573 1923 $5 carmine and blue Head of Freedom Stat-
ue,

 ................................................................................ Scott $230

     
1143 ** #573 1923 $5 carmine and blue Head of Freedom, mint 

 ................................................................................ Scott $230

1144 ** #630 1926 2c carmine rose White Plains Souvenir 
Sheet,

sheet.
 ................................................................................ Scott $600

1145 * #630 1926 2c carmine rose White Plains Souvenir Sheet, 
mint sheet of 25, the sheetlet has complete perf separation 
between columns 2 and 3, but it has been reattached by 
small hinges in top and bottom selvedge, some gum distur-
bance on 2 stamps, else stamps are never hinged.

 ................................................................................ Scott $350
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 x1146 x1147

1146 * #658-679 1929 Kansas-Nebraska Overprints, two sets of 

 ................................................................................ Scott $481

1147 * #669-679 1929 Nebraska Overprints, set of 11, mint 

 ................................................................................ Scott $265

1148 ** #BKC1 1928 10c Lindbergh Booklet (Scott #C10a), 

CV is $240.
 ................................................................................ Scott $240

     
x1149

1149  #C13-C15 1930 65c to $2.60 Graf Zeppelin Airmail is-
sue,

 .............................................................................Scott $1,140

1150 ** #C15 1930 $2.60 blue Graf Zeppelin, deep colour, mint 
never hinged, small natural inclusion (mid airship) and light 

 ................................................................................ Scott $975

1151 ** #C128 1991 50c Harriet Quimby, Block of Four, Im-
perforate Horizontally,

 .............................................................................Scott $2,500

1152 */(*) #O3/O119 1873-1893 Group of 23 Back of Book 
Stamps, -
cials #O3, Interior 9 values missing the 6c, 12c with gum, bal-
ance unused (no gum), Treasury 30c, War 10 values missing 
the 7c, the 6c and 12c without gum, the balance with gum. 

Catalogued as always the least expensive possible variety at 
$2,217.

 .................................................................................... Est $200

     
x1153

1153  #R57a/R145 Small Group of Used Revenues, 15 stamps 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,125

                
x1154

1154 **/(*) #R66c/R427 Small Group of 7 Mint Revenues, in-

 ................................................................................ Scott $194
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United States continued

               
 1155 1156

1155  #R97c $15 blue Mortgage Revenue, used with light can-

 ................................................................................ Scott $300

1156  #R100c 1863 $25 red Mortgage Revenue, used with 

 ................................................................................ Scott $250

               
 1157 1158

1157  #R101c 1863 $50 green U.S. Internal Revenue, used 

 ................................................................................ Scott $210

1158 E/P #R147P4, R150P4 $3 green and black, $20 orange 
and black Revenue Proofs,

 ................................................................................ Scott $220

1159 (*) #RO118 P. T. Ives Matches Revenue, Unused (no gum) 
but with gum stains at each end, as is usual for these. Still 
nice quality for this scarce private die proprietary stamp.

 ................................................................................ Scott $240

Worldwide

Austria -- Lombardy-Venetia

x1160

1160  #6, 6a 1850 45c blue Coat of Arms, group of 7 used 
which includes 5 copies of Type III and two copies of Type 
I, with miscellaneous cancels, one with small thinned spot, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $510

      
x1161

1161 * #15-18 1863 2s to 10s Arms of Austria-Hungary mint 
hinged, with original gum. Each stamp was trimmed by scis-

-

is signed by Herbert Bloch.
 ...........................................................................Scott $26,425

Central Lithuania

x1162

1162 */**/  #1/56 1920-1922 Bileski offering of 6 double (or 

and retail price of $250.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100
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Chile

1163  #1/14a Collection of Used First Issues, 1853 to 1865 
on three quadrille pages, with a total of 28 stamps. We not-
ed shades, cancels, a few pairs, a #6 bisect tied onto piece 

better.
 .............................................................................Scott $2,806

China

x1164

1164 */  #11/82 Small Selection of 10 Early Stamps, includes 
#11, 12 used, 13 h.r., 28 h.r. straight edge bottom, 30 h.r., 

catalogued by owner using Scott 2013 at $3,317.
 ............................................................................. Scott $3,317

People’s Republic of China

1165 (*) #344a 1958 8f People’s Heroes Monument souvenir 

 ................................................................................ Scott $325

               
 x1166 x1167

 Complete set of 20. No gum 
as issued, mostly VF centering. All fresh.

 ................................................................................ Scott $525

1167  #949-956 1967 Scenes With Mao, complete set of 8. 

 ................................................................................ Scott $700

               
 x1168 x1169

1168 (*) #1047-1052 1970 Scenes from the Opera
Mountain” complete set of 6. Mint, no gum as issued, very 

 ................................................................................ Scott $227

1169 (*) #1054-1057 1971 Centenary of the Paris Commune Set 

 ................................................................................ Scott $432

    
x1170

1170 ** #1067-1075 1971 50th Anniversary of the Chinese 
Communist Party Complete set of 9, includes unfolded strip 

 ................................................................................ Scott $537

    
x1171

1171 ** #1067-1075 1971 50th Anniversary of the Chinese 
Communist Party Complete set of 9, includes unfolded strip 

 ................................................................................ Scott $537
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People’s Republic of China continued

        
 x1172 x1173

1172 ** #1126-1129 1973 Scenes From the Ballet “The White-
Haired Girl” complete set of 4. Mint, never hinged, and very 

 ................................................................................ Scott $215

1173 ** #1211-1214 1974 Industrial Products
mint never hinged.

 ................................................................................ Scott $450 

1174 ** #1399 1978 $5 Galloping Horses Souvenir sheet. Mint 

 ................................................................................ Scott $625

1175 ** #1452 1978 Highway Bridges, mint never hinged $2 

 ................................................................................ Scott $400

1176 ** #1518 1979 Study Science From Childhood, mint never 

 .............................................................................Scott $2,250

1177 ** #1586 1980 Year of the Monkey,
Light offset on gum which is normal.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,800

1178 ** #1645a/2131 Group of 19 Mainly New Year Booklets 

(x2), 1832a (x2), 1862a-63a (x2), 1889a (x2), 1900a, 1966a 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,402

1179 ** #1647a 1981 8f New Year Complete Booklet mint never 

 .................................................................................Scott $475
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1180 ** #1761 1981 $2 Baoyu, Daiyu Souvenir Sheet, mint never 

 ................................................................................ Scott $300

Republic of China

    
x1181

1181 ** #1355-1358 1962 80c to $4 Emperor Set, mint never 

 ................................................................................ Scott $515

Colombia

1182  #C7 1920 10c multicolour Fuselage and Tail of Biplane 
Airmail Issue, used with light cancel. Accompanied by 2002 

rarely offered stamp.
 .............................................................................Scott $3,800

1183  #C8 1920 10c multicolour Condor on Cliff Airmail Issue, 
used with violet cancel, three margins, cut into design at left, 

 .............................................................................Scott $3,000

    
 x1184

1184 */** #C11 1920 10c green and 10c light brown red Air-
mail, similar in design to #C11, “Compañía Colombiana de 

hinged, light brown red is never hinged but with light corner 
crease. Not regularity used by some authorities according to 
Scott footnote after #C11.

 .................................................................................... Est $200

Cuba

      
x1185

1185 * #253-262 footnote 1914-1915 1c to 1P Map of Cuba Im-
perforate Pairs The complete set with fresh colour and origi-
nal gum which has overall toning, and mostly lightly hinged, 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,500
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Denmark

1186  #10 1863 16s violet Royal Emblem, used with partial cds 
and numeral cancels, three well-clear margins, close at upper 

 ................................................................................ Scott $650

France  
(Note Lots 1187-1198 we use Yvert numbers)

           
 1187 1188

1187 (*) #21 1862 10c bistre Napoleon unused (no gum) and 

 ................................................................................ Yvert €450

1188 * #28Ba 1868 10c dark bistre Napoleon Type II mint, with 

 ................................................................................ Yvert €375

           
 1189 1190

1189 * #61 1876-78 1c green Sage Type I mint, very lightly hinged 

 ................................................................................ Yvert €200

1190 * #70 1876-78 40c red on straw Sage Type I mint hinged, 

 ................................................................................ Yvert €800

           
 1191 1193

1191 * #74 1876-77 2c green Sage Type II mint, lightly hinged 

 ................................................................................ Yvert €165

1192 ** #75, 83, 88a, 88b 1876-80 Group of Mint Never Hinged 
Sage Type IIs

 ...................................................................................Yvert €80

1193 * #79 1876-77 25c blue Sage Type II mint hinged, with 

 ................................................................................ Yvert €675

1194 * #80, 80a 1876-77 30c yellow brown Sage Type II Shades 
with an Yvert #80 (brun jaune) and a #80a (brun), both are 

included is a slightly different shade third stamp (no gum), 

If it were to be a Type I, the total Yvert catalogue value would 
be €
€270.

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

    
 1195 1196

1195 * #86 1877-80 3c yellow on straw Sage Type II mint, very 
-

 ................................................................................ Yvert €300

1196 * #97, 97a 1876-90 25c black on rose Sage Type II Shades 
with #97 “noir sur rose” and #97a “noir sur rose foncé”. Both 
mint, with redistributed gum to appear never hinged, else 

 ................................................................................ Yvert €250

1197 ** #185-196, 231, 235, 257, B26 1923-30 10c to 1f50 
Louis Pasteur Set, complete, plus the two surcharges, the 
Congres overprint and the orange semi postal. 16 different 
stamps in all. All mint never hinged.

 ................................................................................ Yvert €290

1198 ** #245 var. 1929 50c blue Joan of Arc Booklet Varieties 
each with advertising on tabs and includes 5 vertical pairs 
plus a pane of 10. Maury #s 144c (x2), 148d (x2), 152a and 

#246. Mint, never hinged.
 ..............................................................................Maury €340

(Note Lots 1199-1204 we revert to Scott Catalogue numbers)
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1199 ** #258/705 1930 to 1953 Group of Mint Never Hinged 
with #s 258-262 (40c is a dated corner and 50c with Benja-
min adv.), 297, 300, 304, 306, 309-310, 313-314, 624 (top 
marginal strip of three, two end stamps cancelled, middle 
stamp NH and counted as such - tiny stains in margin) and 

 ................................................................................ Scott $657

1200  #329 1937 PEXIP Souvenir Sheet, used, with two exposi-

 ................................................................................ Scott $300

            
 x1201 x1202

1201 ** #B285-B290 1954 Set of Six Famous Men mint never 

 ................................................................................ Scott $150

1202 */** #C8/C61a 1936 to 1997 Group of Mint Air Mails 
Starts with hinged #C8-C13. Then never hinged #s C23-C27, 
C34-C36, C37-C40, C46-C47, C54, C57, C58, C61, C61a and 

 ................................................................................ Scott $580

      
 x1203 x1204

1203 * #C23-C27 1949-50 100f to 1,000f Airmail Set mint 

 ................................................................................ Scott $236

1204 ** #C29-C32 1954 100f to 1,000f Airmail Set, mint never 

 ................................................................................ Scott $324

France -- French Colonies - Guadeloupe

1205  #13 1891 rose Ceres Overprinted Imperforate, used, with 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,300

French Polynesia

1206 * #C21/C126 Mint Airmail Collection, 1958-1975, lightly 
hinged on pages, includes #C63-C67, C78-C82, C89-C93, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $857

French Southern & Antarctic Territories

1207 E/P #28P 1968 20fr Black-browed Albatross strip of 3 with 

common regularly issued stamps have a catalogue value of 
$1,050.

 ...................................................................................Est. $750

Germany

    
 x1208

1208 * #B49-B57 1933 3pf to 40pf Richard Wagner Set, mint 

 ................................................................................ Scott $305
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Germany continued

1209 */**/  #B90/B104 Group of Early Semi-Postal Souvenir 
Sheets,
B92 (one used and one NH), B102 (one used and three 
hinged), B103 (one used with small faults and one hinged) 
and B104 (one used and two hinged. A few have no gum, or 

 ................................................................................ Scott $521

           
  x1210 x1211

1210  #9N35-9N41 1949 12pf to 2dm UPU Set, used, with mod-

 ................................................................................ Scott $341

1211 ** #9N61-9N63 1949 10pf to 30pf Goethe Set, mint never 

 ................................................................................ Scott $300

1212  #9N61-9N63 1949 10pf to 30pf Goethe Set, used on one 
piece, with each stamp cancelled Berlin Charlottenburg cds 
dated SEP.18.1949.

 ................................................................................ Scott $190

Germany -- D.D.R.

x1213

 set of 14, mint never hinged, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $354

1214  #B21a 1950 84 + 4pf DEBRIA souvenir sheet with First 

 ................................................................................ Scott $140

1215  #10NB11 1949 5pf plus 4.5dm Goethe souvenir sheet 

 .................................................................................Scott $475

German States -- Wurttemberg

1216  #53 1873 70kr red violet Coat of Arms with good colour 
and very large margins. It has a part ‘HE....../ ...6 74” post-

respects, cancel in my opinion contemporary”, and was pre-
viously signed by Thoma BPP. This scarce stamp has quite 

 .............................................................................Scott $4,000

Greece

1217 * #427-436, C38-C47 1940 Greek Youth Organization Set, 
with both the regular set and the air mail set. Mint, hinged on 

 ................................................................................ Scott $555
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Greenland

              
 1218 1219

1218 * #Q5 1915 15o violet Arms of Greenland Parcel Post Is-
sue,

 ................................................................................ Scott $275

1219 ** #Q7a 1930 70o violet Arms of Greenland Parcel Post 
Issue, mint never hinged, small crease in upper right corner, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $275

Hungary

    
x1220

1220 ** #B198A-B198D, CB1-CB1C 1947 Franklin D. Roosevelt 
Souvenir Sheet Set with the two issues, each perforated and 

 ................................................................................ Scott $725

    
1221 ** #C66 1949 50ft Symbols of Labour Souvenir Sheet, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $350

Italy

    
 x1222 x1223

1222  #105j 1924-1925 50c violet Victor Emmanuel III with 
Ad Label, used. Lot also includes #100d and 105h both with 

 .................................................................................Scott $274

1223 * #248-256, C23-C26 1930 Virgil Set, -
pearance, with good colour, some with gum problems.

 ................................................................................ Scott $332

Italian States - Tuscany

1224 (*) #18a 1860 5c olive green Arms of Savoy, Watermark 
Interlaced Loops A very scarce stamp with 2013 Sismondo 

into the framelines on all four sides. There is a 2mm closed 
tear at bottom and a thin on reverse.” Scott Classic for un-
used no gum $5,000.

 ...........................................................................Scott $18,000
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Italian States - Tuscany continued

1225 (*) #20 1860 20c blue Arms of Savoy, Watermark Inter-
laced Loops -
cate “genuine, uncancelled, and the gum which is present is 
not original. The stamp has narrow margins, clear at bottom, 
touching the frameline at the top, and cut slightly into the fra-
melines on the other two sides. There are no other faults or 
repairs at the time of examination.” Scott classic for unused 
no gum $3,750.

 ...........................................................................Scott $14,500

1226 (*) #20b 1860 20c grey blue Arms of Savoy, Watermark 
Interlaced Loops A very scarce stamp with 2013 Sismondo 

has very narrow margins, barely clear at right, but cut into 
the framelines on the other three sides. There are no other 
faults or repairs at the time of examination.” Scott Classic for 
unused no gum $4,250.

 ...........................................................................Scott $15,000

Japan

1227 ** #306a 1940 National Parks Souvenir Sheet mint never 

 ................................................................................ Scott $350

1228 */** #364a/B31 Group of 39 Different Souvenir Sheets 
to the mid-1970s
hinged. Includes 408-11, 551a, 606a, 13 New Year sheets 
from 1956-1970, etc. Catalogue value around $400, very 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1229 ** #422a 1948 5y Beauty Looking Back Souvenir Sheet of 
Five, mint never hinged, with a light crease extending into the 

 ................................................................................ Scott $350

1230 ** #423, 457, 498a 1948-50 Group of Three Different Sou-
venir Sheets mint never hinged, a few light creases, else very 

 ................................................................................ Scott $335

1231 ** #456 1949 5y Children’s Exhibition Souvenir Sheet mint 
never hinged, with fresh appearance and strong colour but a 

-

 ................................................................................ Scott $375
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1232 * #479a 1949 8y Moon and Geese Sheet of Five, mint, 
hinged in upper margin only. Pin hole in lower margin and 
some light diagonal gum creases, but still an attractive, fresh 

 ................................................................................ Scott $325

1233 * #C8 1934 Air Mail Souvenir Sheet of Four, mint, lightly 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,250

x1234

1234 ** #C9-C13 1950 Pheasants Air Mail Set Mint, #C10 has a 

 ................................................................................ Scott $260

Liechtenstein

1235  part set of 10 values (#94-

 ................................................................................ Scott $303

Luxembourg

1236  #12 1859-1864 40c red orange Coat of Arms, with four 

 ................................................................................ Scott $250

Madagascar

x1237

1237 */(*) #57-62 1895 Inland Mail, set of 6 values, complete 
for this design. This mail was operated by syndicate of British 
merchants during the war with France. Mint, 2d and 1sh val-
ues are unused (no gum), rest are hinged, small faults such 
as toning, light creases noted.

 .....................................................................................SG £100

Netherlands

           
 x1238 x1239

1238 (*) #3 1852 15c orange yellow King William III, three full 
margins, close along left, unused (no gum), signed Buhler on 

 ................................................................................ Scott $700

1239 * #164a-193a 1928 ½c to 60c Syncopated Perf. Set, Type 

 ................................................................................ Scott $298

Netherland Antilles

1240 ** #208/236 Mint Never Hinged Presentation Folder, 
1953 to 1957, regular issues as well as semi-postals housed 

 ................................................................................ Scott $513
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Netherland Antilles continued

    
x1241

 set complete except for 

 ................................................................................ Scott $480

Norway

1242  #3, 15 1857 3s and 1867 8s Used on Piece. Scarce 

1868. 3s is VF and 8s has cut perforations on right side. Nice 
combination.

 ................................................................................ Scott $160

1243 * #15 1867 8s carmine rose Coat of Arms, mint hinged, with 

 ................................................................................ Scott $750

1244 * #104/123 1926-29 Presentation Folder issued for the 
1929 UPU Congress in London. Includes mint hinged #s 104-

clean.  
 ................................................................................ Scott $315

 .............................................................................Scott $2,182

1246 ** #340-342 1955 Philatelic Exhibition Issues, in mint 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,620

    
x1247

1247 */** #2K1-2K8 1919 1f-1M First national issue of Poland 
overprint Levant 

and with his guarantee that they are genuine.
 ................................................................................ Scott $560

Russia

     
x1248

1248 ** #C53-C57 1934 5k to 30k Zeppelin Set, -
pelins from different angles including oil well, map and early 

NH is usually listed at about 4 to 5 times premium.
 ................................................................................ Scott $505

1249 * Wenden #L3 1863 4k blue-green and black

province of Latvia which has achieved catalogue status.
 .................................................................................Scott $175

Saar

x1250

1250 * #1-17 1920 2pf to 1m First Overprinted Set, mint hinged, 

 .................................................................................Scott $277
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Spain

     
x1251

1251 * #776-779, C127-C130 1950 Stamp Centenary Imperfo-
rate Set

 ................................................................................ Scott $348

Sweden

x1252

1252 */  #13-16 1862-1869 Group of Seven Early Issues with 
all used (some nicer cds cancels) and includes a #15 (un-

 .............................................................................Scott $1,098

Tannu Tuva

1253 **/  #45/C9 Group of 85 Mint and Used Stamps Includ-
ing 20 Imperforates, includes mint #45-52 perforated and 
imperforates (CV $50 and $100), 54-60 (CV $45), 61-70 (CV 
$50 - #63 with small stain spot, #69 crease at top), C1-C9 
(CV $55) and the following imperforate issues (some of these 
with light crease) #57, 71, 73 (corner tear), 75, 80a, 82a, 
83, 84a, 85, 87, 89 and 92. Also includes 31 different used 
stamps. All mint stamps appear to be never hinged, a few 

 .................................................................................... Est $100

Thailand

    
x1254

1254 * #207/232 1928 and 1932 Mint Sets with #s202-222 and 

 ................................................................................ Scott $505

Togo

x1255

1255 */** #1-23a 1897-1919 Complete First Issues all mint, 
and includes additional varieties #1a, 1b and 23a. A fresh 
hinged set, with high value #19 being never hinged. Mostly 

 ................................................................................ Scott $636

Vatican

x1256

1256 ** #1-13, E1-E2 1929 First Issue Set, mint never hinged, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $240
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Vatican continued

    
x1257

1257 ** #47-54 1936 5c to 5l Conference Set, mint never hinged, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $495

    
x1258

1258 * #C16-C23 1948-1951 Three Better Airmail Sets mint 

 ................................................................................ Scott $822

Cinderellas

1259 ** Small Carton with Easter, Lung, Christmas, Wildlife 
Labels with a collection of Canadian, mostly in full sheets 

plus a page of single USA items from the 1930s. Mostly very 

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

    
x1260

1260 */**/  Eclectic Accumulation of U.S.A. Private Exhibition 
Labels, over 100 privately issued labels and cinderellas for 
philatelic exhibitions and other events. Also facsimiles/coun-
terfeits/forgeries with 5 on cover. Nice reference material.

 ....................................................................................Est $150

Each auction we do our best to carefully describe each 
lot.  This adds extra time for many of the lots but we 

-
dent bidding.  With this in mind, we only annouce auction 
dates when we are ready to go to the printer.

a winter auction.  We ask you for consignments well in 
advance of the deadline so we can give full attention to 
your treasures.  We would be pleased to disucss this with 
you.  Cash advances are available.
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SESSION FOUR

POSTAL HISTORY and LITERATURE
WEDNESDAY AUGUST 21, 2013 following 

SESSION THREE, approx 5:00p.m.

Lots #1301-1444, 1501-1566

Index
      Lots
Canada 
- mostly single covers, collections   1301-1314

Newfoundland    1326-1331
Canada Collection/Accumulations  1332-1373
Great Britain & Commonwealth  1374-1386
U.S.A.      1387-1398
Worldwide      1399-1437
Postcards     1438-1444
Literature     1501-1565
Artifacts & Ephemera   1566
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Covers & Postal History

Canada Stampless Folded Letters

1301  1821 Kingston U.C to Wetherby England SFL, originat-

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

1302  Collection of Kingston Stampless Postal History, 1843 
to 1868

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

1303  Group of 10 Stampless Covers, 1832 to 1972 with 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1304  1856 Red River Settlement cover to Toronto sent via 

on front.  See also Lot 1360
 ...................................................................................Est. $200

Canada Regular Issues (19th Century)

1305  Two Small Queen Registered Covers, with one from Iona 

stationery cover uprated with 2c and 5c SQ, Kingston to Ne-

 ..................................................................................... Est. $75

1306  #24, 35 1872 Large and Small Queen Combination 
Cover with 2c Large Queen and 1c Small Queen (both tied 
by barred cancels) paying the internal 3c rate from Middleton 
NS to Annapolis NS. Tiny cover, with aging and small faults to 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1307  #30, F1, F2, F3 1880 15c Registered Cover to New 
Zealand,

on AUG.28.1880. Cover is open on three sides, Ex Horrace 

and still on one of his exhibit pages.
 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1308  #35, 37 Group of Two Small Queen Covers to France, 
-

dressed to Paris, one from Hochelaga (1887) and one from 

 ..................................................................................... Est. $75

1309  #37 Trio of Small Queen Fancy Cancel Covers with To-
ronto starburst (1870), Owen Sound crossroads (1876) and 

 ..................................................................................... Est. $75

Canada Regular Issues (20th Century)

1310 -
vertising Covers
both have minor faults, stains, etc.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1311  #916 Pierre Elliott Trudeau signed Constitution FDC 

by Trudeau, another signed by then Governor General Ed 
Schreyer, and the third signed by Secretary to the Governor 
General Esmond Butler, who arranged the signing. Also in-

-

covers with some toning. All signatures apparently genuine.
 .................................................................................... Est $200
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Canada Airmail

1312  Nice 

covers, a CL47 Edmonton to Grand Prairie cover, a CL51 Fort 

to the covers and the cancels on Admiral stamps are indis-
tinct.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,625

 x Lot 1313

1313  First Flight Cover Collection, 1926 to 1970s with over 
-
-

 ...................................................................................Est. $300

1314  First Flight Collection in Two Albums, 1928 to 1949 

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

Canada Postmarks

1315  Collection of Socked on the Nose Town Postmarks, 
1890s to 1960s

-

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1316  Collection of Saskatchewan Cut Squares, 1990s to 
2000s in 5 full #10 envelope boxes, all sorted by town into 
envelopes. Note many high values, used Millennium issues, 

-

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1317  Bankers Box of Town Postmarks, etc.

 ....................................................................................Est $150

1318  Collection of ORB Postmarks in a Shoebox. With a few 
hundred items, both covers and cards, plus some stamps, 
from Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton and London, many being ac-
companied by a write-up containing notes from Joe Smith and 
Jim Miller, etc. Also note some Toronto duplexes, including a 
page with the rimless Toronto duplex used in the 1901-1902 
period. Also some Toronto street cancels on stamp, including 

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1319  Carton with Town Postmarks on Stamp and Piece, 1890s 
to 1990s. With three binders displaying stamps and pieces 
sorted by province, and includes better such as street can-
cels, Assiniboia, many small towns and types, etc. Noted a 
group of pages with small town BC cancels including some 

-
eral better towns throughout and probably several thousand 

 ...................................................................................Est. $300

1320  Two Ring Numeral Cancels on Two Items, with a post 
card mailed Windsor, NS and 2-ring #43 Tiny faults. Also a 
1873 3c SQ cover Brampton to Brantford with 2-ring #56. 

-

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

1321  Group of Four Fancy Cancel Covers and Cards with 1872 
Preston post card with fancy geometric cancel in bright blue, 

Narrows NS 3c stationery (EN4) with two “JAM” cancels su-
perimposed (light stain) and a 1932 Brilliant BC 3c Arch cov-

group.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1322  1876 3c orange red Small Queen on Cover, tied by small 
-

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1323  #34/43 Extensive Old Time Small Queen Postmark Col-
lection, mostly on 1c and 3c, and mostly on about 190 pages 

-
lection contains about 50 covers and cards, the purpose was 

-

-
ters and numbers, duplex, stars, targets, and much more. We 
note a large number of $10 and over retail value items. We 
also note several better early shades and a few interesting 
varieties. A nice collection with lots of seldom seen or offered 

 ................................................................................Est. $2,000

See also Postmarks in our Lots and Collections 
especially Lot 1606-1607
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1324  #34/45 ½c to 10c Collection of Used Small Queens on 

2c (x30, note two strips of 5, one strip of four, many fancy 

strip of three), 6c #39 (x7, including a strip of three), 6c #43 
(6, including a strip of three), 8c (x6, including shades), 10c 
#45 (x3 shades) plus an E1, F1, F2 and J2. A nice group over-
all, with some early shades, paper and perforation varieties 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1325  #37, 41 Collection of 3c Small Queen Cancellations 

collection, well written-up, with several types of cancels on 
mostly Montreal printings and includes better shades, perf 

cds, dated, registered, target, duplex, etc. Overall nice condi-
tion and with about 320 stamps in all,

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

Newfoundland

1326  Group of Three Interesting Covers, with a registered 
7c rate cover to NS having a nice crown was seal, a regis-

NOV.14.1899 cancel and a 4c rate 1902 cover to England. 

 ..................................................................................... Est. $75

1327  Group of 40 Covers with All Different 1940s Broken 
Circle Postmarks,  including many smaller towns such as 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

 x Lot 1328

1328  Group of 55 Early 1900s Royal Family Covers, including 

or 3c combinations. Some with faults, stains, etc. but mostly 

 ...................................................................................Est. $300

1329  Group of 56 Corner Card Covers, 1930s and 1940s. A 
nice clean group, with mostly out of town corner cards. Mainly 

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1330  Group of 70 St John’s Corner Card Covers, 1930s and 
1940s, all except one are addressed to Newfoundland ad-
dresses. All different corner cards and note some adverts on 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1331  Accumulation of Newfoundland Covers, 1920s and on 

selection of rates. We note censored, registered, postal sta-

 ...................................................................................Est. $250

Canada Covers -- Collections and Accumulations

1332  Group of 13 BC and Western Cancels on Edward Post 
Cards

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

1333  Group of 17 Muskoka and Parry Sound Postmarks on 
Edward Post Cards

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

1334  Group of 8 Green UPU Victoria Post Cards, 1891 to 
1897 all used, to destinations such as France, Germany, Bel-

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

1335  Group of 14 Edward Post Cards to England, mostly incor-

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

1336  Group of 15 Post Cards, Some Real Photo many from 
-

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

1337  Group of 26 Edward Era Postcards with many interest-

-

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

1338  Group of Interesting Covers and Cards, 1891 to 1910 

colourful patriotic Gloria Mundi post card, group of three used 
and one unused UPU post cards, 1900 Falding Ont. regis-

-
land and 1903 2c Edward colour illustrated cover from Truro 

or better.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1339  Group of 17 Interesting Covers and Cards, 1841 to 
1941, with an SFL mailed Québec to Kingston in 1841 
(change of government seat), a group of Frontenac county 

Admiral illustrated stationery card, a group of covers with fully 
-

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1340  Collection of Ontario MOON, MOTO, POCON Cancella-
tions -
ety of towns, all sorted alphabetically in two envelope boxes. 
Mostly 1960s to 1980s with many small towns, better regis-

 ................................................................................... Est. $100
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1341  Collection of 30mm Steel Datestamps on Cover in three 
boxes, all alphabetically sorted within provinces, from all over 

-

articles on these steel hammers. These boxes contain 855 
different datestamps (plus a little duplication) out of a pos-

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1342  Collection of First Day Covers, 1962 to 2011, fairly com-

well as singles. Considerable catalogue value. Very clean.
 ...................................................................................Est. $500

1343  Collection of Toronto Fancy Cancels on Cover. Nice col-

etc. Neatly displayed on pages. Some with minor faults, else 

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1344  1950s & 60s Railway Freight advice Flimsies Includes 

value, but lots of duplication.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1345  Collection of Canada FDCs

clean, fresh and unaddressed.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1346  Small Box of Covers, 1880s and on
Queens to modern Canada Post Santa Claus envelopes. Note 

 ..................................................................................... Est. $75

 x Lot 1347

1347  Arctic Cover Collection, 1920s and on  #10 Envelope 

the collection is comprised of 1960s to 1990s commercial 

covers, weather station mail, and assorted expedition covers. 
Interesting lot.

 ...................................................................................Est. $300

1348  Large Carton with Hundreds of FDCs and postcards pri-
marily from Canada.

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

1349  Large Carton of Canada Covers, 1840s and on Includes 

postal stationery, and stampless (includes Trans-Atlantic and 
more). Many hundreds of covers. Mixed condition. Inspect.

 ................................................................................Est. $1,000

1350  Collection of Montreal Telegraph Covers, 1860s to 
1880s, with 7 items, each with a Montreal Telegraph Co. 
cover card depicting an arm holding a lightening bolt (plus a 
few other different types), several in colour. A few faults, else 

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

1351  QV era Montreal Advertising Covers and Cards, 1864-
1902 -
sues, mostly with business corner cards. Note a dead letter 

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

1352  Collection of Montreal Advertising on QV era Postcards, 
1876-1900
few in colour. Many are retail priced in the $10 to $20 range. 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1353  R34 and R100 Air Ship Souvenir covers Mostly for the 

There are approximately 500 covers with lots of duplication. 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1354  Lot of 45 Postage Due Covers, 1907 to 1979 Includes 

7 covers from Great Britain, 2 from the USA, and 1 from the 

or better, but some with faults.
 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1355
to the brim with Canada covers. Includes Postal stationery, 

-

stationery cards. Mixed condition and a few fronts. Inspect.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1356  QV era Montreal Advertising Covers Mailed to Foreign 
Destinations, with 7 covers and 2 cards mailed to France, 
Germany, Belgium and England, plus a few to the US. Some 
are retail priced in the $25 to $100 range. Some are faulty, 

 ..................................................................................... Est. $75

1357  1c and 2c Small Queen Franked Montreal Advertising 
Covers, with 17 covers and includes mostly corner card ad-
vertising with a few illustrated. We note a “T.W. Boyd & Son 

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

1358  QV Leaf and Numeral Franked Montreal Advertising 
Covers, with 90 covers, each with either illustrated (some in 
colour) or corner card advertising. We note many ornate illus-
trations, better rates, several nice cancels including machine 

 ...................................................................................Est. $400

1359  3c Small Queen Franked Montreal Advertising Covers, 
with 82 covers and includes mostly corner card advertising 
with a few illustrated, some in colour. We note many items 
retail priced in the $20 to $50 range and a few in the $100. 

 ...................................................................................Est. $300
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 x Lot 1360

1360  Red River and Fort Garry, Manitoba covers 1857-1874 

-

County, Ontario, plus 2 inbound covers. An 1874 cover from 

well as a postal card from London, ON with a MAY.13.1874 

and a number of pages of photocopies about Manitoba.
 ...................................................................................Est. $200

 x Lot 1361

1361  George V Admiral Cover Lot with over 200 covers in 2 al-
bums and a small box. Includes a number of coil covers, one 
of which is an early date for #133 - AUG.21.1924. Also note 

number from PEI). Also note a 2c red hairlines cover and a 

 .................................................................................Est $1,000

 x Lot 1362

1362  1871-1905 R.P.O. Exhibits This lot is made up of two 16 

-

Ottawa, registered and advertising covers. In total there are 

Queen period.
 ...................................................................................Est. $400

1363  1904-1957 “RPOs on the Mysterious Estevan Line” 
Gold Medal 16-page Exhibit. Includes 18 covers and 5 

-

-
peg” M.C. squared circle cover.

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1364  1882 - 1910 “West of Winnipeg” RPO collection on ex-
hibit pages. This award winning exhibit includes examples of 

on stamp on piece. There are 14 different hammers shown in 
the exhibit, one page is missing.

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

 x Lot 1365

1365  Small Queens to George VI Family Correspondence in 

-
ish Army prior to setting up in Lansdowne, and had an Alberta 

-
cel covers, advertising covers, small town cancels, etc. as well 
as some items from the USA. Unfortunately much of the lot is 
pretty faulty from rough opening and poor storage. Inspection 
a must. The proceeds from this original correspondence and 
two illustrated covers go to a local historical society.

 ...................................................................................Est. $500
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1366  Collection of Covers in a Binder Includes approximately 

etc. We note a complete matched set of Canadian Infantry 

 ...................................................................................Est. $250

1367  First Day Covers c1970-c1995 mostly Canada Post un-
addressed. There seems to be enough that it could be a com-

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1368  Canada Covers in Two Rubber Tubs, 1900s-on with one 
tub containing all 1980s commercial mail and the other has 
a better variety which includes postage due covers, registered 

as well as a 1954 Moose Jaw crash cover with letter of apol-

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1369  Box of Covers, 1865 to 1970s with 180 items. Includes 
both Canada and Newfoundland. Note Canada #15 on cover 
(Guelph Berri duplex), Small Queen covers, interesting group 
of bisect covers with an Admiral but mostly from the Centen-

Edward VIII 1c post card sent around the world. Mixed condi-
tion - inspect.

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1370  Four Cartons of 1970s British Columbia Covers mostly 

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1371  Four Cartons of Slogan Covers, 1930s to 1980s, some-
what sorted by slogan. Includes a good selection of WWII ma-

 ...................................................................................Est. $250

1372  Five Cartons of Worldwide Covers. The two largest car-
tons contain all Canada, mostly modern, with a wealth of 

covers, mostly from 1960s to modern, with a wide variety of 
countries, etc, some sorted by country. Many thousands of 
covers in all. Also contains two sparse Canada stamp collec-
tions and a Harris album of worldwide stamps, with several 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1373  Two Cartons of Metered Covers, with thousands of Ca-
nadian meter covers and cut squares. The remnant collec-
tion/accumulation of a pre-eminent meter writer/researcher/

corner cards. Includes two catalogues.
 ...................................................................................... Est $50

Great Britain -- Cover Lots

1374  Collection of Approximately 600 First Day Covers in 
13 Volumes, 1968-2012, most as purchased by owner from 

A nice clean collection.
 .................................................................................... Est $250

1375  Oversize Covers, lot of 9 covers, 1971 to 1981 Includes 

a 1977 Concorde cover, two 1981 First U.K. Aerial Post souve-

set on a NOV.1935 registered cover, a 1942 Swiss Legation 
airmail cover to Montreal, and a well-traveled airmail cover to 
South Africa, re-addressed and returned to sender. Some with 
minor creases.

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1376  First Day Covers c1970-c1999
There seems to be enough that it could be a complete, or 
nearly so, run for the period.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

British Commonwealth

 x Lot 1377

1377  Australia Collection of 58 WWII Censor Covers. Nice as-
sortment of censor tapes and handstamps, mostly civil. Note 
short paid to the USA, a few military censor handstamps and 

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1378  Australia 1914 OHMS Envelope to the USA
5 copies of the ½d Kangaroo issue with “OS” S.G. type 1 per-

-

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1379  Australia and States 1895-1936 Group of six #10 size 
Covers Includes 4 New South Wales “public School Savings 

postally used plus a mint registered envelope. Also a 1931 

-
ing.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

 x Lot 1380

1380  Australian States Collection of 10 Registered Covers, 
1904 to 1910 Includes 2 New South Wales covers with 5d 

-
nery envelopes with 2d blues added, 3 other 5d rate and a 
1907 Victoria registered mourning cover with a 5d chocolate 
stamp paying the proper rate. All sent to Hobart, Tasmania. 
Overall nice quality.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100
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1381  Falkland Islands Collection of 30 First Day Covers, 
1982/2011.

stamps (Scott 354/1042) is $237.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

 x Lot 1382

1382  Hong Kong Group of Four Covers, 1934 and on, includes 

plain envelope to the USA , and #s 239-244 on an illustrated 

The two earliest covers have folds, creases, etc.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1383  Lesotho Wildlife First Day Covers including WWF, 
1970s to 1980s Includes #s 228-232 on a very attractive 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1384  New South Wales 1899 Registered Cover from Sydney 
to Canada,
issue. Scarce stamp on cover. Cover has a red “Send to Cus-
toms” label at left. Windsor and Toronto MAY.1899 cds can-

 ............................................................. Stanley Gibbons £240

1385  South Africa Group of 45 Covers, 1920s to 1950s, with 
a variety of rates and usages including censor, registered, 
short paid, Paquebot, etc. Majority addressed to Canada. 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1386 /**/  South Africa Carton with a few Hundred First 
Day Covers, 1970s to 1990s, as well as a few early (these 
mostly with toning). We note some light duplication. Lot in-

-

souvenir sheets from 1970s to 1990s. Stamps are all fresh, 

 .................................................................................... Est $200

United States -- Regular Issues

1387  Circa 1860s Uprated Postal Stationery Cover, undated, 
mailed to Mannsville, NY and uprated with a pair of 1c blue 
paying the 3c domestic rate. Stamps are cancelled by three 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1388  1890 Special Delivery Illustrated Cover, mailed from 

#E2 plus a 2c Washington, each tied to cover by Boston “M” 
duplexes. United States Hotel, Boston illustrated corner card 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

United States -- Cover Lots

 x Lot 1389

1389  Cover Collection in 5 Small Binders, 1820s and On, in-

-
tion.

 ...................................................................................Est. $250

1390  Cover Lot in a Small Carton, 1900s and On,
days, military mail, postal stationery, commercial mail, etc. 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100
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 x Lot 1391

1391  First Flight Covers in Two Cover Albums, 1926 to 1996 
with over 230 covers. Mostly internal C.A.M. covers but also 

 ...................................................................................Est. $250

1392  US Contract Air Mail First Flight Covers, 1926 to 1928. 
Nice collection of over 100 covers in an album, many with 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1393  Cover Collection, Mostly 1940s. An interesting collec-
tion that includes 2 volumes of World War II military covers, 

May county NJ collection and a binder of assorted event cov-

are mixed condition.
 ...................................................................................Est. $250

1394  170 Military Covers, World War I to 1960s Majority are 
WWII soldiers letters from a wide range of F.P.O.s in both Eu-

I covers and a group of 1960s APO 24 covers with Oriental 

Canadian items. Some with rough opening.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1395  1987-89 Pugh Hand Painted FDC Collection of 26 cov-
ers, all signed and numbered by the artist. Quantities pro-
duced range from 108 to 419 of each. Cat. numbers range 

 .................................................................... Scott FDC $1,131

1396  1940s Fluegel Patriotic and First Day covers Nice group 
-

nir sheet, and patriotic covers celebrating Japan Capitulates, 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1397  Signed T. Gundel First Day Covers, 1939-1940 Gundel 

 .....................................................................Scott FDC $1,297

1398  #909-921 1943-44 Overrun Countries set of 13 First 
Day Covers by Staehle
have the top selvedge with country name printed on it. Scarce 
set.

 .....................................................................Scott FDC $1,560

Worldwide

 x Lot 1399

1399  China Group of 45 Covers, 1920s to 1940s, mostly to 
the USA, but also some internal mail. Mostly surface mail but 
note air mail and postal stationery, including Shanghai local 

 ...................................................................................Est. $250

1400  China 1940s and 1950s China Air Mail Covers to the 
USA Includes a 1948 registered, express air mail cover from 
Shanghai, an air mail cover from Tsingtao, and a 1952 air 

minor folds and creases.
 ...................................................................................Est. $125

1401  Columbia Group of 35 Covers, 1900s to 1950s, with 
many interesting items, including nice air mails to USA, Cana-
da and GB, ship mail, registered, illustrated covers, etc. Nice 
lot.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1402  Cuba Covers, 1870s to 1950s
with many circa 1900 to 1910. Much addressed to Canada. 
Includes post cards, airmails, shortpaid, registered, etc. Most-

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1403  France Small Collection of Covers, 1935 to 1962 with 
24 items, mostly covers addressed to Canada, plus a few 
to USA. We note a few items from the maiden voyage of the 
Normandie ship, a few Maxicards from the 1950s, also a few 
Peace issue stamps and a cover on pages, etc. Mostly very 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

 x Lot 1404

1404  France Collection of Large Numerals (Gros Chiffres) 
on Cover,

-
-

ings, including to Austria, Germany Belgium plus internal. A 

condition throughout.
 ...................................................................................Est. $350
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 x Lot 1405

1405  France Collection of Covers, 1812 to 1860s, all neatly 

in a binder. Includes 47 stampless and 24 stamped and we 

 ...................................................................................Est. $500

1406  France Collection of Paris Postmarks on Cover and 
Card,

-

 ...................................................................................Est. $500

1407  France Box with Just Over 200 Interesting Covers and 
cards, 1900 to 2012. Emphasis is on all the different Mari-

We note better Blanc, Sower, Arc de Triomphe, Marianne 

 ...................................................................................Est. $300

1408  G to I Countries Large Carton of Covers, 1860s and on, 
includes World War I and II military mail, censor covers, regis-

all sleeved and priced. Note covers from Hong Kong, Great 
Britain, Gold Coast, Germany, etc.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1409  Germany Cover Collection in a Small Box, 1920s and 
On, contains 140 plus items, most being post WWII. Has a 

the earlier material.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1410  Israel  First Day Covers in 3 Volumes, 1948-1996 Hun-
dreds of covers. Includes #10-14 (addressed);; #1-6 (x2, 
unaddressed);; #35-6 (artist signed);; later covers with tabs. 
Some postal stationary.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1411  Japan 1935 Manchuria Covers with Japan stamps to 
USA

their original contents, which includes an information sheet 

of both covers. Some minor faults and creases on these over-

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1412  Norway World War II Used Postal Stationery Ration 
Cards includes the following cards, which are all different: 
AW2 x1, AW3 x14, AW4 x14, AW5 x3, AW6 x2, AW7 x3, and 
AW8 x3. Catalogue value stated is for basic variety - special-

 ............................................................................. Michel €269

1413  P.R. China Carton with 200+ Covers, 1980s to 1990s, 
mostly to Canada, but also note internal mail and mail to USA. 

-

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1414  P.R. China #1761 1981First Day Cover
-

yu. Used sheet catalogues $130. Couple of minor creases, 

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1415  Poland Early 1920s to 1990s Collection of 100+ Covers 
in a small carton includes registered mail, air mail, printed 
matter rates, postal stationery, postage due covers, etc. Most-
ly to USA, and mostly 1950s and prior. Mixed condition.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

 x Lot 1416

1416  Scandinavia Cover Lot, 1940s and On, in 3 small cover 

covers and mostly mint Norway postal stationery. Strength in 
-

resented. Fine and better.
 ...................................................................................Est. $250

1417  South and Central America 1913 to 1970s Cover Col-
lection of 230 Covers, includes censor mail, air mail, includ-

mint and used postal stationery. An interesting group, mostly 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1418  St Pierre & Miquelon Group of 30 Covers, 1910s to 
1960s,

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1419  Switzerland Cover Assortment, 1900s and on,

run from 1900 to 1914 with some duplication. Flight covers 
run from 1947 to the 1970s and are mostly international 

 ...................................................................................Est. $150
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1420  USA, Canada Large Aluminum Trunk with FDCs 1960s-

of stamps from an estate.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

 x Lot 1421

1421  Worldwide Cover Lot, 1840s to 1950s Includes 13 Po-
land covers (two of which are stampless, 25 Jamaica items to 
Canada (with many from the 1900s), 44 Belgium postcards to 
Canada (mostly from the 1900s). Also included, and interest-
ing group of Chile covers - mostly to Canada, but also some 
1930s and 1940s air mail covers to Germany and the U.K. 

 ...................................................................................Est. $225

1422  Worldwide Covers in a Rubber Tub, 1870s-on with many 
thousands of covers, with a vast majority post World War II. 

-
esting lot, and well worth inspection.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1423  Worldwide Better Assortment, 1821 to 1960s with 65 
items, including early Great Britain, Italy and USA stampless 
covers plus some Victorian and early postal stationery, both 
mint and used. Also some Paquebot covers and more. Note 

stamp faulty. Interesting group.
 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1424  Worldwide Group of 19 Stampless Covers, 1813 to 
1870s An interesting group, from Canada, USA & Great Brit-

Inspect.
 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1425  Worldwide Small Carton with a Few 100 Covers, 1910 
and on includes mostly Canada from Edward VII on. Small 
amount of George VI era material including 1940s meters, 
but mostly modern. Also note USA, France (including WWII 
Censor cover), two Lebanon covers to Canada (one censored) 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1426  Worldwide Cover Lot in Plastic Tub, 1870s and On, 

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1427  Worldwide Box of Covers with better such as Canada 
1947 registered with #268-273 set plus two B of B (UCS 

set mailed to Barbados, Barbados 1963 1c to $2.50 set on 
-

 ...................................................................................Est. $250

1428  Worldwide Lot of 170 Postal Stationery, 1870s and on 
Approximately half are used with many pre-1900. Note rates 
to USA and Canada, censor items, some better registered en-
velopes, etc. High retail value. Inspect.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1429  Worldwide Queen Victoria Era and Onward Covers  in a 

- all sleeved and priced. Includes censored mail, registered 

dealer lot.
 ...................................................................................Est. $250

1430  Worldwide Cover Lot in a Banker’s Box Includes regis-

as well. Interesting lot. Inspect.
 ...................................................................................Est. $150

 x Lot 1431

1431  Worldwide Group of Covers all sent to the President of 
the U.S.A., 1920s and 1930s Interesting group of 19 covers. 

-
guay;; 2 from Norway;; 4 from The Netherlands;; and 10 from 
Poland. 13 of the covers are also registered.

 ...................................................................................Est. $300

1432  Worldwide 1941 Fam 22 Pam Am First Flight Cover col-
lection of 21 covers. Includes covers from the USA, Belgium, 

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

1433  Worldwide 1939-1941 Fam 18 Pan Am First Flight 
cover collection of 57 covers. Includes covers from USA, Por-
tugal, France, Great Britain, Canada, Newfoundland, Ireland, 

-

 ...................................................................................Est. $150
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Topicals

1434  U.S.A. #1953-2002 1982 State Bird and Flower set of 
50 FDCs by Web Scarce set. Only 28 sets with this cachet 

for a common set is $75.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1435  Arctic 1930-1970s Group of Nine Covers All with Arctic 
or Antarctic connections. Includes a 1930 US Flight Cover, 2 

covers, 1 registered. A 1951 joint expedition to Maud Land, 
Antarctica cover (major faults), a 1934 Byrd Antarctic cover, 

Antarctic cover, and 2 Great Britain Explorers covers - one 
signed by C.S. Wright who served with Scott in Antarctica and 

group.
 ...................................................................................Est. $300

1436  Helicopters 1931 to 1955 Helicopter Covers Group In-

Strasbourg to Luxembourg JUN 1952, and 4 Germany covers, 

 ...................................................................................Est. $125

 x Lot 1437

1437  Rocket Mail Rocket Mail Cover and Label Collection, 
1930s to 1970s of 12 covers and 20 labels. There are four 
covers from the 1930s - three from USA and one form Bel-
gium. Other eight are from the 1960s and 1970s. Labels 
range from single stamps to sheets of 10 imperf labels. Note 

signed sheets of 4.
 ...................................................................................Est. $300

Postcards

1438  Worldwide Postcard Lot, 1900s and On, with strength in 
USA. Contains a few 100 cards - note Christmas, town views, 

better.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1439  Worldwide Collection in Two Lighthouse Albums, 1900s 
to 1930s with about 220 mostly European cards. Note post 

Germany and GB - mostly town scenes and about half and 

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1440  Collection of US Native American Post Cards, 1960s 
and On, in a binder with over 120 cards, both unused and 

colour. Nice condition overall.
 ...................................................................................Est. $150

 x Lot 1441

1441  Small Carton with 500+ Postcards Mostly 1900s and 
1910s but does include later cards. Mix of both mint and 
used. Mainly Canada, but also note USA and European cards. 
Nice mix of types. Note ships, leather, city views, real photos, 

mix.
 ...................................................................................Est. $500

1442  1900s on World Postcard accumulation of 700+ cards 
Mostly earlier, but does include more modern cards. Note hol-
iday cards, town scenes, etc. There are a good number from 
Canada. Includes both mailed and unmailed cards. Some 
with faults. Inspect.

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1443 France Postcard Collection in Two Lighthouse Binders, 
1900 to 1920s,

-

with faults.
 ...................................................................................Est. $400

1444 Russia Group of Early 20th Century 20 Post Cards, all 
sent to Nova Scotia. Nice variety of scenes including a real 

-
though a few with edge faults.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100
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Literature

Literature is essential to full enjoyment of our hobby.  
Sparks wants to continue to offer literature even 
though when looked on like an accountant it is a loss 

the information on the worldwide web;; another large 
group of collectors already own the literature they 
need to pursue their hobby.  As a result we have noted 
in the past that we often receive one strong bid but no 
underbid.

method of offering literature in a public auction.

This auction, 62 of the 65 lots are noted as having 
starting bids.  We will place a reserve of one bid under 
the starting bid for these 62 lots.  We believe the start-
ing bids represent the low end of an estimate range 
for what the lot should sell for.  For example a lot with 
a starting bid of $30 will have an advance bid of $28 
and if there were an estimate range it would be $30 to 
$50.

We welcome feedback and suggestions on offering 
literature in the future.

Airmails

1501  Airmail Operations During World War II Boyle - American 

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $25

1502  Intercontinental Airmails. Volume one - Trans-Atlantic 

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $50

1503  The Italian South Atlantic Air Mail Service 1939 - 1941. 
-

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $25

1504  with “The Pioneer 
-

Exploration Company Limited” - Topping - 1996 and “Semi-Of-

1982. Fine or better.
 .......................................................................Starting Bid $25

1505  Air Mails of Trinidad and Tobago.

new.
 .......................................................................Starting Bid $20

1506  Air Transportation in Canada. Vols 1 and 2, by Larry 

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $30

1507  Postal and Airmail Rates in France & Colonies 1920-
1945.

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $25

1508  Indian Air Mail Postage Rates Until 1956 by Jeffrey 

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $20

1509  Intercepted in Bermuda - The Censorship of Transatlan-
tic Mail during the Second World War by Peter Flynn, The 

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $40

1510  Bridging the Continents in Wartime Important Airmail 
Routes 1939-1945

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $20

1511  O. A. T. and A. V. 2 Markings

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $20

1512  Airmail Directional Handstamps - A Study by Ian Mc-
Queen Volumes 1, 2 and Supplement. Published by the au-

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $40

1513  Group of Canadian Air Mail Literature with “Canadian 
Special Airmail Stamps on Flown Covers (C. Forrest, 1974 with 

-

Ince, 2000), “Newfoundland Air Mails 1919-1939” (By C.H.C. 
-

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $40

1514  Bermuda by Air - A Handbook and Catalog of Bermuda 
Aerophilately -

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $20

1515  Aviation in Canada by Larry Milberry (and signed by him). 

Operations Overseas 1939-1945 and The Formative Years. 
Profusely illustrated and non-philatelic. Hardbound with dust 

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $30

1516  American Airmail Catalogue -
umes plus 1990 pricing supplement. Hardbound and very 

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $20

1517  American Airmail Catalogue sixth edition 2004, in 3 
volumes, plus The Airmails of Canada and Newfoundland. As 
new.

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $75

1518  Group of Canadian and Other Airmail Literature with 
-

neth Malott Collection Fonds, National Archives, “Airmails of 

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $30
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1519  (two volumes) 
-

icle of Aviation” published by Chronicles Publications, 1992 
(984 pages). All three hardbound, profusely illustrated, in 

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $20

1520  Group of World Wide Air Mail Literature with Scottish 

of Civil Aviation 1939-1945, Irish Airmails 1919-1990, Cor-

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $40

1521  Catalogue des Aerogrammes du Monde Entier
Muller, Paris, 1950. A photocopy by Postilion Publications, in 

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $20

1522  Group of Canadian Aviation History Books with Guarding 

Command 50 Years, History of Canadian Airports, 125 Years 
of Canadian Aeronautics A Chronology 1840-1965, Sixty 

Yesterday Air Canada The First 50 Years and The Creation of 

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $30

1523  Group of World Wide and Bibliographic Airplane Books 
with Clara Adams (in German), the Lidbergh of Canada: The 
Erroll Boyd Story, Hubbard - The Forgotten Boeing Aviator 

of Eddie Gardner, The Luftansa Story (includes four large 

Flying Boat and Pan Africa - Across the Sahara in 1941 with 

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $40

Canada

1524  Reference Manual of BNA Fakes, Forgeries and Coun-
terfeits by Kenneth W. Pugh, in three volumes containing all 
11 releases, clean condition.

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $50

1525  Three Cartons of Mostly Canadian Literature, with two 
-

logues. Many titles still useful, including Boggs reprint, some 

-

mostly British Commonwealth older catalogues and hand-

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $75

1526  Canadian and France Literature in Four Cartons with 
better titles such as Fundamentals of Philately, Country Post 

Francais, 2009 Yvert & Tellier France Catalogue, several re-

Québecoise, etc. Also several recent worldwide, France and 
Canada auction catalogues and one carton full of all different 

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $75

1527  The Edward VII Issue of Canada, 1975, George Marler, 

 ...................................................................................... Est $50

1528  Two Cartons of Canadian Philatelic Literature including 
-
-

Society Journal run, Postal History of Canada Journal run, 
Steel Engraved Constant Plate Varieties, several catalogues, 
and more. Condition varies.

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $50

1529  Canadian Navy Literature Lot -
an Naval Postal History 1939-1945 in 5 spiral bound volumes 
(vol. 1 and 2 plus three appendices). Also The Naval Service 

-

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $75

1530  General Information for Postmasters, etc.  (two copies 
for 1948), Useful Information for Postmasters (1940), Ca-

or better.
 .......................................................................Starting Bid $25

1531  Carton of Canadian Literature with better titles such as 
Canadian Postage Stamps and Stationery (Howes, 1974), 

-

Encyclopaedia North America (volume 5), Postage Stamps 
-

-

 .....................................................................Starting Bid $100

1532 -

four others. As new condition.
 .......................................................................Starting Bid $40

1533  BNAPS Exhibit Series Lot
-

bonne), Force C The Canadian Army`s Hong Kong Story 1941-
1945 (Ellison), Mining British Columbia`s Heritage (Jacobi), 

-

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $25

1534  Group of Nine Canadian philatelic Books with Holmes 

Unitrade catalogue (1995), Canadian Philately Bibliography 
and Index (2 different), The Canadian Posted Letter Guide 

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $20

1535

additional cut and pasted pages in a binder. Also “Manual of 

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $20
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Canada Handbooks

1536  Canada’s Small Queen Era 1870-1897
and Gray Scrimgeour and published by the Greene Founda-
tion. A must have for the student of Small Queens and their 
era. As new condition.

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $75

Great Britain

1537  The Essential Guide to the Great Britain Line En-
graved1d and 2d Stars 1840 - 1864 by Kenneth William 
Statham, published in 1995-96 in 8 volumes, in their original 
“boxed” binders. As new condition.

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $75

1538  The GB Journal of the Great Britain Philatelic Society. 57 
different issues, from 1983 to 1996, plus three cumulative 
indexes. Nice overall quality and useful publication.

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

1539  Penny Red Stars Parts 1 (1980 - AA to JL) and 2 (1996 - 

lightly used and part 2 is as new. Both have their original dust 

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $60

1540  The Plating of Alphabet III in 5 spiral bound volumes plus 

new condition.
 .......................................................................Starting Bid $75
1541  British Stamp Booklets, Parts 1 to 6, published by the 

the GB Journal of the Great Britain Philatelic Society between 

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $10

1542  The Plating of the Penny 1840-1864 by H. Fisher. Five 
spiral bound volumes, published by the Great Britain Phila-
telic Society between 1979 and 1984. Volume 1 is lightly 
used, other four are as new. Also included is “The Plating of 
the Penny” in German and English, one spiral bound volume 

Britain Specialised Stamp Catalogue Volume 1, 8th edition 

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $75

1543  Carton of Mostly GB Philatelic Literature with titles such 

the Penny 1840-1864 Vol. 1 (photocopy), various GB articles 

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $25

1544  British Postal Stationery by A. K. Huggins, published by 
-

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $25

British Commonwealth

1545  Carton of Mostly Br. Commonwealth Useful Literature 
with both postal history and stamp titles for countries such 

-
tralia, Ascension and more. Also a few non Br. Comm. titles 

 .....................................................................Starting Bid $150

1546  Australasia Australasian Wreck Mail

Profusely illustrated, some in colour and 289 pages. Special 
leather bound with spine tooling and colour matching slip 
case. As new condition.

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $75

1547  Australia The Postal History of the Australian Army Dur-
ing World War II
Philatelic Society of Victoria. Many illustrations, with original 

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $30

1548  India Numbers in Early Indian Cancellations 1855-1884 

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $25

1549  India The One Anna & Two Annas Postage Stamps of In-
dia 1854-55

-
tion.

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $50

1550  India The Four Annas Lithographed Stamps of India 
1854-55
edition which includes the plates. Hard bound in red cloth and 

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $50

1551  Indian States Lot of Three Indian State Books with The 
Stamps of Jammu and Kashmir by Frits Staal (NY Collectors 

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $50

Worldwide

1552  The World of Classic Stamps, 1972, James MacKay, hard 
-

age Stamps (Johnson), The Coronation Stamp 1937 (Birch), 

well used, the others second hand to new.
 .......................................................................Starting Bid $50

1553  Methuen Handbook of Colour by Kornerup and Wan-
scher. Third revised edition 1978. 251 pages, of which 60 
have 24 colour swatches per page, then much technical infor-

as new.
 .......................................................................Starting Bid $50

1554  Wartime Philatelic Literature Group with “Borneo: The 
Japanese P.O.W. Camps” 2 volumes by Neville Watterson, 

-
ton, “History of the East African Army Postal Service” by Stu-

-
ish Army Postal Service - Middle East and Italy 1940-1948” by 

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $50
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1555  Worldwide Censorship Literature Lot with “The Postal 
Censorship of Barbados...”, “British Empire Civil Censorship 

in the Mediterranean Sea and Middle East”, “ ditto for Brit-

1939-1945”, and “Censorship of the Civil Mails in Occupied 

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $75

1556  Civil and Military Censorship During World War II - Post-
al History by Stich, Stich and Specht. Privately printed in Van-

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $20

1557  World War II to Switzerland Group of Three Books. “ The 
-

J. LaBlonde and “The Postal History of WWII Mail between 

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $40

1558  British Empire Civil Censorship Devices WWII Canada 
and Colonies in the Caribbean and North and South Amer-
ica by Christopher Miller, The Civil Censorship Study Group, 
2006. Spiral bound, as new. Also included is “British Army 

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $20

1559  World War II Censorship Group with “British Empire Civil 

“An Introduction to German Censorship 1939-45”, “British 

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $50

1560  Airmail Literature Lot with Air Mails of Canada 
-

mail Catalogue Sixth Edition (two volumes) by the American 
Air Mail Society, 2003. All three are as new.

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $50

1561  China A Study of Postage Rates of China by Paul Ke-
Shing Chang. Part II (612 pages) and III (460 pages), 1998. In 
Chinese and English, and profusely illustrated. For the serious 
collector, seldom offered (500 sets printed). Also included are 

-

 .....................................................................Starting Bid $100

1562  India Lot of India-related Philatelic Literature including 

 .......................................................................Starting Bid $50

1563  Israel The Story of Israel From Theodor Herzi to the 
Roadmap for Peace -

removable facsimile documents of historic importance”. With 
slipcase and as new.

 ..................................................................................... Est. $25

1564  Mexico Mexican Maritime Mail A Postal History from Co-
lonial Times to the 20th Century, by Schimmer and Heath, 

and in as new condition.
 .......................................................................Starting Bid $50

1565  Russia Postal Censorship in Imperial Russia by Scripton 
and Michalove, in two hardbound volumes, each with slip-
case. First edition 1979. As new and seldom offered.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

Postal Artifacts & Ephemera

1566  US Stamp Dispensing Machine, Circa Mid-1970s with let-
ter rates posted as being 13c for USA and Canada, 17c for 

 ..................................................................................... Est. $75

Each auction we do our best to carefully describe each 
lot.  This adds extra time for many of the lots but we 

-
dent bidding.  With this in mind, we only annouce auction 
dates when we are ready to go to the printer.

a winter auction.  We ask you for consignments well in 
advance of the deadline so we can give full attention to 
your treasures.  We would be pleased to disucss this with 
you.  Cash advances are available.
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SESSION FIVE

COLLECTIONS, LARGE LOTS, REMAINDERS
THURSDAY AUGUST 22, 2013 1:00p.m.

Lots #1601-2088

Index
     Lots
Canada Collections   1601-1665
B.N.A. & Newfoundland collections 1666-1672
Canada Postage Lots 
     and Annual Collections 1673-1722
Canada Accumulations, 
  remainders, etc 1723-1730
Great Britain Collections  1731-1746
British Commonwealth Collections 1747-1815
U.S.A. Collections   1816-1838 
Worldwide Collections, Accumulations, 
  remainders, etc. 1839-2074
Collectibles and Memorabilia 2075-2077
Supplies    2078-2088
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Remainders, Lots & Collections
Canada Collections

1601 ** Group of Mint Never Hinged Coils in Strips, of up to about 
40. We note KGVI, Karsh, Centennial and Cameo issues. 
Mostly all different, never hinged and fresh.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1602 ** 1983 Excelsior Collectors Guild “Story of Canada” num-
bered edition #8575 in four slip covered albums. This lot fea-

on them, distinguishing them from regular CPC issues. The 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1603  Lot of used stamps and FDCs consisting of Millennium 

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

1604  Collection on Pages and in Stockbook, 1859 to 1942, 
on pages collection is missing all Admiral coils and imperfs 

-
-

duplication. We noted #50-54, 59, 84, 96-10 (these heavily 
cancelled), 159 x2, etc. and a few BNA (Nova Scotia 1851 

 .................................................................................... Est $200

 x Lot 1605

1605  Two Volume Van Dam Revenue Collection, 1864/1968 
including complete or nearly complete 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Bill 
issues, as well as many of the Gas, Electric Light, Weights 
and Measures Inspections, and Supreme Court Law sets. 

-
ued items such as #FB15, FB34-36, FWM5, FWM35, FWT4-

 .................................................... Van Dam Revenue $14,581

1606  Winnipeg Postmark Collection on Stamps and Covers, 
1877 to 1912, collection includes over 60 covers, post cards, 

-
ity are Small Queens, including a 20c Widow Weeds. Cancels 

cursors. Also, 2 photocopied pages of proofs of the Winnipeg 
cancels. All mounted on Scott pages.

 ...................................................................................Est. $400

 x Lot 1607

1607  Winnipeg Squared Circle Collection, 1893 to 1905 of 
over 2,450 items. Everything is mounted according to ham-

-
ly 660 hammer I stamps and covers, approximately 440 from 
hammer II and over 1,350 from Hammer III. As well, there are 
2 from Hammer IV: one on a 1c Edward postal card (1904) 
and also on a 2c Edward stamp (1905). Of the above total, 
280 plus are on Jubilees, incl. one 50c stamp. Collection has 
over 200 covers or postal stationery cards. Balance are on 
stamps or cut squares. An impressive collection, years in the 

 ................................................................................Est. $2,000

1608  Used Canada on Three Double-Sided Stock Pages, Victo-
ria through to QEII, includes some cds cancels. Also includes 

 .................................................................................... Est $100

1609  Large tub with used stamps organized in CD envelopes 
from at least the 1950s-1980s we dug only deep enough to 
see a small sample of the square envelopes with round clear 
viewing area. These contain up to several hundreds each of 
any given stamp. Total weight of the contents is 37 pounds 

more than half that total. We estimate 200,000 stamps give 

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1610 */**/  1967 Centennial Issue Collection Carton of al-
-

cancelled sheets (6c alone has CV over $300);; 458bp;; one 
group of MNH matched sets has a CV of $2,285. Much of the 

 ...................................................................................Est. $400

1611 */**/  Lot of Post-WWII Mint and Used Stamps, in four 

Annual Collections, 1993 and Millennium, We note miniature 

of less than 10c not counted and includes values up to $5. 
Face $375.

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1612 */**/  Canada and B.N.A. Collection of Mint and Used, 
1859-1967 in Jarrett Album. Includes mint (hinged and NH), 
used and unused (no gum). We note Canada #23 (used), #71-

better. Owner catalogued (pages with notations) at $7,700.
 .............................................................................Scott $7,700
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 x Lot 1613

1613 */**/  Mint and Used Collection in Two Volumes, First vol-
ume includes used #4, includes 3 shades of #17, 18a, mint 
includes Jubilees incl. 5c, 6c, 8c (NH), 10c, 15c, 20c and $1, 

used, but does includes some NH stamps. Second volume 

-
ies. We have catalogued to Scott #274 with a catalogue value 

Centennial material.
 ...........................................................................Scott $12,855

1614 */**/  Small Box with Hundreds of Plate Blocks mostly 
-

ratives, often with four corners. We note mostly never hinged, 
but includes some hinged and some used. Also included are 
some interesting modern mint items such as seven center 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1615 */**/  Mint Collection in Stockbook, neatly arranged 
chronologically and includes several better stamps and sets. 
We note several Jubilees (x2 50c, $2 used), Leafs, Québecs, 

some unused stamps as well as some faulty stamps. Also in-

are included in this collection.
 ...........................................................................Scott $10,978

1616 */**/  iden-

-
foundland #18 and a pane of Canada #714. Please inspect 
carefully before bidding.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1617 */**/  1870-1970s Accumulation of Bileski Special Of-
fers, etc. -

Proofs of PEI (Unitrade $300), and a 1988 Polar Bridge Expe-
dition cover plus lots more.

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1618 */  Canada Collection, 1870 to late 2000s in two cartons. 

Some mint, such as 241-5 and 262 NH. Includes some New-
foundland on Lindner hingeless album pages. Worth inspecting.

 .................................................................................... Est $200

1619 */  Mainly Used Collection in Binder, 1859 to 1970s. 
Starts with nice Cents, then Large and Small Queens, Jubilees 
to the 50c and mostly with complete used sets to the end, 
some with nicer cancels. We noted some dies, coils, shades, 

-
tained on 9 manilla pages. A nice collection, with nice quality 
throughout, including the early stamps. A few of the early mint 

 .............................................................................Scott $7,626

1620 */  Collector’s Duplicates and Remainders, 1873-1994 
Mostly used stamps in 2 binders, including over 300 #37 

 ...................................................................................... Est $50

1621  #1/80 Eclectic Group of Used -
cludes #1, 4 (2), 8 (faulty), 18, 19 (2), 20, 24, 28, 30, 47, 80, 
etc. Also includes #2TCii Plate Proof pair with vertical orange 
yellow Specimen overprint (thinned and with hole in top sel-
vedge). Mixed condition, includes some better quality.

 .................................................................................... Est $300

1622 */**/  #4/1244 Collection on White Ace pages, 1852 to 
1989 The four imperforates (#4, 5, 7, and 8) are cut close or 

in the later issues. Some mixed condition on higher catalogu-

commemoratives from 1982-1989 continued from previous 

used stamps including #4, 5, 7, 8 (creased), 17-20, 21-30, 
34-47, 66-84, etc. have a CV exceeding $8,000. The mint 
have a CV exceeding $2,000. Collection complete by album 
except 2 classics and Scott #88.

 ...................................................................................Est. $600

 x Lot 1623

1623 */  #4/2190 Collection of Mostly Used in Two Scott Spe-
cialty Albums, 1854 to 2006. Includes many better sets 
and singles, starting with 3-margin #s 4 and 8, a #11 (short 
perfs), good Cents, basic set of LQ and decent SQ, then Jubi-

$5 (all smudge cancels), complete Numerals, Leafs, Québecs 
(including an unused 15c), Edwards, Admirals and so on. 
Mostly complete up to the mid-1980s, then sparse to end. We 

a good selection of BNA with BC, Newfoundland from 1880 
to 1940s including some better items. A nice, high catalogue 
value collection overall, with some of the early items having 

 ...................................................................................Est. $800
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1624 */**/  #4/400 Eclectic Collection, 1852 to 1962, in-
cludes early used often with duplicates. We noted #4, 12 
sound but typical v.g. centering, #14 x7, 24 x13, etc. total 
CV of used exceeds $5,000;; the mint is often also duplicated 
and starts with #34 and continues with some coil pairs and 

-

 .................................................................................... Est $500

1625 */**/  #4/610 Collection of Mint and Used in Three 
Binders, starting with two copies of #4, then some decent 
value and mostly complete sets, sometimes with a mint and a 
used. Saw some unused Small and Large Queens, Mint Jubi-

a binder with miscellaneous worldwide plus some air mail la-
bels, full sheets of Christmas labels, 1964 to 1967 and more.

 ...................................................................................Est. $500

1626 */**/  #4/938 Eclectic Mixture in Stockbook, 1852-
1982, with hundreds of mint or used stamps. Mint includes 

(NH x9), 54 (x11 with 2 NH), 55, 61, 67 x4 NH, 71 NH, 101 

x10, 20 on piece, 26, 60 x2, 62, etc. Condition is mixed but 
worth inspecting to see what can be mined. Our estimate is 

 .................................................................................Est $1,000

 x Lot 1627

1627 */**/  #4d/324 1852-1952 ½d to $5 complete 1859 to 
1952 for all Scott listed stamps except laid paper Large 
Queens.
Montreal printings are actually second Ottawa printings. The 
collection consists of singles (these complete as above), coil 

-
-

#4d, 14-15, 17-20, and end with 23-30. The balance is all 
mint with gum except #21-22 unused. So mint is complete ex-
cept Small Queens as mentioned above, together with C1-C9, 

fresh stamps with deep colour, but not about gum, nor par-
ticularly about centering. Often the more expensive stamps 
are the best quality. The 1897 Jubilee dollar values have 
fresh colour, decent centering, and mostly lightly hinged. The 

-

 ...........................................................................Scott $56,699

1628  #14- Old Time Used Collection with Multiples and Sin-
gles, starting with some Cents issues, then onto about the 

Edward set, nice cds cancels, etc.
 ...................................................................................Est. $400

1629 */**/  #14/1309 Canada Collection, 1859 to 1991 
in two volumes of used and mint (never hinged from 1977 
onward) stamps. Also includes two binders of postage with 

 ...................................................................................Est. $750

1630 */**/  #14/315 Several Hundred Mostly Used Stamps 
sorted in glassine envelopes, including higher denomina-
tions. Condition varies. Many duplicates.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1631 */**/  #14/320 Canada Collection, 1859-1953, Attrac-
tive and clean collection of mostly used stamps presented in 
a hingeless Lindner album. Most sets complete. We note #19, 
#23, #38 (MH), and a near-complete set of Small Queens - 

 .............................................................................Scott $7,125

1632  #14/407 Used in Glassines from Cents Issue to Cameo 
Coils, 1859 to 1962 An accumulation of several hundred 
mid-values with mixed quantities #14 (x6), #21-30 (13 no 
5c, 12½c), #84, #101, #103 (x2), #158 (x2). Includes some 
scarcer in greater quantity such as 1928 3c #151 (over 30), 

(a companion to the mint group from a similar period).
 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

1633  #14/O45 Collection of used stamps -

stamps, and map stamps, among others. Much duplication, 
however lot contains considerable catalogue value and a vari-

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1634 */**/  #15/2017 Collection of Mint and Used in Three 
Davo Albums, 1859 to 2004. Mostly used up to the Admi-
rals (but does include some better mint), then often with one 
of each mint and used to the end. We note a complete mint 
run from 1970 to 2004, including souvenir sheets, etc. (Face 

including G overprints, airmails, etc. Condition is mixed to 

 ...................................................................................Est. $500

1635 */**/  #15/292 Primarily Used Stamps in a Stockbook, 
1859 to 1962 We note Small Queens including #46 x3;; #99;; 
E2;; E4. Also mint including #54;; #133 (VF);; E1;; E8 x2 (both 

#77, etc. Inspect.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1636 */**/  #15/653 Interesting Collection in 3 volumes, 
1859-1974

a special character. Many sets from 1927 on are complete 
in mint and used. We note #55, 56, 123, 124, 128(pair), 
158, as well as others MNH;; and many well-centered hinged 

used stamps and to the end of 1946 for mint stamps - having 
a value of $11,339.

 .................................................................................Est $2,000
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1637 */  #15/411 1859-1962 Collection on pages Includes a 
nice #23 and other Large Queens, and a faded $2 Jubilee 
with roller cancel. Mixed condition. Inspect.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1638 **/*/(*) #17/91 Remainder Group of Mint Queen Victoria 
and King Edward Stamps, includes 3 never hinged, 2 hinged, 

 .............................................................................Scott $4,048

1639  #34/47 Collection of Used Small Queens
pages with both Montreal and Ottawa printings, we note the 
following quantities: ½c x 3 (mint hinged), 1c x 92, 2c x 35, 3c 
x 347, 5c x 25, 6c x 23, 8c x 4, 10c x 3, 20c x 2 and one 50c. 
We also note 11½ perfs, early shades of the 1c and 3c, many 
better cancels including three pages of dated town cancels 
on 3c, one page of fancy cancels, a nice showing of offsets on 
2c, etc. Also includes a page with 13 mostly large pieces with 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,853

1640 */**/  #34/320 Collection of Mint and Used, 1870 to 
1953, in a hingeless Lindner album consisting of regular is-

-
ued, MNH issues such as #52, 67, 85, 98, 101, 156, 175, 

VF. Only the MNH stamps have been catalogued. The hinged 
stamps have been placed upside down.

 ............................................................................. Scott $3,916

1641  #35/922 Duplicates from a Lifetime Collection on ma-

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1642 */** #50/E3 Remainder Lot of Mint,
20 NH, 50-55, 58, 96-97, 99-103, E3, most with hinge rem-
nant and some faults noted. Scott CV $1,852.

 .................................................................................... Est $100

1643 */**/  #51/906 Commemoratives on White Ace pages, 
1897 to 1981 Complete for period except #63, the $3 Jubi-
lee. There is a mixed condition in the early period with a few 
very good centered and the $2, $4, and $5 have smudged 

hinged include #50, 55, 57, 59, 61, 99, 101-103, etc. and 
used #54, 56, 58, 60, 62, 64, 65, 100 etc. Catalogue value 
to 1935 is $5,800. Mixed used, hinged, and NH.

 ...................................................................................Est. $400

1644 */  #54/230 Mainly Used Collection on Pages, with many 
lightly cancelled stamps. Better include used #56, 66-73, 
139-177, 202-230, C2-C7, etc. Also a few mint hinged includ-

 .............................................................................Scott $1,375

1645 */** #85/216 Collection of Mint, Mostly in Blocks on qua-

hinged only. We note several better, higher value issues, 
some of them with plate inscriptions. High catalogue value, 

 ...................................................................................Est. $500

1646 */** #96/ Old Time Mint Collection on Quadrille Pages, 
with two sets of Québec including duplicates of some, then 
fairly complete to 1938 with some duplicates, and includes 

 ................................................................................Est. $1,000

1647 */**/  #97/302 Collection of Mint, 1908 to 1951 on 18 

and a few used. We note several complete sets to high val-
ues, supplemented by coil singles, pairs and multiples, often 
with line pairs, etc. and includes air mail issues. We also note 
a used Unitrade 572ii (cat $150). A nice, clean collection, 
pretty much complete between 1927 and 1951, with above 
average centering and high catalogue value.

 .............................................................................Scott $4,242

1648 */** #104/407 1912/1962 Accumulation of Better Mint 
Stamps in small glassines. The stamps are consistently fresh 
and top quality with most to 1934 being lightly hinged (al-
though we noted 50 cent Admiral is never hinged). Most or 
all from 1935 are never hinged. We note high value Admirals, 
coil pairs and strips to the Cameo issue, 50 cent Bluenose, 

 ...................................................................................Est. $750

1649 */**/  #104/696 Collection on Minkus Pages, 1911 to 
1976
nose cds cancels, but also with mint, such as 14 Admirals. 
We note several listed varieties, shades, perforated and over-

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1650 */** #135/302 Group of Mint on a Stock Page, with better 
such as #s

 ................................................................................ Scott $973

1651 */**/  #180/468 Coil start and end strip collection Mint 
start and end strips including #180 , 239, 240 MH, #263, 
263xx, 264, 267, 295, 295xx, 297, 298, 300, 310, 331, 
345, 467, and 467 MNH. Precancels and extra stamps not 
counted as part of CV. Fine or better.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,442

1652 */**/  #246-248 Collection of Mint and Used 1939 Royal 
Visit Issues

colours on the design during printing. This resulted in many 
varieties. Includes several thousand stamps.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1653 ** #263/409 Mint Never Hinged KGVI and QEII Coils, 
1942-1962.  Includes 13 strips of 4 of #263, 6 of #264, 33 
of #296, 10 of #297, 3 of #298;; plus two strips of 5 of #298, 
11 strips of 4 of #309;; plus #729 imperf pair and extras.

 ................................................................................ Scott $909

1654 ** #300/531 Mint Stock, Late KGVI to about 1970, in-

-
cially Winnipeg tagged, the two Christmas Winnipeg tagged 

-
ently all never hinged purchased as new issues.

 .................................................................................... Est $250

1655 */**/  #316/1154 Collector’s Lot of Mint and Used, 
1952 to 1987,

high denominations up to $5. Inspect.
 ...................................................................................Est. $300

1656 ** #321/2347 Mint Never Hinged Collection, 1953 to 
2009

clean. Face value $1,051.
 ...................................................................................Est. $500
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1657 ** #322/1872 1953-2000 Mint Canada Collection in 4 al-

some duplicates.
 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1658 */**/  #325/1680 Lot of Mainly Mint Never Hinged 

tagging. Includes Centennials (up to 15c), Landscapes (up to 
50c), and the Mammal series (up to 80c). Face under 10c not 
counted. Face $641.

 ................................................................................. Face $641

1659 ** #330/2494 1953-2011 QEII Canada Collection  A su-
perior collection - apparently complete - in 8 Lindner albums. 
We note several better items such as #331-333 start and end 

-
hibition souvenir sheet with de Chomedy signature;; #1699a 

mint never hinged. Also included: 2 additional Lindner albums 

souvenir sheets, etc. Face value approx. $2,800.
 ................................................................................Est. $1,500

1660 */**/  #454/550 Centennial Collection consisting of sin-

the singles are mounted in hingeless mounts. Includes many 
varieties.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1661 */** #C1-CE4 & E2-E11 Lot of Mint Back of Book Stamps 

(J15b/J37) and Federal Wildlife Habitat Stamps (FWH1/13). 
Some duplication.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1662 ** E6/EO2 Back of Book Lot Mint never hinged and mount-
ed on Lighthouse pages. Fresh collection with some near 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,211

Overprinted Blocks and Plate Blocks with better such as 

high catalogue value and nice, fresh quality throughout.
 ...................................................................................Est. $250

1664 */**/  on 

a few used, quite complete for period and with all high val-

same on used singles of #sO2 and O15. A nice collection, and 

 ................................................................................ Scott $954

Blocks. Some better include #O23, O24, O32 etc. usually 
in matched sets and often with different plate numbers. Un-

stained due to poor storage, still much useful material. Mostly 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,281

BNA Collections

1666 */  Nova Scotia and New Brunswick Collection, mint and 

or better.
 ................................................................................ Scott $875

Newfoundland Collections

1667 */**/  Mint and Used Collection a hingeless Lindner al-

1933 Sir Humphrey Gilbert (#212-25) all MNH;; plus six 64-

to early 21st century. Also included are some pre-1950 and 

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

 x Lot 1668

1668 */**/  Newfoundland and B.N.A. Collection, 1857-1949 

18, 22-23, 24, 26, 31 x3, 41-43, 73, 220-223 NH, etc. and 

condition including those mentioned above. Inspect.
 .............................................................................Scott $4,500

1669 */  Mint and Used Collection in Album with many com-
plete sets, many with high catalogue value, etc. We note good 
colour on many stamps, with a little duplication and generally 

 ...................................................................................Est. $400

1670 */**/  #1/270 Collection of Mint and Used in Minkus 
Album, with mint or used, sometimes with both. Nice level of 
completeness, and includes up to 5 or 6 of some issues. Nice 

 .............................................................................Scott $6,677

1671 * #61/C18 Nearly Complete Mint Collection, 1897 to 1949, 
selected for fresh colour and only missing #75-77, the Omni-
bus issue #226-243, the early Airmails #C1-C5 and Postage 

 .............................................................................Scott $4,333

1672 ** #256/270 Group of Mint Never Hinged in Multiples, with 
#256 (sheet of 100), 258 (pane of 100), 268 (8 panes of 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $1,272

Canada Postage Lots

1673 ** Collection of Mostly Plate Blocks in two albums, plus a 

proportion of denomination is in the 17c to 48c range, but 

1960s. Many lower values not counted, a nice lot.
 ..............................................................................Face $1,260
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1674 ** Postage Lot consisting of over 1,300 “P” Stamps in 

face value about $830.
 ................................................................................. Face $830

1675 ** Postage Lot in Small Plastic Container consisting of 

range with some higher values. Fresh, NH.
 ..............................................................................Face $1,000

1676 ** Collection of Blocks and Plate Blocks in Three Volumes, 

different plate numbers of the low value Caricature issue and 

value $200, and not counted in face value). We also note a 

in one of the albums have stains due to poor storage.
 ................................................................................. Face $310

1677 ** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot, 1988-1991 era Consists 
of mainly 37c - 40c issues. We note better issues such as 

-

-
lections. Face $350.

 ................................................................................. Face $350

1678 ** Canada Thematic Collections
2001 with 135 items - some in original Canada Post Corpora-

 ..................................................................................Face $474

1679 ** Postage Lot, 2000 to 2010 consisting of mostly 54c to 
Permanent values with some higher values up to $1.70. In-

 ................................................................................. Face $954

1680 ** Postage Lot, 2007 to 2008 consisting of mostly 52c is-
sues with some higher values up to $1.60. Includes singles, 

 ..............................................................................Face $1,041

1681 ** Postage Lot, 2004 to 2006 consisting of mainly 49c-
51c values with a few higher up to $1.55. Includes singles, 

$1,480.
 ..............................................................................Face $1,480

1682 ** Postage Lot, 1999 to 2003, consisting of mainly 46c to 
48c with a few higher values up to $1.25. Includes singles, 

there are 2 complete sets of the Millennium series. Face 
$1,106.

 ..............................................................................Face $1,106

1683 ** Postage Lot, 1992 to 1998 consisting of mostly 42c to 
45c issues with some higher values up to 90c in Vario pages. 
Includes mostly miniature sheets, souvenir sheets, and plate 

 ..............................................................................Face $1,057

1684 ** Postage Lot, 1977 to 1987 Two binders consisting mostly 
of 12c to 36c with some higher values in Vario pages. In-

Annual Collections with a few missing issues. Face $809.
 ................................................................................. Face $809

1685 ** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot  consisting of miniatures 
and souvenir sheets ranging in value from 1c - $10 with the 
majority in the 45c - 63c range, including the $3 Centenary 
of the Montreal Canadiens (2), and the $10 Blue Whale (3). 
Face $660.

 ................................................................................. Face $660

1686 ** Postage Lot, 2000 to 2009 consisting of mainly 46c - 57c 
-

 ..............................................................................Face $1,237

1687 ** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot, includes 43c to $5 val-
ues in miniature and souvenir sheets. Face $758.

 ................................................................................. Face $758

1688 ** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot consisting of over 175 

having denominations between 42c through 52c plus some 
U#sand International rates. Face $903.

 ................................................................................. Face $903

1689 ** Mint Never Hinged Sheets of Postage, 1c to $5 and ev-
erything in between - over $350 in values over $1 as well as 
12 sheets of “Year of ...” between 1998 and 2008 as well as 

which include joint issues of Canada, China, and Hong Kong. 
Face value $1,087.

 ..............................................................................Face $1,087

1690 ** CPC Quarterly Packs, 2004 to 2010, complete from 
2004/2 - 2010/4 with duplicates for 2010. Also included is 

 ................................................................................. Face $440

1691 ** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot, 1987 to 2011 Consist-

-
lets. Total face value $539.

 ................................................................................. Face $539

1692 ** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot, 32c to $1.80 consist-

majority in the 46c through the “P” permanent value.
 ..............................................................................Face $1,066

1693 ** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot, 32c to 95c consisting 

-

not counted. Face $1,243 plus low values.
 ..............................................................................Face $1,243

1694 ** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot, $1 to $10 consisting of 

 ..............................................................................Face $1,220

1695 ** Lunar New Year Postage Lot, 46c to $1.85, consisting of 
various Lunar New Year issues, including souvenir sheets and 
miniature sheets.

 ................................................................................. Face $460

1696 ** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot, $1 to $5 consisting of 

 ..............................................................................Face $1,129

1697 ** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot, 5c to $1.25, consisting 
of full sheets with most values being 30c or higher.

 ..............................................................................Face $1,356

1698 ** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot, 32c - 90c consisting of 

 ................................................................................. Face $882

1699 ** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot, 1c - $2, mostly plate 

Values under 10c not counted.
 ..............................................................................Face $1,235

1700 ** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot, 10c to $2 mostly from 
1962-1992 with a good range of values predominantly in 

under 10c not counted. Face $962 plus low values.
 ................................................................................. Face $962

1701 ** Postage Lot (10c - $2) mostly from 1976-92 consisting of 

range of values. Under 10c not counted. Face $915 plus low 
values.

 ................................................................................. Face $915
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1702 ** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot, with souvenir sheets and 

39c to 52c era. Face value $870.
 ................................................................................. Face $870

1703 ** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot, with souvenir sheets and 

54c to “P” era. Face value $1,160 plus some lower values not 
counted.

 ..............................................................................Face $1,160

1704 ** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot, in 17 sheet folders with 
-

der 30c values). Total face $1,833.
 ..............................................................................Face $1,833

1705 ** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot, in two binders of singles 

10c not counted.
 ................................................................................. Face $806

1706 ** Large Carton of Mint Stamps, includes mint never hinged 

and souvenir collections. Also includes a binder with some 

$1,189.
 ..............................................................................Face $1,189

1707 ** #343/669 Mint Never Hinged Collection, 1954-1975 
-

ers. Face value $1,017.
 ..............................................................................Face $1,017

1708 ** #490/1209 Mint Never Hinged Collection, 1969-1988 

value $1,269.
 ..............................................................................Face $1,269

1709 ** #670-1035 Mint Never Hinged Collection, 1975-1984 

large binders. Face value $1,744.
 ..............................................................................Face $1,744

1710 ** #917/1209 Mint Never Hinged Collection, 1982-1988, 

 ..............................................................................Face $1,111

Canada Annual Collections

1711 ** 2000-2010 Ten Canada Annual Collections with the Mil-
lennium Collection plus 2002-2010.

 ...................................................................................Est. $225

1712 ** 24 Uncut press Sheets consisting of 12 “Year of ...” (one 
-

-

 ..............................................................................Face $1,935

1713 ** Carton of 34 Annual Collections includes 1974 (x2), 
1978 through 1983 (x2 of each), 1984 (x2) and 1993 through 

-
ing. Face value of $645.

 ................................................................................. Face $645

1714 ** Canada Annual Collections, 1977 to 2011 in 2 large car-
tons. Complete with some duplicates. Includes 2000 Millen-
nium Collection.

 ..............................................................................Face $1,016

1715 ** Canada Annual Collections, 1972 to 1976 plus 1972-74 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $480

1716 ** Presentation Packs (23) and pre-1972 Annual Collec-
tions (Souvenir Cards 1959-70) in two small boxes. Some du-

-
tives as well as the 50th NHL All-Star Game.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

1717 ** Canada Post Annual Collections, 1981 to 1989 Small 
box of nine Canada Post annual collections, most still in origi-

 ................................................................................. Face $154

1718 ** Canada Annual Collections, 1978 to 2007 majority in 

$862.
 ................................................................................. Face $862

1719 ** Canada Annual Collections, 1976 to 2007, 32 Annual 
-

clude Millennium Collection. Face $790.
 ................................................................................. Face $790

1720 ** 1974 Canada Annual Collection  with original CPC enve-
lope. Excellent condition. CV $250.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $250

1721 ** Canada Annual Collections, 1974/1979 (#17/22) all in 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $435

-
tainer
1978-1980 and 1996 Annual Collections, various special col-
lections by Canada Post, etc. Original cost upwards of $200.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

Canada Accumulations & Remainders

1723  Carton With Modern Used Duplication

1940s. We note good proportion nicely cancelled with cds, 
many commemoratives, etc. Also includes a few collections. 
Tens of thousands in all, and overall nice quality.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1724  Collector’s Remainder Lot in Large Carton Includes most-

album of WW used;; literature including 2008-2012 BNA Top-
ics. Worth inspecting

 .................................................................................... Est $100

1725 */**/  Interesting Remainder Lot

delivery, air mail, revenues, etc., an apparently complete set of 
mint miniature panes from the 1960s and 1970s, some nice 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1726  #211-1922 Used Stamps, 1935 to 2001 housed in busi-

boxes with a 16 inch capacity for the envelopes. Many enve-

-
ping on this lot.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

Canada Kiloware Etc.

1727 (*) Carton of 6kg of modern used stamps on paper.
 ...................................................................................... Est $60

1728  Two Cartons Filled with On-Paper, 1960s to 2000s. An 
above average lot, with many stamps meticulously sorted 
in envelopes, etc, note many large commemoratives, high 

cds cancels.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100
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1729  Canada Kiloware Lot -

Booth.”
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1730  Large Carton of Canada on piece, -

CFL commemoratives noted). A bag includes some pre-WWII 
covers and fronts and some interesting cancels.

 ...................................................................................... Est $50

Great Britain Collections

1731 */** Mint Collection, 1968 to 2012, housed in 6 volumes. 
Most issues were purchased as new issues by owner from 

Albums, 1990-2004 and 2004-2012, two binders contain 

(a few used noted) 1953-1970, a binder with mostly Machins 
and another album which contains mint never hinged sets. A 
nice clean collection.

 .................................................................................Est $1,000

1732 */** Stockbook of Mint, 1970-1996, with most issued be-

etc. Face value of £181.
 .................................................................................... Est $100

1733  Used Stamp Collection, 1841-1972
Collection in above average with many nice cancelled stamps. 
We note #26, 49 pl. 6, 121, 180, 339p among others. Overall 

 .............................................................................Scott $2,600

 x Lot 1734

1734  1840 to 1970s Great Britain Collection Box of hundreds 
of used stamps in an album and glassines. We note #1;; #3 

for cancels and varieties. Quality mixed, so inspection need-
ed.

 ...................................................................................Est. $300

1735 */**/  Stock in Glassines to 1970 with most of the value 
in used, including #1 (3 margins), #249-51A, 275, water-

1960s, etc. Fine or better group.
 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1736 */**/  Small Box with Mint and Used Stock in Glassines, 
in the 1971-1992 period. Neatly arranged in sets with the 

-
ter.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1737 */**/  Collections of Mint and Used in 6 volumes with 

note used high values from the 1930s to the 1950s, mint and 
used collections from classics to 2002 (some duplication), 

 ..................................................................................... Est. $75

1738 */**/  Modern Great Britain, mostly mint never hinged 

Face most certainly exceeds our estimate.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1739 */  Hundreds of Mint and Used Stamps in glassines to the 

 .................................................................................... Est $100

1740 */  Mostly Used Collection mounted on White Ace pages. 
We note some complete sets of KGVI and QEII, as well as 
some common designs. In addition to Great Britain issues, 
this collection also features stamps from Sierra Leone, Tan-

 ................................................................................ Scott $804

1741  Four Famous Trains 500 Piece Puzzles. -

Copyright is Waddingtons Games Inc. Bramlea, Ontario 1985. 
Scarce!

 ..................................................................................... Est. $10

1742 */**/  #1/1453 Collection in Harris Album, 1840 to 
1992 Primarily used from 1840-1957 (we note #1 position 

nearly complete from 1972 on, and MNH from 1977 on. We 
note many, but not all, phosphorescent issues from the 1957-
1972 period, and Famous Smiles full panes of 10 (x2, Sc 

-

 ...................................................................................Est. $500

1743 */  #3/647 Extensive Great Britain Collection, 1840 to 
1969
Includes a careful selection of different plate numbers and 
varieties for the Victorian issues. Also includes covers and 

 .............................................................................Scott $7,090

1744  #33 Collection of Penny Plates on Dated Piece with Lon-
don duplex cancels.
better include: 113 (6), 114 (2), 131 (3), 135 (4), 136, 139 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,235

1745  #180 1913-1919 5sh Seahorses, 41 examples mostly or 

 ...................................................................................... Est $80

1746  #3, 4 Small Group of Used Queen Victoria, includes 1841 
1d red brown x5 with Maltese Cross cancels, 1841 2d blue 
x4, one with Maltese Cross #9 cancel, also a few other used 

 .................................................................................... Est $200

British Commonwealth -- Collections and Accumulations

1747 ** Australia Small Box with 87 Different Booklets, 1982 
to 2003
value is A$370.

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1748 ** Australia 1948 to 1963/65 Issues in Never Hinged 
Pairs, includes #365-379 (navigator set) plus various issues 

 ................................................................................ Scott $590

1749 */**/  Australia Collections of Mint and Used, 1913 to 
Modern with a mostly mint collection on Lighthouse hingeless 
pages, 1953 to 1983 (close to complete for period) which in-
cludes Antarctic Territory 1957 to 1973. Also a collection of 

1974, with mostly one of each mint and used, a collection 

a lot of new issues still in several envelopes from Australia 

plus an “Australia Bicentennial Collection”, etc.
 ...................................................................................Est. $150
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1750 ** Australia L108a/L162 1998-2010 Australia Antarctic 
Territory, 1998 to 2010 Modern collection of partial panes 
of gutter pairs on Vario pages. Fresh lot of mint, never hinged 
stamps. VF.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,100

1751 */**/  Australia #8/397 Collection Remainders, 1913 to 
1966
Australia mint #8, 18, 73a, 99, 124, 150-1, and used #18 
(x3), 152-4 (x2), 178-9 (x2), 378-9, O1-2, O12-14, etc. Gener-

 ...................................................................................Est. $300

 x Lot 1752

1752 ** Australia #130/2712 Australia Collection, 1932 to 
2007

a large number of never hinged stamps in the hinged period. 
There are plenty of complete sets and high values, shades, 

-

included at the end of the collection and are not counted into 

 ................................................................................Est. $1,500

1753 ** Australia and New Zealand Small Box of Booklets, Sou-
venir Sheets, etc. from the early 1990s. Face value for Aus-

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1754 ** Australia and New Zealand Mint Never Hinged, 1950 to 
1970,

-

 ................................................................................ Scott $990

1755 */**/  Australia and New Zealand Small Box with Hun-
dreds of Glassines containing Australia, mainly used to 
1980, then over $300 in face to 1995, including #1132-35. 

 ...................................................................................Est. $250

1756 */  Australia, New Zealand Collection of Early Issues to 
1972,
range from $10 to several hundred dollars. We note Australia 

mint #124, 301, 404, used #15, 17, 19-20, 44, B1-B2, O38-

for a CV between $3,000 and $4,000. Inspect.
 .................................................................................... Est $200

1757  Australian States Old Time Collection of Used on pages, 
in an album and in glassines, with the various States prior 

50 years.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1758 ** Bahamas #70/1075 Collection, 1921 to 2003 Fresh, 
-

 .............................................................................Scott $1,332

1759 */**/  Barbados #3/209 Collection in Large Stockbook, 
1852 to 1947, strength of this collection is the early used 
and the mint for the period 1892 to 1935. The earlies in-

are #25, 36-37, 38 (average), 40-41 and 48. The mint include 
#38 o.g., 52 unused and 62. The mint sets from 1892 to 
1935 are nice quality and complete except 1912 2sh, 1916-

-

or better.
 .................................................................................Est $1,000

1760  Bermuda #1/756 Collection of Used Stamps, 1865 to 
1998
note #2, #47-49, #105-114, among others. Strong collection, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $689

 x Lot 1761

1761 */** Bermuda #5/302 Largely Mint Hinged Collection, 
1865 to 1973 on Vario pages. Fairly impressive lot with a 
few complete sets. We note #18-25 MH. Some MNH items 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,514

1762 ** British Africa Mint Never Hinged on Three Stock Sheets, 
1949 to 1971 sets and singles including Bechuanaland 
#180-183, Botswana #5-32, Lesotho #105-111, Malawi 

South West Africa #333-334, Sudan #98-114, etc.
 .............................................................................Scott $1,165

1763 ** British Asia Mint Never Hinged, 1949 to 1971, sets and 

Aden #36-46, India #207-222, North Borneo #223-237, 244-

 .............................................................................Scott $1,615
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1764 */**/  British Caribbean Collection of Mint and Used 

Strength is in the MNH 1970s and 1980s but also includes 
better earlier used, notably from Bermuda, Jamaica, etc. Ideal 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

Sets, 1950 and 1960s, 12 different sets including Antigua 
#107-121, Leeward Islands #133-147, St. Helena #159-172, 
South Georgia #17-30, South West Africa #249-260, etc. All 

 ................................................................................ Scott $791

1766 * British Commonwealth Hundreds of British Commonwealth 
in 2 Volumes Includes 1978 Coronation , 1977 Silver Jubilee, 

 .................................................................................... Est $100

1767  British Commonwealth Used Collection of 1935 Silver 
Jubilees, a total of 21 sets plus extras. Better sets include As-
cension, Gold Coast, Gilbert & Ellice, Hong Kong (2), Nigeria, 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,035

1768 */**/  British Commonwealth Collection of Mint and 
Used
different countries, from QV to QEII. A nice collection, with 
little duplication and consistently nice quality throughout.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1769 */**/  British Commonwealth Collection of Mint and 
Used in four 3-ring binders. A nice collection with a large rep-
resentation of countries and many complete sets, either mint 

we note many never hinged items. Many countries are well 
covered to the 1990s, often with the modern being used, in-

is in the KGV, KGVI and QEII period. We note a good quantity 
of stamps cataloguing in the $20 to $50 range and many high 

-
ter.

 ................................................................................Est. $1,000

1770 */**/  British Commonwealth Consignment Remainder 
Lot -
plication, with a good representation of different countries, 
many better singles and sets, from early QV to modern, etc. 

Lundy stamps on dealer presentation page, etc. Nice quality 

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1771 */**/  British Commonwealth Two Small Boxes with 
Stock in Hundreds of Glassines, about half and half mint and 
used and all sorted alphabetically. Some better items includ-
ing mint hinged sets: Bahamas #158-73, Bermuda #255-71, 
KUT #107-17, Malta #191-205, Seychelles #198-212, Singa-
pore #144-9, etc. Nice quality and clean material.

 ...................................................................................Est. $400

1772 */**/  British Commonwealth Collection of Mint and 
Used in Six Ambassador Albums  (with slipcases) contain-
ing many better complete sets, singles, souvenir sheets to the 
1990s. We noted British Antarctic Territory #1-15 (NH, cat. 

$240), Fiji #147-162 (mint hinged cat. $141), South Georgia 

$53), Singapore #1-20, 28-42 (both mint hinged, cat. $290), 
Solomon Islands #89-105 (mint hinged, cat. $110), Papua & 
New Guinea #122-136 (mint hinged, cat. $100), a quantity of 

of mostly mint GB commemoratives to 2001, some decent 

 ...................................................................................Est. $350

1773 */**/  British Commonwealth Collection of Mint and 
Used in 5 Volumes with a collection of British Africa (mostly 
South and South Western Africa) in three albums containing 

-

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1774 */**/  British Commonwealth Mint and Used in Stock-
books, etc.

-
ter.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1775 */**/  British Commonwealth Small Box of Miscella-
neous Items including Biafra ($225), recent Australia ($150), 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1776 */**/  British Commonwealth Collection of Mint and 
Used Stamps ranging from Queen Victoria era to early 1980s 
in 13 volumes with representation from virtually every British 

-
sues from 1935 KGV Silver Jubilee through QEII Silver Jubilee. 
Strength is in 1970s to early ‘80s with many complete mint 
never hinged sets and souvenir sheets. Includes BNA, Aus-
tralian, Indian, and Malaysian States as well as former South 

in QV to KGVI eras in which we note many shading and other 
varieties. No Canada stamps.

 ...................................................................................Est. $750

1777 */**/  British Commonwealth Remainder of Large Lot, 
Victoria to QEII
mostly British Commonwealth, including mint QEII Barbados. 

 .................................................................................... Est $100

1778 */  British Commonwealth Hundreds of Mint and Used in 
Rapkin Album, 1860s to 1960s. A number of high catalogue 
value stamps noted but most with faults. Good interest in 
cancels, revenues, for example “TF” and “AT” overprints on 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1779 */  British Commonwealth Collection of Mint and Used 
in Imperial Album to about 1900, with several hundred 

-
land #61/69 (unused) and others. We noted also some US 
with 1901 10c Pan Am, Trans-Mississippi to 50c but some 
damaged. Mixed condition, inspect.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1780 */  British Commonwealth Simplex Album of Mainly Used 
Issues, 1920s and 1930s, includes some better such as Aus-
tralia #139-165 used. Catalogue value exceeds $1,700.

 ....................................................................................Est $150

1781 */  British Commonwealth Five Old-Time Collections on 
Loose Album Pages, with Australian States (CV $500), Malta 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,720

1782 */  British Commonwealth Mint and Used Collection of 
Queen Victoria to King George V, includes some mint sets 
and short sets including Papua New Guinea #94-103, St. Lu-
cia #95-106, Sierra Leone #153-162, Trinidad and Tobago 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,990
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1783 */  British Commonwealth Mounted Collection of KGV, 

range of countries and with over half of the value in used ma-

 .............................................................................Scott $1,340

1784 /* British Commonwealth 1937 Coronation Collection 
on special pages in two albums, one with mint hinged stamps 
and one with covers. There are 202 different stamps which 

-
-

ers have more than one of the same issue). Nice condition 
throughout.

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1785 ** British Europe Mint Never Hinged, 1949 to 1971, sets 

#183-197, Gibraltar #147-160, Ireland commemoratives 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,105

1949 to 1971,
Fiji #131A-131B, Mauritius #235-249, Papua New Guinea 
#139-149, Solomon Islands #105, Tonga #100-113, etc. 

 ................................................................................ Scott $944

1787 ** British South Atlantic Mint Never Hinged on Stock 
Sheet, mint never hinged better include British Antarctic Ter-

#159-172, South Georgia #17-30, Tristan da Cunha #42-54, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $795

1788 ** British West Indies Stockbook of Mint Never Hinged, 
1949 to 1971 -
cluding Bahamas #132-147, 204-218, Barbados #216-227, 
Cayman islands #122-134, Trinidad and Tobago #72-83, 89-

 .............................................................................Scott $1,490

1789 * Ceylon #260-356 Collection of Mint on Scott Pages, 1935 
to 1960s with complete #s260-356 (missing only #289A), 
plus more in glassines (these not counted in catalogue value) 

 ................................................................................ Scott $329

1790 */**/  Channel Islands Guernsey, Isle of Man, and Jersey 
Collection, 1958 to 1992 in a Harris Album. Appears com-

and Jersey;; 1971 and ‘73 Isle of Man). Mostly mint, with is-

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1791 */** Cook Islands #12/1228 Collection in a Stockbook, 
1893 to 1997, mint hinged #147, and mostly never hinged 
after that. We note #24 (MH), 112-114 (MH), #406-407a 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,042

1792 * Gold Coast #11/160 Mint collection on stock pages We 
note #130-141, 148-159, and J1-J4 and complete sets for 

-
ter.

 ................................................................................ Scott $645

1793 ** Great Britain (Island of Staffa) Kings and Queens of Eng-
land The private island of Staffa has long issued its own local 

England in a deluxe presentation case also an 80th Birthday 
of QEII gold foil stamp. Original cost exceeded $600 in 1977.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1794 ** Guernsey Mint Never Hinged Collection in Two Volumes, 
1969-1989 -
tions. Stamps were purchased as new issues, all in mint nev-

 .................................................................................... Est $100

1795 ** Ireland #411/1352a Comprehensive Mint Never Hinged 
Collection, 1977-2001, -

-

 .............................................................................Scott $3,165

1796 ** Ireland #1372/1499a Mint Never Hinged Stamps, 
2002-2003,

 ................................................................................ Scott $773

1797 ** Jersey #1-973 Collection of Mint Never Hinged, 1958 
to 2000 all on hingeless printed pages. Apparently complete 
for period and primarily bought as new issues. The number 
of stamps totals over 1,200 because it includes miniature 
sheets eg #962-63 totaling 20 extra stamps, souvenir sheets 
and postage dues. There are a few used stamps and earlier 
hinged stamps (these not counted in catalogue value). Except 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,487

1798 ** Jersey #1/1241 Mint Never Hinged Collection, 1958 to 
2006
MNH with some C.T.O. We note better items such as #7-21 

 ................................................................................ Scott $956

1799 ** Malaya and States Mint Never Hinged on Double-Sided 
Stock Sheet, most of the value in 8 sets of the 1949-1950 

values are present, but the sets are missing the “added later” 
values from the 1950s.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,050

1800 */** Malaysia and States Mint Malaya, Malaysia, and 
States, 1891 to 2004 -
plete sets. We note Malaya #J1-J6 (MH);; Malaysia #20-27 
(MH);; Johore #158-168 (MH);; and Kelantan #50-62 (MH);; 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,180

1801 */**/  Malaysia and India Carton with Collections and 
Accumulations, Classics to 1960s. Also includes stamps is-
sued by the various states, prior and after Confederation. We 
note thousands of common issues from India, as well as hun-
dreds from its States. The Malaysian QEII Orchid series is well 
represented as well as numerous North Borneo issues - these 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1802 ** New Zealand Small Box with 115 Booklets, 1988 to 
2005 each in a glassine, and usually with two of each issue, 

 ...................................................................................Est. $300

1803 ** New Zealand Collection of Modern Mint Issues with 

 ...................................................................................Est. $250
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1804 */**/  New Zealand Collection of Mint and Used, 1882 
to modern with a used collection in manilla pages, duplica-

to 1989, not missing much to be complete for period. Also a 
few loose manilla pages with mint and used, one containing 
several better MNH sets, usually to the high values (high cata-

mint and used, with souvenir sheets, etc. A clean collection, 

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1805 */**/  New Zealand #1867/2221 Sir Edmund Hillary 
Commemorative Lot, 2003 and 2008 

Edmund Hillary and the 50th anniversary of the conquest of 

 .................................................................................Scott $175

1806 */  New Zealand + Dependencies Collection of Mint and 
Used on Pages to About 1935, with many used Pictorials from 
the 1898 to 1907 sets and the 1935 and 1936 sets (all cata-

 .............................................................................Scott $1,030

1807 ** Papua New Guinea Collection of Mint Never Hinged 
Stamps, 1973 to 1989, on homemade pages in binder. 
Stamps were purchased as new issues by the owner, almost 
complete for period covered, with the majority of stamps in 

$999.
 ....................................................................................Est $120

1808 */** Pitcairn Islands #1/265 Fresh Mint Collection, 1940 
to 1985
hinged from 1963 onward. We note #1-8 and #20-30 - all 

 ................................................................................ Scott $515

1809  Straits Settlements #10/269 Used Collection on a two-
sided Vario page. A nice little lot with some pleasing post-

better. Some issues with more serious faults not counted.
 ................................................................................ Scott $766

1810 */** Tristan da Cunha Collection of Mint on home made 
and Scott pages, 1951 to 1980s. Close to complete for pe-

mostly never hinged to end, including some souvenir sheets 
and panes from the 1970s and 1980s (these not counted). 

 ................................................................................ Scott $525

British Commonwealth -- Omnibus Issues

1811 ** 1937-1953 Complete Common Design Issues Includes 
all 202 stamps of the 1937 George VI Coronation;; all 164 
stamps of the 1946 Peace Issue;; and all 106 stamps of the 

part of the common design. Fresh colour and generally very 

 ..............................................................Stanley Gibbons £375

1812 ** 1966 WHO Omnibus and 1966-1967 UNESCO Sets, 23 

 ................................................................................ Scott $272

1813 ** 1948 Silver Wedding, 55 mint never hinged sets of the 
-
-

vivid colours, as all were in the glassines from when they were 
purchased as new issues.

 .............................................................................Scott $2,210

1814 */** 1949 UPU 75th Anniversary in stockbook This Om-
nibus set is close to complete with many fresh never hinged 
sets (we note Hong Kong and Malayan States), but some 
hinged or possibly incomplete, also several pages of Australia 
with perhaps $50 face.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1815 ** British Commonwealth 1949 UPU Issue, 53 different 
sets including Hong Kong, India, Pitcairn and Singapore. Over-

 ................................................................................ Scott $363

United States -- Collections and Accumulations

1816 */** Collection of Mint, 1920 to 1982
on pages. A clean, mostly never hinged collection, mostly 

-

hinged 1938 Presidential issue, etc. Fresh and mostly very 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1817  Small Stockbook of 27 Early Used Stamps,
for grills, paper, etc, catalogued as cheapest issue in Scott at 
$1,527. We note a stamp that is almost certainly #2P3 (cut 

 ....................................................................................Est $150

1818  USPS “American Commemorative Cancellations” Collec-
tion, 1974 to 2010 consisting of over 1,200 issues on a de-
scriptive page providing information on stamps with distinc-
tive cancellations in eight 3-ring binders albums;; plus recent 

been selling these at between $2-$5 per sheet, which sug-
gests a nominal retail value for this collection in excess of 
$3,000.

 ...................................................................................Est. $500

1819 */**/  Stock of Mint and Used, from Late 1890s and on  

Mostly used and includes a wide variety of issues including 

sets, coil strips, etc. High catalogue value, much duplication 

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1820 */**/  A Few Dozen Glassines Filled with Mint and Used 
 with a face value for the mint of about $100, plus 

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

 x Lot 1821

1821 */**/  Mint and Used Collection in Three Volumes. In-
cludes a few early used, then appears reasonably complete 
from Scott #680 through to the 22c era, includes Airmail, 

-
ue of the latter two volumes amounts to $572 and includes 

-

of $3,380.50
 .................................................................................... Est $500
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1822 */**/  Balance of Consignment, with mint never hinged 

a shoebox worth inspecting for odds and ends including faulty 
classics, as well as hundreds of various in glassines.

 ...................................................................................... Est $50

1823 */  Collection in Large Carton, 1851-1988 An extensive 
collection on White Ace pages including #112-19, #230-40, 
#285-91, #523-4, #C1-6, E1-10, #JQ1-5, #Q1-12, and a vol-

-

values. Also lots of mint with some face value.
 ...................................................................................Est. $600

 x Lot 1824

1824 */  #1/1138 Collection in Scott Specialty Album, 1847-
1959 An old-timer with #1 and #2 both somewhat aged and 
with a thin, #30 with possibly original gum, #115 with steam-
boat cancel. The collection is primarily used to 1900 and pri-
marily mint thereafter. A few pleasant surprises will undoubt-
edly be there such as 1938 $1 in bright magenta #832g. The 
cataloguer has not counted stamps with noticeable faults and 

quality and with centering typical of the period. The mint are 

Inspect. CV to 1940 is about $18,400.
 .................................................................................Est $1,200

1825  #1/287 Group of 47 Used Stamps, 1847-1898, 1847 5c 

-

 ....................................................................................Est $150

1826 */  #1T1-1T16, etc Telegraph Stamps, 1881-1888, 39 
Telegraph stamps including 1T1-1T16 these mint hinged, 

-

 ...................................................................................... Est $75

1827 */**/  #4OL2, etc. Old-time Collection of Locals, 1842 
to 1860s, -
sheet. Approximately 134 locals, mostly different and most 

-

stamps (WV1, WV8 (short corner) and WV11-13. This lot nec-
essarily sold A#sIS. Inspect.

 ....................................................................................Est $150

1828 */**/  #65/2505 Collection in two Harris Binders, 1857 
to 1990 Primarily used until 1938. Mint and virtually com-
plete (no $5 Hamilton) from 1938-1990. Mint, never hinged 

value.
 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1829 * #73/319 Group of 34 Stamps, 1861-1903, includes 1861 

remnant, two with thins (#219, 227), generally condition is 
about average though stamps have good colour. CV as cheap-

 .................................................................................... Est $300

1830  #705/2428 Used Stamps, 1932 to 1989 housed in busi-

boxes with a 16 inch capacity for the envelopes. Many enve-

-
ping on this lot.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1831 * PR5/PR125 1875-1897 1c to $100 Newspaper Stamps, 

6c, 10c and 12c all with gum, 1895 designs, 1c, 5c then 
25c through $100 all without gum. The gummed stamps are 

Minimum catalogue value $1,165.
 .................................................................................... Est $100

United States -- Postage Lots

1832 ** Two Heavy Cartons of Annual Collections, Sheets, etc. 

sheets (some duplication) in the 6c to 39c range. We also 
note two new USPS “Commemorative Elvis Collections”, 21 

etc. Also included are a set of 33 different “American Mint 
Set Collections” in 3 binders, from 1972 to 1991. Lastly, 

 ...................................................................................Est. $300

1833 ** Group of 28 USA Annual Collections, 1971/2000, miss-

of USPS selling price. USPS selling price $488, face about 
$366.

 ................................................................................. Face $366

1834 ** USA Annual Collections, 1972 to 2000, includes some 

price $553. Face about $415.
 ................................................................................. Face $415

1835 ** Specialized USA sets and MNH Blocks in a large car-
ton consisting of complete set (5) of WWII Commemoratives, 

-

of USPS selling price. Total USPS selling price of sets is $391 

$495.
 ................................................................................. Face $495

1836 ** Mint Never Hinged Miniature Sheets, group of 88, 32c to 

Century” issues. Face $509.
 ................................................................................. Face $509

1837 */**/  32 Miniature Sheets ranging in denomination from 
33c to 44c and having a face value of $244, plus a few covers 
(Elvis), and some used off-paper stamps.

 ...................................................................................Est. $125

1838 */**/  Carton with Three Albums, 3-ring binder full of 

a Scott specialty album for Central America (sparse) plus a 
-

 ..................................................................................... Est. $75
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Foreign -- Collections & Accumulations

1839 */** Andorra (Spanish) 13a/250 Mint Collection in an Al-
bum, 1928 to 2008, fresh collection on Scott pages featuring 
hinged earlier issues and mint never hinged from 1949 on. 

 ................................................................................ Scott $303

1840 */**/  Argentina Collections of Mint and Used in Five 
Volumes including a collection in two albums with a collection 
of early to about 1992, mostly mint (mostly NH) plus a good 

-

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1841 */**/  Asia Harris Senior Statesman Album
with thousands of mint (many NH in mounts) and used from 

and 60s, strong in Korea, with many extra pages identify-
ing paper and printing varieties, etc. Many souvenir sheets 
throughout and thousands of stamps in all and high cata-

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1842 */**/  Austria Collection of Mint and Used
-

cation and consistently nice quality throughout.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1843 */**/  Austria Mint and Used Collection in Lighthouse 
Hingeless Album, 1890-1937 A lovely clean collection of 
633 different stamps (546 mint hinged and never hinged), 
apparently complete for period covered except for #378, 380, 

value $5,430.
 .................................................................................... Est $750

1844 */  Austria, Belgium, Italy Small Box of Mint and Used 
Stamps to the 1980s. Many sets and items in the $5 to $20 

 ....................................................................................Est $150

1845 */**/  Belgium #32/1280 + BOB issues Mint and Used 
Collection in Three Volumes, 1870 to 1988 on homemade 
album pages. The early issues up to 1970 are sparse and 
mainly used, fairly complete from 1975 through to 1987, 

-
sues (#B919/B1066) and Parcel Post (#Q437/658, which 
includes #Q465 souvenir sheet (this a CV $150), when the 

be all mint never hinged for this period. Includes paper variet-

 .................................................................................... Est $400

1846 */**/  Brazil Collections of Mint and Used in Six Vol-
umes,
to 1994, a Lindner hingeless album with NH new issues from 

pages to the 1980s and many better sets and singles, includ-

#13 on to 1967, with a high level of completeness, a binder 
-

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1847 */**/  Bulgaria Collections of Mint and Used in three al-
bums and two further collections on pages, notably a nice 
collection on Scott pages, 1897 to 1980. Some show a high 

better.
 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1848 */** Chile Collection of Mint, 1923 to 2005

-
cludes many better items and sets. A nice, clean collection.

 .............................................................................Scott $2,025

1849 */**/  Chile Collections of Mint and Used in three binders 

-

with mint and used, varieties, etc. Last binder contains a col-
lection of used early imperforate issues with shades, cancels, 

or better.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1850 ** China Annual Collections, 1997 to 2006 Lot consists 
of 10 annual collections (1999 and 2003 are duplicated);; 
2 special collections - “The Eternal Shangri-la” with gold foil 

 ...................................................................................Est. $125

1851 */  China Stockbook with about 300 Stamps, 1897 to 
1949, includes ten 1897 surcharges (such as 10c on 9c 
green). Some potential for better items throughout. Mixed 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1852 ** China (People’s Republic of) Large Stockbook of Mint 
NH with most of the value being in the 1972 to 1984 period, 
and includes #s1104-1107, 1131-1142, 1143-1148, 1255-
1270, 1389-1398, 1547-1554, 1557-1572, 1574-1581, 
1618-1625, 1749-1760, 1833-1843, 1864-75, etc. Mostly 

 .............................................................................Scott $2,915

1853 ** China (PRC) #1457a/2157 Collection of Souvenir 
Sheets from the 1980s with 22 different, with values up to 

sheets (cat. $82) plus a number of unlisted souvenir sheets 
issued to standing order new issue customers as gifts. A nice 

 ................................................................................ Scott $688

See also Lots 1978-1979 for People’s Republic of China Lots

1854 */** Congo Collection of Mint on Two Black Stock Sheets 

-

 ................................................................................ Scott $853

1855 ** Cuba Mint and used Cuba Collection Appears to be from 

-

 .................................................................................... Est $200

1856 */**/  Czechoslovakia Small Box Filled with Mostly Used 
Stock in Glassines from 1918 to late 1970s. Quite complete for 

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1857 */**/  Collection of Mint and Used, 1949 to 1977 in a 
Scott Specialty album including regular issues and semi-post-
als mostly used with CTOs. We note a number of higher val-
ued items such as Karl Marx sheets #144a, and 146a (MNH). 
A nice clean collection of mostly VF stamps.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100
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1858 */**/  Denmark #55/272 Mint and Used Collection on 
Lighthouse Hingeless Pages, 1904-1940 228 different 
stamps, 160 being mint some of them never hinged. We note 

CV is $3,908.
 .................................................................................... Est $400

1859 */** Denmark #56/1262 Mint Collection, 1904 to 2003 in 

from #297 onward) stamps. We note such better items as 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,081

1860 */**/  Eastern Europe Carton Full of Collections with 

(in an album also containing decent Austria and Belgium), 

several souvenir sheets, better sets and singles throughout, 

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1861 */**/  Egypt Collection on Pages, 1958 to 1971 Mostly 
Mint never hinged, but includes a few used or hinged items.

 ................................................................................ Scott $375

1862 */**/  Europe Collection of Mint and Used Sets all neatly 
displayed on home made pages and includes Austria used 

(1954 to 1961), Italy (1929 to 1979), Monaco (most of the 
value here, 1939 to 1963) and Portugal (1943 to 1978). 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1863 */**/  Europe Carton with European Country Collections 

-
-

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1864 */  Europe and Colonies Old Time Collection in Large 
Springback Album, with mint and used throughout, espe-
cially strong in French Colonies (noted Gabon #34-41 used, 
etc.) and mostly from 1900 to 1930. Some highlights include 

-

Italy catalogued $2.86 and is now $320. Nice general quality 
and several hundred stamps.

 ...................................................................................Est. $800

1865 */**/  European Countries Large Sized Items on Stock 
Sheets -
land B141 (used on cover), Vatican 155a (mint), etc. Mostly 

 ................................................................................ Scott $695

1866 */**/  Faroe Islands Collection in Three Stockbooks, 
1978 to 1995,

throughout are a number of British Commonwealth stamps 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1867 ** France Collection of Mint Items, 1984 to 1999 con-

and similar philatelic material issued by La Poste. Mint never 
hinged stamps have a face value of 1,591 francs. Majority of 
items are post - 1990. Note: included are two MNH Sc. #2713 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1868 ** France Euro Postage Lot consisting of mainly €0.46 to 
€0.56 in singles, souvenir sheets, miniature sheets, and 

€2,500
 ................................................................................Est. $1,500

1869 */** France Mostly Mint in Multiples Lot on 15 manilla 

bottom sheet margin inscriptions, 3 pages of deluxe proofs 
from the 1990s (11 different), also mint hinged J14 and J16 
(both cat. $170, and the latter with light toning) and a mint 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1870  France Collection of Pre-1900 RPO Cancels on Stamp all 

in album. 235 stamps in all, with a great variety of different 
issues, including some higher valued, each with selected 

post-1900 stamps (these not counted but also with selected 

 ...................................................................................Est. $400

1871  France Collection of Small Numeral (Petits Chiffres) Can-
cels on Stamp,

proportion being imperforates, plus a great variety of different 
issues, including some 40c and 80c values, most with se-

-
panying town cds. Where there is duplication of a number, it is 
usually on different values or major shades. A nice collection, 

 ...................................................................................Est. $750

1872  France Collection of Large Numerals (Gros Chiffres) on 
Stamp,

stamps in the 6,000s numeral range. We note a good variety 
of different issues, including some higher values, each with 

-
panying cds. Where there is duplication of a numeral, it is 
usually on a different issue or major shade. A nice collection, 

 ...................................................................................Est. $400

1873  France Collection of Unusual Cancels 

-
als, anchors, nude cds, star of dots, etc. About 70 different 

 ...................................................................................Est. $250

1874  France Collection of Large Numerals (Gros Chiffres) on 
Stamp, #3001 to 5000,

600 stamps, and where duplication is found, it is usually on 
different issues, values or shades. We note several higher val-
ues, etc., also some on piece, usually with accompanying cds 

 ...................................................................................Est. $750

1875  France Collection of cds Postmarks on Stamp, all neatly 

binder. Includes over 850 stamps. We note types such as 
Journeaux, Imprimés, red and blue cancels, Affranchisse-
ments, Chargements, a nice time of day collection on Sage, 

-
ing overseas. A clean, quality collection, with mostly selected 

 ...................................................................................Est. $500
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x Lot 1876

1876  France Collection of Large Numerals (Gros Chiffres) on 
Stamp, #1 to 3000, -

stamps, and where duplication is found, it is usually on differ-
ent issues, values or shades. We note several higher values 
including Bordeaux issues, etc., also some on piece, usually 
with accompanying cds cancel. A clean, quality collection with 

 ................................................................................Est. $1,000

1877  France Collection of Paris Postmarks on Stamp and Cov-
er,
pages in a binder. Includes 11 covers (1850 to 1860) plus on 

issues including some higher values seen. A clean, quality 

 ...................................................................................Est. $500

1878 */**/  France Carton with France Stock and Collections 
-

plicated issues from the classics to modern, mostly used. 
We noted many nice cancels throughout, many high value 

-
als, etc. Also some collections, mixed mint and used including 
classics to modern. We note Samothace issues on souvenir 
card, a folder containing France and Canada joint Cartier is-

quality.
 ...................................................................................Est. $500

1879 */**/  France Small Box of Back of the Book, plus oth-

precancels ($350), used air mails ($250), some mint items 
such as #624, B157a, etc. A nice group.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1880 */**/  France Collection of Mint and Used plus Cov-
ers, 1900 to 1940,
Includes exposition covers, two Normandie inaugural voyage 
covers and a stamp collection from 1900 to about 1940 with 
early material being mostly used, with duplication but some 

 ...................................................................................Est. $350

1881 */**/  France Collection of Mint and Used, 1950 to 
1960,
in a binder. The regular issue stamps appear complete for 
period, and often include both a mint and a used copy, plus 
all the semi-postals, including the better Famous Men series, 

 ...................................................................................Est. $250

1882 */**/  France Collection of Back of the Book Stamps, all 

postage dues, Franchise Militaire covers and stamps, pre-
cancels (including many complete sets), colis postaux, etc. A 

 ...................................................................................Est. $250

1883 */**/  France Collection of Mint and Used, 1940 to 
1949,

Many stamps are shown with both mint and used examples. 
We note better items such as #s414, 612A, 624, B117-128, 
B1365-146, B153-157 strip and more complete semi-postal 

 ...................................................................................Est. $250

1884 */**/  France Collection of Mostly Mint, 1960 to 1979 

 ...................................................................................Est. $350

1885 */**/  France Collection of Mint and Used in Five Large 
Binders, 1890s to 1989. The stamps are all displayed in 

-

1940s (but includes some better such as a NH #226b), then 
mostly mint never hinged to end. From about the mid-1960s 

-

period. Also includes a binder with MNH semi-postals from 

 ...................................................................................Est. $700

1886 */  France Collection of Stamps and Covers, 1849 to 
1902
Contains 11 stamped covers and the rest are mostly used 
stamps, but also includes some mint or unused. We note a 
toned but otherwise sound #37, several Bordeaux issues 

higher values, some varieties and many shades. High overall 
-

ter.
 ...................................................................................Est. $750

1887 */**/  France #3/2086 Small Box Full of Mint and Used 
in Glassines to 1987 with better used including #s108, 126, 
254A, 300a, etc. Mint hinged includes 198-201, 255-263, 
309-312, 321-324, 348-349, 372-374, 414, 711-715, 1100, 
etc. We note several mint and used Art stamps, publicity tabs, 
nice cds cancels, some imperforate trial colour issues, etc. 

 ...................................................................................Est. $300

1888 */  France #14c/1242 Fresh Collection of Mint and Used 
Stamps, 1853 to 1969 mounted on quadrille pages in an 
album. Attractive lot includes many better complete sets. We 
note #C17;; #C22;; #B258-B263;; and #700-705 among oth-

 .............................................................................Scott $3,220

1889 * France #119/252 1900-1931 Group of Mint Hinged, with 
#s119, 121, 123, 129, 130, 135, 136, 140, 141, 151, 196, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $929

1890 * France #243/552, B1/B43 Group of Early Mint Hinged 
Singles and Sets with #s 243-244, 304, 308, 310, 315-320, 
319, 327-328, 349, 373, 388, 396, 548-552, B1, B12-B19, 

or better.
 ................................................................................ Scott $660
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1891 */**/  France #1683/3209 Collection of Mostly Mint, 
1980 to 2006

sheets some used and semi-postals. We note two binders 
containing a total face value of €584. A clean collection and 

 ...................................................................................Est. $750

1892 ** France #2087/2748 Mint Never Hinged Collection in 
Stockbook, 1988 to 1999, with most of the commemorative 

 ................................................................................ Scott $902

1893 */**/  France #B1/B93 Collection of Early Semi-Postals 

mint and used. A total of 92 stamps, with little duplication 
(usually the duplication will be a mint and a used example) 
and includes used #s B27, B37, etc. Also includes two covers 
and a pair of 1937 Louvre Museum cards (Scott B66-67). A 
clean, fresh collection with a high catalogue value and mostly 

 ...................................................................................Est. $500

1894 */  France #B1/B592 Small Box with Semi-Postals in 
Glassines, to 1987. Many better including used #B38, B66-
67, mint hinged B20-23, B34-36, B285-90, B294-99, etc. 

 .............................................................................Scott $3,000

1895 ** France #B34/B107 Group of Mint Never Hinged Semi-
Postal Singles and Sets with #sB34, B42-B43, B44-B45, 
B54-B59, B89-B89A, B93, B97-B100 and B104-B107. Mostly 

 ................................................................................ Scott $507

1896 ** France #B117/B317 Group of Mint Never Hinged Semi-
Postal Singles and Sets with #sB117-B128, B135-B146, 
B157a, B179-B184, B207-B212, B213-B217, B244-B247, 
B249-B254, B258-B263, B267-B272, B276-B281, B303-

 ................................................................................ Scott $513

1897 */** France #C5/C62 Collection of Mint Air Mail Stamps 

plus a few duplicates. Includes both hinged and never hinged, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $892

1898 */**/  French Africa Small Box with Hundreds of Stamps 
in Glassines Strength in 1960s and 1970s issues with many 

 .................................................................................... Est $100

1899 */**/  Carton of French Colonies and French Africa 
Collections and Stock in albums, on album pages and in 

such as Morocco, Burundi, Cambodia, St Pierre & Miquelon, 
-

nesia, Luxembourg, Egypt, Lebanon, Chad, Mali, Upper Volta, 
Algeria, Monaco, Syria and more. We note lots of better sets 
and singles throughout, with a high overall catalogue value, 
thousands of stamps. Nice lot.

 ...................................................................................Est. $250

1900 */**/  French Colonies Collection of Mint and Used, all 
-
-

 ...................................................................................Est. $500

1901 */**/  German Area Cigar Box Filled with Miscellaneous 
Issues in Glassines with locals, occupations, colonies, plebi-

or better.
 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1902 */  German States #2/275 Bavaria Collection, 1849 to 
1920
loose leaf pages. A solid starting collection without some 
of the higher values. We note some complete sets such as 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,151

1903 ** Germany 1930-1952 Group of Valuable Mint NH sets all 

37, B310-13, B314-15, B316-17, B320-23, B327-30, 9NB4-

 .............................................................................Scott $1,465

1904 ** Germany Collection of Mint Never Hinged in Two Light-
house Hingeless Albums, 1970 to 2002 containing what 

with a few holes to end. Fresh, clean collection.
 .............................................................................Scott $2,198

1905  Collection of German States Used lot of Bavaria and other 
states. Mixed condition of classics but with a good number 
of higher values. One or two possible forgeries not counted. 

 ............................................................................. Scott $1,747

1906 */**/  Germany Group of Interesting Items, 1939 to 
1987, with #B141-43 (Cat $78) tied to a Nurburgring post-

propaganda folded card with stamps from France, Tunisia, It-

1940 to 1943. Card is numbered 1,431 out of 2,000 and 
is accompanied by explanatory documentation in English, a 

-
ern souvenir sheets, sheetlets and other odds and ends. A 
nice group.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1907 */**/  Germany Collection, 1872 to 1948 in a Scott Spe-
cialty album including the various occupation issues in ad-

note a number of Empire embossed issues (used), as well as 
higher valued semi-postals such as #B103, B104, B119 and 
more. A nice, clean collection.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1908 */**/  Germany Collection of Federal Republic, 1949 
to 1984 and Occupation issues including Berlin consisting 
of mint (many MNH) and used items. We note higher valued 
early issues #665-669, etc. A clean collection of VF issues.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1909 */**/  Germany 1940s Collection in Two Old-time Stock-
books, loaded with Hitler Heads, Semi-postals, and earlier 
issues as well as a few other European stamps of the era. 
Mostly unused no gum, with a few mint never hinged and 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1910 */  Germany Collection of Mint and Used
with early to 1990s (the modern is mostly used with nice 
dated cancels). A nice collection, with duplication and consis-
tently nice quality throughout.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1911 */  Germany Small Box with Mainly Used Stock in Glas-
sines, 1872 to 2009. 
used semis from the 1920s to 1950s, many $10 to $50 

 ...................................................................................Est. $200
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1912 */  Germany Collection of Used in Two Shaubek Albums, 
1949 to 1988, missing very few stamps to be complete for 
period mid 1950s to mid 1980s. Also included is a binder 

to modern, with duplication, but with several better items. 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1913 */  Germany Lot of Mint and Used, 1948 to 1955 of mostly 

 ................................................................................ Scott $796

1914 */  Germany Collection in a Minkus Album, 1849 to 1976 
-

-
bossed issues.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1915  Germany #118/2022 Used Stock in 102 Cards, in three 

9,662 stamps. Nice overall quality.
 .............................................................................Scott $4,464

1916  Germany #2024/2577A Used Modern Stock in 102 
Cards,

2,274 stamps. Nice overall quality.
 .............................................................................Scott $2,432

1917  Germany #2086/2514 Used Modern Stock in Glassines, 

4,653 stamps. Nice overall quality.
 .............................................................................Scott $4,221

1918  Germany #B3/B1019 Collection of Used Semi-Postals in 

six of some, still a great many different issues including sou-
venir sheets. We noted many higher value sets and singles 
(#B141-143, B56 (x3), B69-78, etc.). A nice collection.

 .............................................................................Scott $3,411

1919 */**/  Germany (Berlin) Cigar Box with Issues to the 
1980s in Glassines. Early material to 1955 alone catalogues 
at least $1,200 including the following NH: 9N69, 75-9, 108-

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1920  Germany (DDR) Small Lot of 16 Different Used Souvenir 
Sheets with some better such as #144a (perforated and im-
perforate, $175 each), #264a ($140) plus others not count-

 ................................................................................ Scott $490

1921 */**/  Germany (DDR) Small Box Filled with Stock in 
hundreds of Glassines. Mainly mint hinged or NH to 1971, 
then mainly used to 1989. Issues to 1955 alone catalogue 
over $1,200. Fine or better.

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1922 */**/  Germany (DDR) Collections of Mint and Used with 

from 1948 to 1963. Also a collection of used from 1974 to 

from the 1975 to 1985 period, and €220 left in value.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

 x Lot 1923

1923 ** Germany (DDR) Collection of Mostly Never Hinged in 
Three Shaubek Albums with Slipcases, 1949 to 1990. 

-
plete from 1949 to 1990, missing a few values from the 1953 
Portrait set, 1958-60 set and a few issues in the 1970s and 

-
alogue value for 1949 to 1954 alone is just under $2,000. 

 ...................................................................................Est. $500

1924 */**/  Germany (DDR) Four Stockbooks with a Mostly 
Used Stock, 1948 to 1990 Better used include #82-84, 83-
84, 85-88, 103-106 (x2), etc. Mint include #122-136 and 

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1925  Germany (DDR) #1/376 Collection of Used in a Stock-
book, quite complete for the period 1948-1957, with many 

or better.
 ................................................................................ Scott $782

1926 * Germany (East) 1949-1952 Mint Issues on Double-Sided 
Stock Page with #s48-121, B14-25, B21a. #83 is damaged 

hinged.
 ................................................................................ Scott $828

1927  Germany - Bavaria #2/275 Collection of Used on Six 
Double-Sided Stock Pages, with some duplication. Noted 

not counted. A nice collection with many nice cancels.
 .............................................................................Scott $3,785

1928 */** Germany - Bavaria #50/274 Collection of Mint on a 
Double-Sided Stock Page, with hinged and never hinged, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $618
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1929 */** Germany - Bavaria #94/275 Group of Mint Sets on 
Dealer Cards

 ................................................................................ Scott $268

1930 */**/  Germany- Berlin Collection of Mostly Never 
Hinged in Lighthouse Hingeless Album, from 1949 to 1990, 
with mixed mint and used to 1956, then only never hinged to 
end. Missing only two stamps to be complete for period 1954 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,266

1931 */**/  Germany and Area Collections of Mint and Used 

a good showing of States, Occupation, etc. We noted Saar 
#B69-B73 (NH, cat $95), B1-B8 (hinged, cat. $99). Mostly 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1932 */**/  Germany and Area Collection of Mostly MNH in 
Lighthouse Album with most of the value being in Germany 

occupation, bit of states, etc. (these a mix of NH, H and Used). 

 ................................................................................ Scott $869

1933 */  Greece N1/NRA3 Collection of Occupation Issues, 
1913 to 1940s A total of 162 stamps (55 mint ) hinged on 

 .................................................................................... Est $200

1934 */**/  Greece, Yugoslavia, etc. Small Box Filled with hun-
dreds of Glassines with mainly used stamps to 1960, then a 

or better lot.
 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1935 */**/  Hungary Collection of Mint and Used in Two Vol-
umes one containing a collection from 1930 to 1987, all 

singles and souvenir sheets, sometimes both mint and used, 

(used), B94 (NH but with creases), B202-203 (NH), C95 (NH) 

and used sets and singles, some imperforates, etc. A nice 
collection.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1936 */**/  Hungary Collection of Mint and Used in Two Car-
tons
pages. We note several better items such as imperforates, 
souvenir sheets, modern postage, mostly from the 1940s 
to the 1990s, many $50 to $100 items, etc. Quality is nice 

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1937 */**/  Iceland Collection of Mint and Used

with many better items and duplication. Consistently nice 
quality throughout.

 ..................................................................................... Est. $75

1938 ** Indonesia Collection of Mint Never Hinged, 1948 to 
1967, all neatly displayed in mounts in a Kenmore album with 
special pages. The title of the album says “ The United States 
of Indonesia - 142 mint postage stamps - Issued 1948-1950” 

 ................................................................................ Scott $275

 x Lot 1939

1939 ** Israel Collection of Mint Tabs in Three Lighthouse Hin-
geless Albums with slipcases. Starts with 1949 #16 souve-
nir sheet, then sporadic to mid-1954 (catalogue value up to 
1954 is $880), then mostly complete MNH with tabs to 1992 
(plus pages go to 1995). We note better such as C1-6 set with 
tabs, #25 with tab, etc. Also includes a collection of used Pal-
estine British Mandate with a catalogue value of $470. Also 
note a group of 24 different complete sheets from the 1970s 

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

1940 ** Israel Two Volume Collection of Mint Never Hinged, 
1965 to 1989,
tabs and souvenir sheets (only some issues from early 1970s 

-
made album pages, mint never hinged and fresh. Appears to 
be complete from 1975 through to 1987, accompanying en-
velope includes 1988 and 1989 issues as received from Post 

 .................................................................................... Est $100

1941 */**/  Israel Collection of Mint and Used
binders, on album pages, two envelopes full of mint and used 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1942 */**/  Israel Small Box with Hundreds of Stamps in Glas-
sines with some better including mint hinged #7-9 ($410), 
J1-5 ($80) as well as tab issues to 1992.

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1943 ** Israel #1/1702 Collection of Israel, 1948 to 2007 Ap-
parently complete (except #7-9) from 1949 onward. All with 
tabs, including #1-6;; 10-14;; 15 x2;; 16;; 23-5;; 27 x2;; 28-37;; 
44-55;; C1-6;; C16;; J6-11;; O1-4 (CV of $3,200 for mentioned 

mini sheets.
 ................................................................................Est. $1,200

1944 */** Israel #1/604 1948-1976 Israel Collection in Two 
Albums, appears complete from 1949 but no tabs. Includes 

 .................................................................................... Est $100

1945 */**/  Italian Area Collection on Pages Plus a Stock 
Sheet with Fiume ($215), Trieste A ($840) and Trieste B 
($180). Both mint and Used with some better sets, such as 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,235
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1946 */** Italy Mint Collection on Lighthouse Album pages, 
1906-1940 with 461 different stamps, all mint (except for 18 

and catalogued by owner at Scott CV of $5,150.
 .................................................................................... Est $750

1947 * Italy #119/418 Black Stock Sheet with 88 Different Mint 
Hinged, including #s119-122, 124-125, 165-168, 290-305, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $872

1948 ** Japan Small Box with Hundreds of Mint Issues in Glass-
ines, 1958-1990 with a few slightly better early sets. Also 

 ...................................................................................Est. $250

1949 ** Japan Binder with Hundreds of NH Stamps

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1950  Japan Collections of Used Japan, Early to Modern. Starts 

Then a collection in over 100 quadrille pages, 1876 to 1972. 
-

pages, 1949 to 1992. A collection on Scott pages, 1890s to 

nice quality throughout.
 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1951 */**/  Japan Small Box with Recent Mint Never Hinged 
with Small Souvenir Sheets, etc., 1984 to 2007 all in glas-
sines with VFNH Lottery sheets, Basho sheets, etc. from the 
1970s and 80s (Face value about 10,000 Yen). Also used for 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1952 */**/  Japan 1938-58 National Park Souvenir Sheets 
with eight mint NH sheets, 283a, 288a, 293a, 504a, 564a 
and 572a, 601a and 625a, most in their original information 

#306a listed in single items section. Also included is a collec-

1956, all in chronological order, and with duplication of up to 
four of some values.

 ................................................................................ Scott $541

1953 */**/  Japan Set of Three Like-New Lighthouse Hingeless 
Albums with Slipcases
NH stamps included, many in the $25 to $50 range, including 
sets, souvenir sheets, etc. We note a used #575a (catalogue 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1954 * Japan #85/C7 Two-Sided Stock Sheet with 125 Pre-1950 
Mint Stamps. A few duplicates eg. #422 (x2), 479 (x2) etc. 
Condition is somewhat mixed with a few thinned (not counted 

better.
 ................................................................................ Scott $810

1955 ** Japan #283a/1374a Souvenir Sheets, 1938 to 1979 lot 
of mostly MNH and some unused, no gum as issued souvenir 
sheets. We note #283a, #463a, and #498 sheet of 5. A few 

 .................................................................................Scott $374

1956 ** Japan #396/1105a Small Collection of Souvenir Sheets 

B31a, with 3 or 4 of each), plus many others, including a 
#378a (Cat. $160). Also includes a page of Lottery sheets 

 ................................................................................ Scott $293

1957 */** Japan #482/1435 Two-Sided Stock Sheet of 180 Mint 
Stamps with better early hinged such as #s523-6, 519a, 561-

 ................................................................................ Scott $945

1958 ** Japan #616/2022 Collection of Mint Never Hinged 
Sheetlets of 10 or 20, with about 50 items. Includes Trains, 

 ................................................................................ Scott $905

1959  Japan #2949/3061 Collection of Used Souvenir Sheets, 
2006 to 2008,

-

items from St. Vincent, Tuvalu and its Islands (not counted).
 ................................................................................ Scott $402

1960 */**/  Laos #1/265a Comprehensive Collection on 
Minkus Pages, 1951-1975 complete collection of mainly 
mint hinged, and according to owner only missing #s194-195 
(these are present in a souvenir sheet and not in singles. ). A 
nice collection which includes many extra items such as pre-
cancelled sheets, deluxe proofs, imperforates, special souve-

-
ue of $25 in duplicates, plus estimates $192 to be the value 
of unlisted items, for a grand total value of $2,004 (complete 
detailed list included). Nice quality throughout.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,787

1961 */**/  Latin America Small Box of glassines and souve-
nir sheets with material from the earlies to the 1990s. Will 
catalogue over $1,500 with a good variety of countries includ-

 ....................................................................................Est $150

1962 */**/  Latin America Collections of Mint and Used with a 

and thousands of stamps from many countries, some coun-
tries better represented than others. We note a good amount 
of early issues, etc. Also another album with sparse stamps 
but did note a few countries showing early issues. Also a col-

-

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1963 */** Liechtenstein Mint Collection on Lindner Hingeless 
Album pages, 1917 to 1940 with 227 different stamps, all 
mint (includes 145 NH, 79 hinged and 3 unused (no gum)). 
We note the following: #54-69 (many NH including #62-69), 

Scott CV of $5,429.
 .............................................................................Scott $5,429

1964 */**/  Luxembourg #75/217 + BOB Mint and Used Col-
lection on Lighthouse Hingeless Album pages, 1906 to 
1940 with 368 different stamps (203 of them mint). Many 
sets are a mix of mint and used, but includes several mint 

Scott CV of $1,758.
 .............................................................................Scott $1,758

1965 */  Macao Small Mint and Used Stamp Collection, 1884-
1962,
many of the early stamps were issued with no gum. Sound. 
Catalogued by owner $525.

 ................................................................................ Scott $525
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1966 */**/  Mexico Small Box with Mint and Used in a Few 
Hundred Glassines to 1980. Includes many high values, eg. 
mint hinged #s633, 804, 811, 818, 824 (x2), 828, etc. Also 
considerable strength in 1920s to 1950s air mails, both mint 
and used. Generally clean and nice quality.

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1967 ** Mexico #1278/C539 Mint Never Hinged Small box of 
large quantities of complete sets of topical interest in strips 

(Arts and Sciences) x144;; #1338-41a (Architecture) x101;; 
and #C537-39 (Coats of Arms) x46. All mint, never hinged.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,259

1968 */**/  Middle East, etc. Two Albums Filled with Mint and 
Used

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1969 ** Netherlands Lot of Souvenir and Mini Sheets, 1970s to 
1990s

 ................................................................................ Scott $240

1970  Netherlands Duplicated Stock of Used, 1867 to 2000, 

showing many shades and a high number of very nice can-
cels, then commemoratives, followed by semi-postals and 

-

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

 x Lot 1971

1971 */**/  Netherlands Mint and Used Collection in Lindner 
Hingeless Album, 1870-1941 We note #104-105 used, 124-

 .................................................................................... Est $500

1972 */  Netherlands Mint and Used Collection, 1852 to 1976 

1950s then appears complete with a mix of mint hinged and 

 .................................................................................... Est $200

1973 */  Netherlands Collection of Mint and Used, 1852 to 
1970
half mint hinged and half used. We note many high value 
singles and sets throughout, and catalogue value is to 1962 

 .............................................................................Scott $3,495

1974 */  Netherlands Two Collections of Mainly Used on Scott 
Pages

-
nilla pages with a variety of singles and sets. We noted a few 

-

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1975  Netherlands Antilles #4/472 Used Collection, 1886 to 
1982, on a two-sided Vario page. Used;; some with interesting 
cancels. Small faults on a few earlier issues. We note some 

better.
 ................................................................................ Scott $391

1976 ** Norway Mint Never Hinged Collection in Stockbook, 
1960s to 2001, a few hundred stamps with strength in the 
1960s and in the 1998 to 2001 issues. All are mint never 

 ................................................................................ Scott $863

 x Lot 1977

1977 */**/  Norway #74-206, BOB Mint and Used Collection 
on Lighthouse Hingeless Pages, 1889-1947 210 different 
stamps, 84 being mint never hinged, 32 hinged and 94 used 

 .................................................................................... Est $400
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1978 ** People’s Republic of China #1/1606 Collection of Fresh 
Complete Sets in Stockbook, 1949 to 1980

offered as single lots in this auction). All are complete sets 
except 1972 Literature set with Sc #1084, 1086-9.This (and 
the companion used lot) comes from the estate of a Cana-
dian diplomat who served during the latter part of the period. 
We note 1971 Table Tennis;; 1972 sets of edict on physical 

Plan;; 1979 souvenir sheets of the Great Wall;; 4th National 

Baishi painting. There is trivial duplication of a few sets. Con-

issued.
 .............................................................................Scott $5,739

1979  People’s Republic of China #1/991 Collection of Used 
Sets in Stockbook, 1949 to 1968 Somewhat sparse in the 

missing the low value), stamps are in complete sets without 
duplication. We note 1955 Scientists souvenir sheets;; 1960-

Mountains;; 1964 Gate of Heavenly Peace;; 1965 Mao Victory 
Lushan Pass;; and 1968 Mao Supporting African Americans. 

 ............................................................................. Scott $2,170

1980 */**/  Poland 1964-1991 Mint and Used Stock in small 
box. Many sets represented with both mint and used, some 

 .................................................................................... Est $100

1981 */**/  Poland Collection of Mint and Used
album (1918 to 1966) with many $20 to $50 sets and sin-
gles and a relatively high level of completion for period. Also 

with duplication but also some mint souvenir sheets with bet-
ter such as B29 (NH, one of each imperf and perf) and B35 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1982 */  Poland Small Box with Hundreds of Mint and Used, 
1925-1963 The mint include #280-281, B49-B49B, B102-
B103, C26A-C26C (2), C34, etc. Many mid-priced items in 

 .................................................................................... Est $250

1983 */  Poland #1/225 Stock of In Glassines mint and used 

 .................................................................................... Est $100

1984 */**/  Portugal + Colonies Old Time Collection of Many 
Hundreds on over 60 album pages. The printed pages show il-

but Ceres not seen on the Colonies pages) Inserted between 

A second generation has added stamps up to the 1960s, 

Portuguese India. This group is housed on 18 Hagner pages. 

 ...................................................................................Est. $250

1985 */  Portuguese Colonies Collection of Mint and Used on 
Pages -

 ................................................................................ Scott $800

1986 */** Russia Two Small Box with Thousands of Stamps, 
1941-1990,  mint and used neatly arranged in glassines. 
The earlier issues are mainly used, with more mint into the 

 .................................................................................... Est $200

1987 */**/  Russia Mint and Used Collection on Scott Spe-
cialty Album pages, 1858 to 1940 with 647 stamps (494 of 
them mint, some of which are never hinged), appears fairly 

-
logued by owner with a Scott CV of $6,824.

 .............................................................................Scott $6,824

1988 */**/  Russia Small Box of Souvenir Sheets with 1965-
1990 sorted by year ($320) plus about 50 duplicates. Also 
#2926 red and green ($175) and about 35 further used sou-

 ...................................................................................Est. $125

1989 */**/  Russia Accumulation in albums, stock pages, etc. 

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

1990 */**/  Russia #5/6055 Large Collection in 6 Stock-
books, 1857 to 1991, though sparse for early issues, period 

better, and are a mix of postally used, CTO, mint, and mint 

 .............................................................................Scott $6,800

1991 */  Russia #17/816 Stocksheet with a few Hundred 
Stamps to 1940s, in glassines. Mainly used including #88-
104, 477, 486, 524-528, 531-532, 551-554, 693-697, etc. 

 .................................................................................... Est $100

1992  Russia #1310/1623 Mostly Used Stamps, 1948 to 
1952, -

 ................................................................................ Scott $250

1993 */  Russia and Area Small File Box with Mint and Used 
Issues sorted into glassines, with better Tannu Tuva including 

 .................................................................................... Est $100

1994 */  Russia #B1/J24 Pre-1955 Back of the Book Stamps 
On Vario page with 104 stamps. The better include #B4, C1-
C11, C47, C49, C50, E1-E3, Used include #C12, C17, C34, 

 ....................................................................................Est $120

1995  Saar #3/318 1920-1958 Collection of used stamps on 
-

 .............................................................................Scott $1,406

1996 */**/  Scandinavia Small Box Filled with a Few Hundred 
Glassines

Iceland #187 (crease), 172-5, C2, C9-10, etc. Much NH with 
modern Sweden, also NH Finland #537a, 711-9, B113a and 

 ...................................................................................Est. $250

1997 */**/  Scandinavia Collections of Mint and Used with 

-

(some duplication), Norway - collection of all different used in 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100
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1998 */**/  South America Collection of Mostly Used in Two 
Stockbooks. Most countries represented from classics on, 

per 1991 Scott catalogue. We note a few $20 to $100 range 
stamps and a little duplication, but still a great variety of is-

better.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

1999 */**/  Spain #1/2636 Collection and Stock in Light-
house 32 Page Stockbook. Filled with a large variety of mint 
and used issues, from 1850 to 1990. We note many early is-

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

2000 */ -
bums with slip cases, with pages to 1984. Most of the value 
is in the early period to about 1950, with mostly used and 
a few mint after that. Also includes collections on Scott and 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

2001 */**/  Spain and Portugal Small Box Filled with Glas-
sines containing strong Spain with mint #386-E7, 418-E8, 
552-555, 877a-888a, etc., with most mint sets issued from 
1960 to 1986. Also good semi-postals and airmails and Por-

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

2002 */  St. Pierre & Miquelon Small Mint and Used Stamp 
Collection, 1891-1966, -
logued by owner $375.

 ................................................................................ Scott $375

2003 */** Suriname Collection in a Stockbook Includes stamps 
from #s12/1021, B1/B370, C20/C102. Earlier issues are 
mint hinged or unused no gum, with later issues being mint 

 .................................................................................Scott $877

2004 ** Suriname #241/269 Mint Never Hinged Collection in a 
Presentation Folder, 1951 to 1955, regular issues as well 

 ................................................................................ Scott $161

2005 ** Sweden Collection of Annual Souvenir Books, 1983 to 
2004

1985 to 1991. High catalogue value and face value, very 

 ...................................................................................Est. $400

2006 ** Sweden Small Box with 150 Different Booklets plus 

#527a to C8b with strength in the pre-1990, with only a few 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,605

2007 */**/  Sweden Collection of Mint and Used

quality throughout.
 ..................................................................................... Est. $75

2008 */**/  Sweden Collection of Mint and Used in Thick 
Stockbook -
lets, panes and singles from the 1970s and 1980s. Also a 
collection of used from the 1850s to the mid 1990s. We note 

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

2009 */**/  Sweden Advanced Mint and Used Collection, 
1855 to 1981 in three volumes. A clean collection, neatly 
displayed on home made pages, starting with classics, then 

to 1928 section alone catalogues over $1,606. Also com-

in both mint and used, in singles and pairs, etc. Nice quality 

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

2010 */**/  Sweden Collection of Mint and Used in Shaubek 
Album, 1910 to 1974 with mostly mint (hinged and never 
hinged) and a few hundred stamps, including souvenir sheets, 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

2011 */**/  Sweden Small Box Filled with Regular Issues in 
Glassines, 1891 to 1992, all neatly sorted. Equally balanced 
between mint and used, with stronger used in the early is-
sues, eg. #s66 (x2), 194-196 (x2), 209, 213-216, 229 (x3), 
249-262 (x3) and later mint such as #s1027 (x3), 1351 (x2), 

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

2012 */**/  Sweden #52/1712 Collection of Mint and Used, 
1892 to 1988 
cases. Early are mostly used and most of the value is in the 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

2013 ** Sweden #1277a/1748a Complete Discount Postage 
Booklets, 1979 to 1989

 ................................................................................ Scott $444

2014 */**/  Switzerland Group of a Few Hundred in Glassines 
with strength in used, including #96-100, 200-203 (x3), 

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

2015 */**/  Switzerland Collection of Mint and Used neatly 

(hinged and never hinged) and used (often both of each is-

commemoratives (1932 to 1982), then semi-postals (1913 

better sets and singles such as #244-246 (used with shades 

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

2016 */**/  Switzerland Two Volume Collection of Mint Never 
Hinged, 1970s to 1980s written up on homemade album 
pages. Fairly complete for period covered in regular, Semi-

-

singles but these issues are sparse. A nice clean collection 

 .................................................................................... Est $200

2017 */  Switzerland Collection of Mint and Used on Pages, 
1854 to 1968 includes 5 Cantonals, 38 imperforate Sitting 
Helvetias, including a #30, over 125 1862 to 1881 perforat-
ed Helvetias, including #90-93, 90 1878 to 1909 postage 

 ...................................................................................Est. $500
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2018 ** Switzerland #B339/B589 Accumulation of Mint Never 
Hinged, 1964-1993,

 ....................................................................................Est $150

2019 */  Turkey #1/2111 Small Box Full of Mint and Used in 
Glassines. A strong grouping of sets and part sets from 1863 

 ...................................................................................Est. $300

2020 ** United Nations Box containing 1980s and Later Mate-
rial including souvenir sheets, strips, etc ($220) and 1980, 
1997 and 2001 Flag sheets with 1 to 3 sets for each year. 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,220

2021 ** United Nations Binder of Mint Never Hinged, 1971 to 
1989, -
ten up on homemade pages. Includes the Flag Series sheets 
for the period covers. All stamps are mint never hinged.

 ...................................................................................... Est $30

2022 */**/  United Nations 1951-1980 United Nations Col-
lection in Three Volumes Mint and apparently complete and 
never hinged to 1973, including UNTEA, Cyprus, and Geneva. 
UN includes #38. Some duplication.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

2023 */**/  Vatican City Small Box Filled with Comprehensive 
Stock, 1929 to 1982 neatly sorted in glassines. A consider-

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

2024 */**/  Vatican City #28/67 Black Stock Sheet with Mint 
and Used from the 1930s including used #28-31, 41-54 and 
mint hinged and never hinged #28-31, 41-67, B1-B4. Mostly 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,080

2025 ** Vatican #1/787 + BOB Collection of Mint Stamps in 
Two Volumes, 1929-1988, on homemade album pages with 

-

hinged (only a handful of used and hinged stamps noted). We 

Scott CV is $1,398.
 ....................................................................................Est $150

2026 ** Worldwide Expo ‘67 5 Volume Collection
for issuing countries and includes covers;; souvenir sheets;; 
imperfs;; and a die proof. Also includes Canadian covers with 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

2027  in a 15 double-sided 

and GB each have three pages of stamps. A nice collection. 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

2028  Worldwide Old Time Collection of Used in an album. Many 
better stamps, notably some early United States and a good 

better.
 ...................................................................................Est. $150

2029  Worldwide “Universal Briefmarken Album” printed circa 
1889 collection to about 1920 with mixed condition as usual 

-
ertheless, there are potential discoveries so viewing recom-
mended.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

2030 */**/  Worldwide Box of various British Commonwealth 
and World Includes 2 albums of worldwide used, a small al-

Channel Islands sheets, as well as some dealer supplies such 
as a box of unused 102 cards.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

2031 */**/  Worldwide Carton of Mint and Used including a 

1960s to 1990s (over $160 in face), box of WW covers, a G 
to I country collection with better GB, box of modern mint US 

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

2032 */**/  Worldwide Carton Filled with Collections on 
Pages -

Angola, Paintings on stamps collection, Central and South 
America, some European countries, and more. Inspect.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

2033 */**/  Worldwide Three Thick Harris Worldwide Albums 
One album contains non-British Africa, with hundreds of 
stamps, many better. Another album with South America, 
then A to F and S countries. Again, hundreds of stamps with 

clean.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

2034 */**/  Worldwide Carton with Country Collections includ-

-

-

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

2035 */**/  Worldwide Collection of Mint and Used

with a few thousand stamps in all. We noted several better 
mint complete sets, etc. Generally better than average condi-

 ...................................................................................Est. $250

2036 */**/  Worldwide Collector’s Remainder Lot consisting of 
-

ish Commonwealth (all QEII era);; plus over 40 presentation 
-

bums;; loose off-paper used stamps, many sorted by country 
in envelopes.

 .................................................................................... Est $100

2037 */**/  Worldwide Banker’s Box Full of Mint and Used 
Stamps,

some US, many Eastern European countries, etc. Many are 

of US on approval sheets and more. A nice, clean collection, 

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

2038 */**/  Worldwide Two Small Cartons of Miscellaneous 
Worldwide.

-

Australia #1 with 3 margins and creases, etc. One box also 
contains loose stamps in cigar boxes, approval sheets, some 
covers, etc. and the other box contains mostly supplies in the 

 ...................................................................................Est. $150
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2039 */**/  Worldwide Small Box of Miscellaneous Items in-

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

2040 */**/  Worldwide Album with Mint and Used on Manilla 
Pages, with mostly Asian countries, and good showing from 
Algeria, China provinces, Hong Kong, Iraq, Qatar, Saudi Ara-

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

2041 */**/  Worldwide Small Box Full of Interesting World-
wide
note US, South America, classical Europe and much more. 

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

2042 */**/  Worldwide Box Full of Interesting Worldwide in an 
old album containing older material plus classics, in glass-
ines, in envelopes, etc. We note a selection of French Colo-

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

2043 */**/  Worldwide Collection of Mint and Used in 12 al-

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

2044 */**/  Worldwide Carton of World and some Canada. 

few full panes of 100 from Guernsey;; and some better issues 

 .................................................................................... Est $100

2045 */**/  Worldwide Carton with Hundreds of Worldwide 
Stamps in 5 albums, loose, on and off paper.

 ...................................................................................... Est $50

2046 */**/  Worldwide Thousands of Stamps plus philatelic 

bin.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

 x Lot 2047

2047 */**/  Worldwide Thousands of Stamps in Large Plastic 
Tub, -
desia #B1-B6, Iran #1099, North Korea #472/520, Manchu-

covers and Great Britain squared circles on piece. Needs in-
spection as there are many thousands of stamps.

 .................................................................................... Est $300

2048 */**/  Worldwide Large Selection of Mostly Used Stamps 
with some mint worldwide stamps in 5 large 2 post Standard/
Senior Statesmen Harris albums, with stamps from classical 
period to recent issues.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

2049 */**/  Worldwide Large Carton of Mostly Used with some 
Mint stamps are in glassines in quantities of one up to sev-

and housed in 29 glassine boxes. Altogether many tens of 
thousands of stamps ranging from 19th century through 20th 
century. We note early European issues, and although fairly 
common, have higher catalogue value. Worthy of inspection. 

 ...................................................................................Est. $300

2050 */**/  Worldwide Collector’s Remainders in a large car-
ton including mint and used stamps off-paper spanning 19th 
and 20th centuries with a strong representation from British 
Commonwealth as well as recent Faroe Islands (MNH). Also 

well as some philatelic supplies.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

2051 */**/  Worldwide Small Box of Stamps in Glassines, 

stamps, Surinam, Fiji #131A--131B used, Great Britain #289 

 ....................................................................................Est $150

2052 */**/  Worldwide Remnants of Collection in Small Box, 
including Canada from 1950s and 1960s, Egypt, 20 British 
Commonwealth souvenir sheets, etc.

 ...................................................................................... Est $50

2053 */**/  Worldwide Odds and ends in a carton We note 

other items from a lifetime of collecting.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

2054 */**/  Worldwide Large Heavy Tub with WW album, two 

used Canada etc., and 3 binders of mint and used Canada 
postal stationery etc.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

2055 */  Worldwide Box Filled with Stamps in glassines, boxes 
and envelopes. We note a box with 1c to 3c Small Queens 
in glassines (couple hundred in all), several envelopes with 
sorted countries, many British Commonwealth, some modern 
Canada on paper, etc.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

2056 */  Worldwide Mint and Used Collection

and interesting China and Israel issues as well as Laos souve-
nir sheets.

 ..................................................................................... Est. $75

2057 */  Worldwide Carton of Stockbooks and Albums We note 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

2058 */  Worldwide Thousands of Stamps in Large Carton, -
ware but with several better items noted ie. Germany #683 
(x8), Japan to 2004 (including prefectures and used Austria 
with VF cancels. Be prepared to spend some time on this as 
viewing will be rewarded.

 .................................................................................... Est $200

2059 */  Worldwide Small Plastic Box Full with Hundreds of 
Mint and Used Stamps, 1850s to Modern. A good number of 
better stamps scattered throughout, mostly in glassines, such 

213-220never hinged pairs, Tobago #2, Germany 1949-1952 
used semi-postals and more. Needs viewing as many other 
nice stamps included.

 ...................................................................................Est. $500
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2060 */  Worldwide Hundreds of Stamps on Pages, all pre-
1940. Value is in Belgium, Bavaria, Italy, France and Japan. 
Possible better cancels, etc. Inspect, mixed condition.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

2061 */  Worldwide Two Large Cartons with Thousands of Mint 
and Used Stamps,
pages. Album with 1937 Coronation set noted.

 .................................................................................... Est $100

2062 */  Worldwide Collection of Hundreds of Stamps in seven 

of countries with emphasis on Israel, Poland, USA, and Spain. 
Noted a number of interesting labels/revenues in an old al-
bum along with some better stamps such as USA #232-7, 
276, 290, but in mixed condition.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

2063 */  Worldwide Five Volumes with Hundreds of Stamps, 
wide range of countries including China, Japan, French Poly-
nesia (mint never hinged volumes, values up to $14), and 

Inspect.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

2064 */  Worldwide Mint and Used Collection in Two Albums, 
mainly from the 1930s showing strength in Mexico (CV $415) 
and early airmails. A few better items including mint Luxem-

Saar #B5-B8, Vatican #B1-B4. Also much used including Ar-
gentina #C19 (4), France C17, USA #C1-C4, C, etc. Generally 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,880

2065 */  Worldwide Collection in Aristocrat Stamp Album, col-
lected through the 1950s and 1960s. We note Belgium, Ger-

Also includes 3 small boxes of on and off-paper used and a 

 ...................................................................................... Est $50

2066 */  Worldwide Eight Large Volumes -
gent etc. four inch albums, some are sparse and a few are 

No shipping on this lot.
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

2067 ** Zaire #823/1553 Mint Never Hinged Wildlife Sets, 
1975 to 2000 Lot includes #823-827 (x6), 1091-1100 (x7), 
1131-1138 (x10, CV $24/set), 1168-1171 (x21), 1403-1407 
(x20), 1421-1424 (x3, CV $29/set), and 1545-1553 (x2, CV 

 .............................................................................Scott $1,001

Foreign -- Topical Collections

2068 ** Small Box with Mainly NH Stock to 1980 all sorted in 

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

2069 ** Transportation Topical Collection
Thirty full pages of stamps featuring various modes of trans-
portation. Fresh and mostly mint never hinged with a few 
CTOs.

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

2070 */**/  Carton with Topical Collections. With a collection 

SAFE 14-ring albums with slipcases, a “Freedom from Hun-
-

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

2071 */**/  Two Topical Collections, with “Water in the Service 
of Humanity” in a binder, displayed in alphabetical order of 
country name. We note a large number of stamps from many 
different countries on the subject. Some better such as a 
mint used U#s#298 and others. Much written information on 

-

UNESCO campaign to relocate the Nubian monuments. In 
both we note mostly mint singles, sets, imperforates, covers 

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

2072 */**/  Maps on Stamps Thematic Collection in 4 vol-
umes, including a collection titled “Maps on Small Island 

has been started and shows “A” country stamps all neatly dis-

countries and stamps. We note mostly mint singles and sets, 

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

Foreign -- Kiloware

2073  Large Carton of Worldwide Off-Paper,
stamps with lots of variety.

 ...................................................................................... Est $75

2074  Worldwide 2½kg of Used World on Piece, nice assort-

Berlin #9N136 (CV $22.50 each).
 ................................................................................... Est. $100

In the past, we have offered a large selection of old 
newspapers, and several times antique maps.  This 
auction we venture into comics with two consignors 
each offering a substantial quanity.  The estimates were 

is a strong wholesale price for top quality and desirable 
comics.

 In the past out customers have appreciated paper 
artifacts which are diversions from philately.

 

Each auction we do our best to carefully describe each 
lot.  This adds extra time for many of the lots but we 

-
dent bidding.  With this in mind, we only annouce auction 
dates when we are ready to go to the printer.

a winter auction.  We ask you for consignments well in 
advance of the deadline so we can give full attention to 
your treasures.  We would be pleased to disucss this with 
you.  Cash advances are available.
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Collectibles and Memorabilia

 x Lot 2075

2075  A-Z Comic Collection of over 3,900 items All vintage;; 
nothing after 1993 and no duplication in 6 boxes with 1400 
comics bagged, boarded, and priced a number of years ago 

These comics are generally better than usual for age/title. 
Among the bagged/boarded comics the strong titles in-

-
devil #s167/296 ($261.50);; Fantastic Four #s253/354 

-

military comics, etc. There are 2450 additional loose com-
ics which we have not counted and are not included in the 

mix with many independents. Plus there is a small, analogous 

half of standard post shipping costs.
 ................................................................................Est. $2,500

2076  Dealer’s Stock of Collector Comics of approximately 400 

Mostly 1980s, some loose, some bagged. Included are a few 
French language “Le Fantôme”, which are VG to Fine and are 
unpriced and potentially better - #s 5-8 on the cover. Comics 
are priced from about $1.50 to $40, with most at about $3.

 ...................................................................................Est. $400

2077 Lot RCAF Memorabilia -

Only” covers;; as well as some interesting non-philatelic items 

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

Supplies
2078  Banker’s Box Filled with New Mounts with Hawid, Uni-Safe, 

-
cludes new cutting implements, mount rulers, etc. All seem to 
be unopened. Huge retail value.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

2079  Three Cartons of New Binders Plus Supplies with eight blue 

pages (high retail).
 ..................................................................................... Est. $75

2080  Lot of Empty Country Albums, mostly gently used and all in 
-
-

-
tion two-post binder. Heavy lot.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

2081  Large Lot of Flat Supplies
-

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

2082  Lot of 40 Grande Lighthouse 3-Ring Binders with Slipcas-
es.
logo, but manufactured by them for Canada Post Corporation 
(and originally purchased from them at $30.00 each). Three 

 ............................................................................Retail $1,200

2083  Large Lot of Mostly Used Stamp Albums in two large and 
one medium rubber bin. Includes country and worldwide 
albums, some in slip cases, some quality quadrille page al-
bums, etc. Inspect, no shipping.

 ..................................................................................... Est. $30

2084  Five Large Cartons Filled with Supplies.
catalogues, mostly empty country albums, small and large 

magnifying glasses, mounts, two boxes of mint post cards, 
-

and other posters, one binder contains several manilla pages 
-

ping.
 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

2085  Two cartons of supplies includes 2,000 larger glassines 

used, and other. No shipping on this lot.
 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

2086  Two Old-time Springback Albums with well over 180 unused 
pages included. The albums are in good condition and the 

 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

2087 Lot Carton of Collector’s Supplies including a near-empty 

and ends including stamps.  NO SHIPPING.
 ..................................................................................... Est. $50

2088 Lot Remainder Lot in Three Cartons,

-

of Canada posters and 2 “Year of ...” framed souvenir sheets.  
NO SHIPPING.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100
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                  Lot 571
  
1992 42c Canada in Space 
with Holographic Image 
Uncut Press Sheet

See Description on Page 68
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TERMS & CONDITIONS 
(Please read carefully)

1. The property described in this catalogue will be offered at public 
-

ors.  By bidding on any lot, whether in person, or through an agent, via 

-
ing Terms and Conditions of Sale.

the auctioneer.  The purchase price payable by the buyer will be the 
-

be due on the sale.  

3. All bids are per lot as numbered in the catalogue.  The auctioneer 
shall regulate the bidding and reserves the right to reject any bid be-
lieved by him not to be made in good faith;; to withdraw any lot prior to 
sale;; to divide a lot;; or to group two or more lots and to act on behalf of 

but will not be responsible for any errors in the execution of such bids.

from the date of sale.  Accounts more than thirty days in arrears will 
-

curred in securing payment from delinquent accounts will be charged to 
the defaulter.  A fee of $100.00 will be charged for any cheque returned 

-
dian or International postal money order, cash or credit card (VISA and 
MasterCard only). There are no additional fees for payment by credit 
cards, please provide at time of bidding. Payment in U.S. funds is ac-

you require the exact amount owed in U.S. funds.  Credit cards will be 
processed in Canadian Funds.

6. Buyers from Canada will be charged Federal GST or HST. Absentee 
bidders resident outside Canada are not liable for Canadian taxes if 
purchases are delivered outside of Canada.  See shipping instructions.

of the seller.

to pay for prescribed shipping costs.

9. Because the descriptions and scans of the auction will be available 

-

and will be updated.  These are only provided as a service to bidders 

10. Any lot, the description of which is obviously incorrect, is returnable, 
but only if the lot is returned within 14 days of receipt.  All disputed lots 

-
ing lots may not be returned for any reason: Lots containing ten or more 
items;; any lot described with “faults”  or “defects” may not be returned 
because of any fault or defect.  No illustrated lots may be returned be-
cause of centering, margins or other factors shown in the illustrations.

11.  All lots are sold as genuine. If a prospective purchaser wishes to 
obtain other expert opinion from a mutually acceptable authority, an 

extension may be granted on a lot prior to the commencement of the 
auction provided that the following conditions are met;; (1) the purchase 
price of the lot must be paid in full, (2) the item must be submitted to 

application form within 14 days of the sale, (3) a copy of the application 

extensions are granted for a period of up to 100 days;;  (5) if in the opin-
ion of the authority the lot is not genuine or was grossly misdescribed, 
the purchaser shall receive a full reimbursement of the purchase price 

this happen.

SHIPPING INFORMATION

Within Canada:

POST envelopes will be shipped by that method with signature required.  

or insurance fee.
b) Cartons and larger lots will normally be shipped by parcel post or 

This category of lots will usually be charged an additional handling or 

To the USA:
a) Single or multiple lots will be sent by Fed-Ex with signature required 

b) Cartons and larger lots will be shipped by UPS ground or FedEx 
Ground with signature required.  This category of lots will usually be 

Overseas:

b) Carton and larger lots will be shipped by pre-arrangement only.  We 
reserve the right to not ship to areas of the world not served by Fed-Ex.

Consignments
-

uled for November 2013.  If you are planning to 
consign material, it is to your advantage to do so 

to properly lot, describe and catalogue your prop-
erty.  For more information contact Kate Morrow 

info@sparks-auctions.com
613-567-3336

AGENTS
We can recommend the following 3 agents, all of 
whom attend the sale.

 John Beddows Doug Lingard Peter Rennie
 705-495-3134 613-737-4864 450-218-1616
 jlw@onlink.net lingardd@istar.ca peter.e.rennie@videotron.ca
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Notes on catalogue values and reference

Catalogue values are listed for most lots offered.  These are 
the best available guides to the retail price of a single stamp 
or set provided that the item(s) are the same quality as the 
standard described in the introduction to each catalogue. 
Exceptional quality will often sell above the catalogue value;; 
inferior quality will sell for less;; faulty stamps in a lot can 
result in a sale price of a small percentage of the catalogue 
price.
 
When cataloguing collections we use the value for the grade 

price.  We do not count obvious forgeries, reprints etc. and 
usually do not count faulty or ugly stamps.  A lightly penciled 

value. We put a light pencil note beside more expensive 
stamps and put a total catalogue value at the bottom of each 
page to assist viewers.

The following catalogues have been used.  If there is a vari-
ance, this will be mentioned in the text of the description.  

approaches and may include older versions of catalogues.  
We will have inspected and reviewed the result but not 
re-catalogued;; hence we do not vouch for the exact total of 
catalogue value.

2013 Scott Catalogue Volumes 1 through 6
2014 Scott Catalogue Volumes 1 through 3

2012 Stanley Gibbons 1840-1970 (SG) values in £
2007 or later Michel Catalogues of the World (Mi) values in €

Scott interchangeably with the standard 6 volumes.

About Bidding

Please bid using these increments.
(All bids are in Canadian dollars.)

$2 - $30 $2  $1600 - $3000 $100
$35 - $100 $5 $3200 - $7000 $200
$110 - $250 $10 $7500 - $15,000 $500
$275 - $750 $25 $16,000 - $30,000 $1,000
$800 - $1500 $50 $32,000 - $50,000 $2,000
  above $50,000 $5,000 

1) Please bid using the increments above.  All bids not 
conforming to these increments will be lowered to the 
appropriate amount.

sheet.

3) If you are bidding through the internet, after you have 
entered your bids you will receive a computer gener-
ated email describing each lot you bid on and telling you 
where you stand in terms of other bidders without divulg-
ing the high bid.  You then have the option of updating 
your bids.  If you bid by mail or fax you have the option of 

box and including your email address.

second highest bid. Your top (maximum) bid will be used 
only if another bid is one increment below yours, or ex-
actly the same as your bid but was received after yours.  
In the event of tie bids, the earliest bid received by us will 
be successful.  We do not accept “buy” bids.

5) The auctioneer may permit telephone bidding during 
the auction.  This must be arranged well in advance of 

-

be held responsible in the event that a telephone bidder 
cannot be contacted.  Applicable telephone expenses will 
be charged to telephone bidders.

-
ing bids will be updated at least daily.  If you see that 
an opening bid is higher than you wish to bid for a lot 

responsible in the event of errors in the opening bids 
provided before the sale.

7) You have the option of limiting your purchases to a 

very successful in the auction. It also allows you to use a 
strategy of bidding just above the opening bid for many 
lots with the expectation of winning only a minority of 
these.

no longer practical to offer bidding in both Canadian and 
U.S. dollars.  However you can specify the limit of your 
total purchases in US funds and it will be converted to 
the appropriate amount on the day of the sale.
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How To Bid
Advance Bidding We accept bids in the time-honoured tradition: you 
can mail us a printed bidsheet (available for download from our site), 
or fax it to us at 613-567-2972, or call us at 613-567-3336 with your 

number and your maximum bid in Canadian dollars.

Live Internet Bidding
Live bidding on the internet allows bidders anywhere in the world to par-

Connect to Stamp Auction Network at:  stampauctionnetwork.com

to bid as soon as possible during normal business hours. If your appli-
cation was made more than one month ago, please re-submit.

The Approval Process
We will not extend credit terms to any buyer who has not made arrange-
ments in advance of the auction. Payment must be made before lots 
are shipped, preferably by credit card, but we also accept cheques, 

houses when you create your account. Other details that will help us 

A complete bidder registration with many of these details included will 
result in a speedy approval. We want your bids, but we do not want 

The On-Line Auction
Once you have been registered and approved by us, you can:

time before the auction begins. This is similar to any other form of ad-
vance bidding (ie., sending us a bidsheet by mail, fax, etc.), but you will 

Comprehensive internet bidding instructions can be found at:
sparks-auctions.com/how-to-bid-with-us/



BID SHEET
Public Auction #13 — August 20th, 21st and 22nd, 2013

SPARKS AUCTIONS

Your name and full mailing address:(please print):

Check appropriate boxes:

Please bid using these increments.  All bids are in Canadian dollars.
$2 - $30 $2 $1600 - $3000   $100
$35 - $100 $5 $3200 - $7000   $200
$110 - $250 $10 $7500 - $15,000  $500
$275 - $750 $25 $16,000 - $30,000   $1,000
$800 - $1500 $50 $32,000 - $50,000  $2,000
   above $50,000   $5,000

See reverse for options such as limit bids, credit card payments etc.

or under the limited stated.  I agree to the terms of sale as printed in the 
catalogue.

Signature

Stamp Firm  Telephone

Stamp Firm  Telephone

becomes part of the total purchase price.

   Lot Number      My Top Bid         Lot Number       My Top Bid         Lot Number       My Top Bid        Lot Number       My Top Bid



LIMIT BIDS

-

Consignments

 Please contact me about including my collection in a future auction

Sparks Auctions shares the building at 62 Sparks Street with Ian Kimmerly Stamps, a store which sells 
literature and collecting supplies as well as being a full service stamp store.  Visit them at: 

www.iankimmerly.com

   Lot Number      My Top Bid         Lot Number       My Top Bid         Lot Number       My Top Bid        Lot Number       My Top Bid



647

59

38

32

18



 

$25

 1000 1006 840 842 x896

 852 787 1014 1031

 1177 1225 1226 x1185

 824 846 942 x969 

 1108 1118 x1161 1190



Corrections & Updates

AUCTION #13 CORRECTIONS TO LOT DESCRIPTIONS

Last updated Monday, August 19th at 12:00pm EDT

LOT# Correction

15 Scan is mislabelled as #13 in print catalogue.

46 Should be Canada #12 (not #13).

80 There is a crease at upper left.

101 Cover is sent from Castleton [not Stellarton].

112 This is a 4-ring #24 cancel of Oakville [not #21].

120 Perfs are cut along the top of #54 strip.

125 This is Canada #37 (not #41a).

135 There is a small black dot between CANADA and POSTAGE on the top stamp (visible in

scan).

145 This is Canada #43i, deep chestnut from 1896-1897 printing, with noticeable re-entry at

lower left.

149 This is the deep brown red shade from 1896-1897 and thus not a Montreal Gazette printing.

230 This lot has fine centering, therefore Unitrade CV$206.

258 “… 113, 115 and 119.”

286 The description states that this is the only known block with Type D inverted lathework on

thin paper. This is incorrect as several other such blocks are known.

404 These are #MR3, Die I.

1193 Is not Scott #79 (possibly #81).

1215 Souvenir sheet has a corner crease.

1238 Accompanied by a 1981 Koopman certificate.

1303 “… includes on unused Queen Victoria postal stationery wrapper.” [not Small Queen].



1360 1872 5c registered cover is a faulty front only.

1361 #133 is a fake.

1989 Postcards are to Niagara Falls, NY [not Ontario].

2068 Lot is all Monaco [not worldwide].

Additional Scans(click to enlarge).

1161

1406
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PRICES REALIZED (HAMMER) SPARKS AUCTIONS #13 August 20-22nd 2013
Lot # Realized Lot # Realized    Lot #     Realized      Lot #     Realized         Lot #    Realized
1 $525
2 $750
3 $700
4 $190
5 $425
6 $1000
7 $450
8 $725
9 $130
10 $170
11 $100
12 $100
13 $550
14 $120
15 $100
16 $2600
17 $170
18 $2200
19 $275
20 $80
21 $75
22 $130
23 $1100
24 $300
25 $500
26 $425
27 $650
28 $300
29 $350
30 $425
31 $525
32 $4400
33 $325
34 $200
35 $1650
36 $1450
37 $4400
38 $5200
39 $1050
40 $230
41 $400
42 $4800
43 $150
44 $350
45 $800
46 $160
47 $70
48 $850
49 $475

50 $425
51 $275
52 $35
53 $130
54 $40
55 $220
56 $275
57 $1000
58 $1100
59 $3000
60 $600
61 $150
62 $75
63 $170
64 $300
65 $65
66 $750
67 $35
68 $150
69 $120
70 $80
71 $250
72 $1500
73 $325
74 $475
75 $100
76 $375
77 $170
78 $55
79 $95
80 $110
81 $210
82 $95
83 $350
84 $120
85 $26
86 $20
87 $55
88 $220
89 $55
90 $110
91 $1400
92 $800
93 $95
94 $95
95 $110
96 $100
97 $325
98 $425

99 $500
100 $210
101 $55
102 $900
103 $80
104 $75
105 $750
106 $190
107 $375
108 $110
109 $1000
110 $80
111 $275
112 $275
113 $75
114 $150
115 $250
116 $160
117 $500
118 $350
119 $300
120 $210
121 $140
122 $240
123 $130
124 $160
125 $575
126 $140
127 $325
128 $50
129 $200
130 $900
131 $275
132 $120
133 $425
134 $150
135 $110
136 $675
137 $130
138 $65
139 $180
140 $45
141 $80
142 $100
143 $250
144 $900
145 $150
146 $90
147 $190

148 $250
149 $725
150 $210
151 $110
152 $110
153 $425
154 $85
155 $130
156 $475
157 $350
158 $160
159 $160
160 $625
161 $275
162 $160
163 $350
164 $220
165 $2200
166 $200
167 $130
168 $80
169 $140
170 $110
171 $140
172 $130
173 $180
174 $600
175 $550
176 $425
177 $450
178 $375
179 $725
180 $350
181 $275
182 $250
183 $500
184 $160
185 $325
186 $2700
187 $400
188 $375
189 $450
190 $450
191 $525
192 $500
193 $450
194 $600
195 $100
196 $50

197 $110
198 $250
199 $170
200 $60
201 $90
202 $100
203 $50
204 $130
205 $450
206 $130
207 $170
208 $350
209 $500
210 $240
211 $45
212 $450
213 $475
214 $400
215 $400
216 $375
217 $300
218 $500
219 $425
220 $1050
221 $400
222 $50
223 $525
224 $400
225 $450
226 $2000
227 $500
228 $500
229 $110
230 $140
231 $180
232 $90
233 $250
234 $50
235 $150
236 $250
237 $95
238 $80
239 $425
240 $450
241 $375
242 $180
243 $250
244 $120
245 $1550



PRICES REALIZED (HAMMER) SPARKS AUCTIONS #13 August 20-22nd 2013
Lot # Realized Lot # Realized    Lot #     Realized      Lot #     Realized         Lot #    Realized
246 $4800
247 $110
248 $250
249 $400
250 $200
251 $450
252 $40
253 $450
254 $150
255 $230
256 $110
257 $150
258 $900
259 $600
260 $1150
261 $190
262 $1600
263 $110
264 $85
265 $60
266 $55
267 $65
268 $275
269 $220
270 $70
271 $65
272 $65
273 $110
274 $65
275 $95
276 $80
277 $70
278 $65
279 $95
280 $325
281 $40
282 $60
283 $230
284 $50
285 $70
286 $600
287 $85
288 $250
289 $80
290 $120
291 $160
292 $80
293 $60
294 $130

295 $50
296 $70
297 $160
298 $325
299 $200
300 $325
301 $110
302 $60
303 $70
304 $40
305 $70
306 $60
307 $180
308 $35
309 $190
310 $80
311 $80
312 $45
313 $95
314 $65
315 $85
316 $20
317 $55
318 $95
319 $130
320 $70
321 $65
322 $275
323 $65
324 $30
325 $850
326 $30
327 $190
328 $50
329 $450
330 $30
331 $60
332 $400
333 $1100
334 $140
335 $240
336 $275
337 $85
338 $75
339 $140
340 $40
341 $50
342 $45
343 $24

344 $60
345 $80
346 $900
347 $210
348 $250
349 $50
350 $65
351 $725
352 $60
353 $120
354 $65
355 $70
356 $65
357 $120
358 $450
359 $40
360 $85
361 $230
362 $95
363 $130
364 $170
365 $210
366 $550
367 $65
368 $65
369 $80
370 $30
371 $20
372 $50
373 $60
374 $45
375 $75
376 $350
377 $150
378 $90
379 $120
380 $160
381 $90
382 $55
383 $120
384 $45
385 $350
386 $350
387 $75
388 $80
389 $375
390 $200
391 $120
392 $100

393 $100
394 $350
395 $110
396 $65
397 $55
398 $50
399 $65
400 $70
401 $50
402 $60
403 $50
404 $50
405 $65
406 $90
407 $100
408 $275
409 $60
410 $100
411 $550
412 $55
413 $50
414 $100
415 $30
416 $475
417 $85
418 $325
419 $210
420 $180
421 $150
422 $40
423 $160
424 $80
425 $85
426 $120
427 $80
428 $150
429 $170
430 $35
431 $45
432 $110
433 $250
434 $85
435 $210
436 $50
437 $50
438 $50
439 $50
440 $100
441 $90

442 $575
443 $220
444 $100
445 $220
446 $60
447 $190
448 $110
449 $100
450 $100
451 $80
452 $180
453 $325
454 $60
455 $190
456 $60
457 $150
458 $65
459 $150
460 $70
461 $110
462 $45
463 $140
464 $30
465 $120
466 $100
467 $90
468 $110
469 $240
470 $160
471 $160
472 $100
473 $85
474 $60
475 $100
476 $70
477 $95
478 $110
479 $90
480 $65
481 $85
482 $80
483 $100
484 $170
485 $75
486 $75
487 $70
488 $700
489 $300
490 $1100



PRICES REALIZED (HAMMER) SPARKS AUCTIONS #13 August 20-22nd 2013
Lot # Realized Lot # Realized    Lot #     Realized      Lot #     Realized         Lot #    Realized
491 $800
492 $26
493 $100
494 $55
495 $70
496 $85
497 $70
498 $40
499 $55
500 $30
501 $75
502 $45
503 $80
504 $1900
505 $110
506 $35
507 $26
508 $65
509 $30
510 $26
511 $55
512 $50
513 $45
514 $45
515 $500
516 $3400
517 $80
518 $26
519 $1900
520 $75
521 $90
522 $16
523 $100
524 $40
525 $950
526 $95
527 $110
528 $900
529 $1900
530 $450
531 $55
532 $100
533 $75
534 $35
535 $2200
536 $55
537 $160
538 $120
539 $210

540 $8000
541 $20000
542 $500
543 $55
544 $130
545 $600
546 $450
547 $55
548 $80
549 $160
550 $50
551 $45
552 $275
553 $45
554 $4200
555 $300
556 $100
557 $375
558 $24
559 $24
560 $725
561 $55
562 $55
563 $55
564 $100
565 $675
566 $700
567 $675
568 $15000
569 $5200
570 $80
571 $950
572 $375
573 $40
574 $65
575 $725
576 $110
577 $350
578 $325
579 $210
580 $110
581 $275
582 $120
583 $120
584 $160
585 $80
586 $55
587 $120
588 $85

589 $700
590 $160
591 $325
592 $650
593 $85
594 $170
595 $160
596 $275
597 $325
598 $110
599 $110
600 $625
601 $190
602 $325
603 $120
604 $95
605 $240
606 $30
607 $85
608 $70
609 $50
610 $22
611 $325
612 $2900
613 $150
614 $130
615 $22
616 $100
617 $2200
618 $60
619 $450
620 $130
621 $16
622 $50
623 $190
624 $900
625 $100
626 $240
627 $300
628 $90
629 $1850
630 $110
631 $95
632 $210
633 $140
634 $325
635 $55
636 $4400
637 $65

638 $950
639 $500
640 $1400
641 $230
642 $110
643 $4200
644 $120
645 $60
646 $85
647 $6800
648 $65
649 $350
701 $75
702 $65
703 $4200
704 $70
705 $950
706 $240
707 $550
708 $120
709 $65
710 $55
711 $45
712 $120
713 $35
714 $55
715 $425
716 $325
717 $725
718 $75
719 $85
720 $170
721 $250
722 $475
723 $35
724 $210
725 $110
726 $75
727 $50
728 $65
729 $130
730 $75
731 $400
732 $85
733 $65
734 $30
735 $110
736 $375
737 $160

738 $160
739 $150
740 $250
741 $150
742 $160
743 $170
744 $180
745 $130
746 $190
747 $160
748 $180
749 $300
750 $120
751 $240
752 $210
753 $45
754 $325
755 $90
756 $210
757 $160
758 $275
759 $140
760 $325
761 $95
762 $95
763 $230
764 $80
765 $160
766 $75
767 $120
768 $350
769 $190
770 $500
771 $300
772 $350
773 $725
774 $220
775 $950
776 $2000
777 $425
778 $2300
779 $4000
780 $1100
781 $250
782 $325
783 $200
784 $210
785 $220
786 $325



PRICES REALIZED (HAMMER) SPARKS AUCTIONS #13 August 20-22nd 2013
Lot # Realized Lot # Realized    Lot #     Realized      Lot #     Realized         Lot #    Realized
787 $950
788 $170
789 $425
790 $200
791 $120
792 $525
793 $100
794 $140
795 $120
796 $160
797 $110
798 $190
799 $130
800 $40
801 $80
802 $130
803 $120
804 $140
805 $110
806 $150
807 $160
808 $75
809 $75
810 $85
811 $140
812 $240
813 $120
814 $400
815 $150
816 $75
817 $250
818 $500
819 $70
820 $475
821 $170
822 $425
823 $575
824 $1200
825 $220
826 $110
827 $90
828 $120
829 $70
830 $190
831 $190
832 $120
833 $170
834 $230
835 $100

836 $65
837 $800
838 $160
839 $170
840 $700
841 $65
842 $325
843 $50
844 $160
845 $50
846 $350
847 $100
848 $80
849 $150
850 $400
851 $95
852 $800
853 $180
854 $425
855 $150
856 $140
857 $325
858 $525
859 $275
860 $210
861 $170
862 $210
863 $120
864 $85
865 $400
866 $140
867 $120
868 $300
869 $160
870 $220
871 $230
872 $110
873 $85
874 $70
875 $200
876 $75
877 $200
878 $110
879 $120
880 $140
881 $130
882 $220
883 $160
884 $80

885 $350
886 $100
887 $425
888 $240
889 $525
890 $110
891 $24
892 $120
893 $180
894 $110
895 $500
896 $450
897 $95
898 $190
899 $110
900 $75
901 $130
902 $160
903 $150
904 $400
905 $70
906 $150
907 $475
908 $100
909 $160
910 $350
911 $150
912 $210
913 $275
914 $100
915 $110
916 $110
917 $220
918 $150
919 $150
920 $45
921 $140
922 $190
923 $180
924 $100
925 $525
926 $170
927 $150
928 $150
929 $325
930 $275
931 $350
932 $90
933 $150

934 $55
935 $150
936 $375
937 $110
938 $70
939 $120
940 $170
941 $240
942 $250
943 $45
944 $100
945 $110
946 $130
947 $140
948 $85
949 $90
950 $275
951 $130
952 $325
953 $450
954 $160
955 $850
956 $95
957 $200
958 $90
959 $325
960 $200
961 $275
962 $160
963 $160
964 $130
965 $150
966 $120
967 $120
968 $100
969 $650
970 $300
971 $325
972 $40
973 $100
974 $190
975 $210
976 $170
977 $80
978 $150
979 $210
980 $100
981 $180
982 $400

983 $85
984 $160
985 $250
986 $110
987 $45
988 $230
989 $120
990 $230
991 $350
992 $140
993 $65
994 $55
995 $40
996 $110
997 $130
998 $75
999 $150
1000 $300
1001 $100
1002 $210
1003 $70
1004 $28
1005 $300
1006 $575
1007 $85
1008 $85
1009 $200
1010 $160
1011 $75
1012 $130
1013 $70
1014 $675
1015 $50
1016 $50
1017 $140
1018 $575
1019 $120
1020 $130
1021 $100
1022 $80
1023 $450
1024 $85
1025 $50
1026 $65
1027 $160
1028 $100
1029 $40
1030 $140
1031 $550



PRICES REALIZED (HAMMER) SPARKS AUCTIONS #13 August 20-22nd 2013
Lot # Realized Lot # Realized    Lot #     Realized      Lot #     Realized         Lot #    Realized
1032 $400
1033 $80
1034 $130
1035 $120
1036 $100
1037 $65
1038 $85
1039 $35
1101 $65
1102 $200
1103 $350
1104 $160
1105 $230
1106 $210
1107 $400
1108 $550
1109 $575
1110 $675
1111 $140
1112 $160
1113 $170
1114 $55
1115 $100
1116 $180
1117 $130
1118 $1450
1119 $90
1120 $1100
1121 $85
1122 $180
1123 $400
1124 $4400
1125 $45
1126 $75
1127 $70
1128 $170
1129 $200
1130 $30
1131 $300
1132 $55
1133 $130
1134 $150
1135 $160
1136 $575
1137 $350
1138 $230
1139 $85
1140 $170
1141 $170

1142 $120
1143 $110
1144 $180
1145 $95
1146 $130
1147 $90
1148 $130
1149 $625
1150 $350
1151 $850
1152 $190
1153 $160
1154 $50
1155 $130
1156 $110
1157 $120
1158 $120
1159 $80
1160 $60
1161 $3100
1162 $140
1163 $400
1164 $675
1165 $250
1166 $250
1167 $200
1168 $140
1169 $250
1170 $325
1171 $275
1172 $120
1173 $325
1174 $500
1175 $325
1176 $1700
1177 $1700
1178 $350
1179 $200
1180 $170
1181 $190
1182 $525
1183 $725
1184 $95
1185 $525
1186 $50
1187 $22
1188 $35
1189 $30
1190 $160

1191 $22
1192 $16
1193 $18
1194 $35
1195 $22
1196 $20
1197 $35
1198 $22
1199 $55
1200 $100
1201 $45
1202 $120
1203 $45
1204 $75
1205 $425
1206 $170
1207 $475
1208 $75
1209 $55
1210 $60
1211 $70
1212 $28
1213 $65
1214 $30
1215 $70
1216 $375
1217 $110
1218 $85
1219 $65
1220 $170
1221 $100
1222 $50
1223 $60
1224 $650
1225 $525
1226 $500
1227 $95
1228 $85
1229 $110
1230 $90
1231 $75
1232 $75
1233 $525
1234 $90
1235 $22
1236 $70
1237 $35
1238 $110
1239 $95

1240 $120
1241 $85
1242 $35
1243 $70
1244 $55
1245 $200
1246 $150
1247 $85
1248 $475
1249 $55
1250 $50
1251 $110
1252 $110
1253 $3000
1254 $275
1255 $240
1256 $70
1257 $140
1258 $150
1259 $55
1260 $90
1301 $150
1302 $60
1303 $110
1304 $240
1305 $80
1306 $65
1307 $1350
1308 $65
1309 $60
1310 $120
1311 $150
1312 $550
1313 $300
1314 $180
1315 $240
1316 $60
1317 $210
1318 $190
1319 $500
1320 $75
1321 $140
1322 $190
1323 $3200
1324 $80
1325 $275
1326 $170
1327 $140
1328 $350

1329 $110
1330 $140
1331 $300
1332 $100
1333 $85
1334 $40
1335 $90
1336 $120
1337 $90
1338 $160
1339 $140
1340 $130
1341 $325
1342 $525
1343 $240
1344 $40
1345 $275
1346 $95
1347 $475
1348 $130
1349 $2000
1350 $170
1351 $110
1352 $130
1353 $70
1354 $110
1355 $140
1356 $180
1357 $150
1358 $600
1359 $575
1360 $425
1361 $650
1362 $1000
1363 $220
1364 $350
1365 $950
1366 $140
1367 $110
1368 $120
1369 $550
1370 $170
1371 $85
1372 $130
1373 $240
1374 $525
1375 $40
1376 $110
1377 $200



PRICES REALIZED (HAMMER) SPARKS AUCTIONS #13 August 20-22nd 2013
Lot # Realized Lot # Realized    Lot #     Realized      Lot #     Realized         Lot #    Realized
1378 $90
1379 $55
1380 $160
1381 $45
1382 $45
1383 $40
1384 $70
1385 $100
1386 $120
1387 $6
1388 $12
1389 $170
1390 $110
1391 $250
1392 $120
1393 $150
1394 $130
1395 $180
1396 $35
1397 $45
1398 $110
1399 $850
1400 $65
1401 $75
1402 $140
1403 $100
1404 $275
1405 $350
1406 $240
1407 $450
1408 $275
1409 $70
1410 $60
1411 $65
1412 $35
1413 $85
1414 $100
1415 $140
1416 $180
1417 $160
1418 $200
1419 $35
1420 $150
1421 $210
1422 $325
1423 $200
1424 $200
1425 $140
1426 $325

1427 $450
1428 $80
1429 $450
1430 $210
1431 $180
1432 $30
1433 $160
1434 $35
1435 $220
1436 $65
1437 $150
1438 $30
1439 $140
1440 $40
1441 $600
1442 $275
1443 $425
1444 $160
1501 $65
1502 $210
1503 $45
1504 $26
1505 $40
1506 $35
1507 $26
1508 $30
1509 $130
1510 $40
1511 $35
1513 $50
1514 $26
1515 $35
1516 $20
1517 $75
1518 $30
1519 $20
1520 $35
1521 $20
1524 $120
1526 $75
1527 $55
1530 $24
1531 $100
1532 $60
1533 $35
1534 $20
1536 $75
1537 $425
1538 $50

1539 $100
1540 $75
1541 $35
1542 $160
1544 $40
1545 $220
1546 $130
1547 $45
1548 $120
1549 $50
1550 $50
1551 $55
1553 $85
1554 $160
1555 $85
1556 $55
1557 $70
1558 $45
1559 $80
1560 $50
1561 $210
1562 $80
1564 $50
1566 $100
1601 $60
1602 $80
1603 $60
1604 $120
1605 $2500
1606 $675
1607 $3200
1608 $55
1609 $200
1610 $220
1611 $200
1612 $550
1613 $1500
1614 $160
1615 $950
1616 $45
1617 $160
1618 $240
1619 $1100
1620 $70
1621 $230
1622 $575
1623 $625
1624 $600
1625 $725

1626 $1000
1627 $7500
1628 $400
1629 $550
1630 $55
1631 $800
1632 $300
1633 $100
1634 $425
1635 $55
1636 $1900
1637 $90
1638 $210
1639 $375
1640 $525
1641 $150
1642 $90
1643 $775
1644 $160
1645 $350
1646 $525
1647 $500
1648 $850
1649 $150
1650 $50
1651 $300
1652 $160
1653 $80
1654 $190
1655 $200
1656 $575
1657 $240
1658 $325
1659 $1700
1660 $190
1661 $65
1662 $150
1663 $150
1664 $130
1665 $85
1666 $110
1667 $275
1668 $550
1669 $375
1670 $725
1671 $1250
1672 $150
1673 $650
1674 $675

1675 $525
1676 $180
1677 $230
1678 $230
1679 $500
1680 $550
1681 $750
1682 $600
1683 $525
1684 $400
1685 $375
1686 $650
1687 $375
1688 $475
1689 $550
1690 $230
1691 $300
1692 $575
1693 $650
1694 $750
1695 $250
1696 $675
1697 $700
1698 $450
1699 $650
1700 $475
1701 $450
1702 $450
1703 $625
1704 $725
1705 $300
1706 $550
1707 $400
1708 $500
1709 $800
1710 $550
1711 $180
1712 $375
1713 $300
1714 $400
1715 $110
1716 $70
1717 $75
1718 $300
1719 $300
1720 $45
1721 $80
1722 $95
1723 $140



PRICES REALIZED (HAMMER) SPARKS AUCTIONS #13 August 20-22nd 2013
Lot # Realized Lot # Realized    Lot #     Realized      Lot #     Realized         Lot #    Realized
1724 $90
1725 $130
1726 $180
1727 $85
1728 $210
1729 $150
1730 $140
1731 $900
1732 $120
1733 $140
1734 $750
1735 $100
1736 $130
1737 $85
1738 $130
1739 $45
1740 $65
1741 $20
1742 $350
1743 $500
1744 $70
1745 $65
1746 $85
1747 $200
1748 $210
1749 $220
1750 $275
1751 $250
1752 $950
1753 $110
1754 $130
1755 $190
1756 $240
1757 $625
1758 $300
1759 $800
1760 $75
1761 $475
1762 $300
1763 $425
1764 $70
1765 $275
1766 $70
1767 $400
1768 $120
1769 $750
1770 $100
1771 $325
1772 $500

1773 $190
1774 $85
1775 $80
1776 $625
1777 $110
1778 $65
1779 $150
1780 $130
1781 $325
1782 $500
1783 $300
1784 $150
1785 $300
1786 $250
1787 $240
1788 $375
1789 $70
1790 $95
1791 $110
1792 $130
1793 $55
1794 $80
1795 $425
1796 $140
1797 $160
1798 $110
1799 $240
1800 $220
1801 $575
1802 $325
1803 $500
1804 $170
1805 $60
1806 $300
1807 $160
1808 $85
1809 $110
1810 $170
1811 $210
1812 $90
1813 $1600
1814 $130
1815 $130
1816 $150
1817 $130
1818 $100
1819 $220
1820 $55
1821 $375

1822 $65
1823 $675
1824 $2100
1825 $150
1826 $60
1827 $220
1828 $220
1829 $120
1830 $75
1831 $85
1832 $475
1833 $180
1834 $210
1835 $250
1836 $275
1837 $130
1838 $50
1839 $60
1840 $300
1841 $725
1842 $95
1843 $675
1844 $160
1845 $230
1846 $210
1847 $100
1848 $250
1849 $150
1850 $200
1851 $450
1852 $1350
1853 $275
1854 $85
1855 $150
1856 $100
1857 $60
1858 $500
1859 $140
1860 $210
1861 $55
1862 $70
1863 $130
1864 $800
1865 $70
1866 $80
1867 $100
1868 $1200
1869 $100
1870 $325

1871 $550
1872 $300
1873 $275
1874 $425
1875 $325
1876 $450
1877 $275
1878 $300
1879 $100
1880 $250
1881 $140
1882 $190
1883 $130
1884 $170
1885 $575
1886 $500
1887 $190
1888 $325
1889 $90
1890 $55
1891 $500
1892 $130
1893 $275
1894 $450
1895 $90
1896 $90
1897 $210
1898 $65
1899 $425
1900 $400
1901 $150
1902 $150
1903 $325
1904 $230
1905 $60
1906 $75
1907 $110
1908 $100
1909 $75
1910 $55
1911 $120
1912 $70
1913 $75
1914 $55
1915 $210
1916 $85
1917 $70
1918 $230
1919 $140

1920 $55
1921 $95
1922 $50
1923 $350
1924 $24
1925 $50
1926 $55
1927 $200
1928 $40
1929 $24
1930 $95
1931 $140
1932 $65
1933 $160
1934 $70
1935 $95
1936 $150
1937 $85
1938 $30
1939 $210
1940 $70
1941 $55
1942 $120
1943 $675
1944 $60
1945 $140
1946 $850
1947 $85
1948 $300
1949 $200
1950 $250
1951 $55
1952 $140
1953 $210
1954 $130
1955 $65
1956 $75
1957 $110
1958 $110
1959 $35
1960 $350
1961 $140
1962 $95
1963 $650
1964 $180
1965 $95
1966 $230
1967 $110
1968 $120



PRICES REALIZED (HAMMER) SPARKS AUCTIONS #13 August 20-22nd 2013
Lot # Realized Lot # Realized    Lot #     Realized      Lot #     Realized         Lot #    Realized
1969 $20
1970 $35
1971 $550
1972 $70
1973 $500
1974 $50
1975 $40
1976 $130
1977 $400
1978 $2900
1979 $725
1980 $35
1981 $140
1982 $130
1983 $65
1984 $275
1985 $100
1986 $300
1987 $1150
1988 $170
1989 $950
1990 $350
1991 $80
1992 $26
1993 $475
1994 $110
1995 $200
1996 $275
1997 $170
1998 $120
1999 $120
2000 $90
2001 $120
2002 $55
2003 $75
2004 $22
2005 $300
2006 $150
2007 $100
2008 $275
2009 $250
2010 $80
2011 $120
2012 $95
2013 $60
2014 $170
2015 $230
2016 $180
2017 $700

2018 $120
2019 $250
2020 $85
2021 $45
2022 $95
2023 $85
2024 $130
2025 $120
2026 $210
2027 $120
2028 $300
2029 $85
2030 $80
2031 $230
2032 $95
2033 $180
2034 $110
2035 $130
2036 $130
2037 $425
2038 $110
2039 $130
2040 $375
2041 $275
2042 $450
2043 $140
2044 $80
2045 $55
2046 $40
2047 $500
2048 $70
2049 $375
2050 $180
2051 $95
2052 $50
2053 $200
2054 $210
2055 $110
2056 $150
2057 $65
2058 $375
2059 $500
2060 $100
2061 $210
2062 $160
2063 $170
2064 $170
2065 $45
2066 $160

2067 $120
2068 $120
2069 $130
2070 $75
2071 $150
2072 $325
2073 $100
2074 $110
2075 $1250
2076 $45
2077 $95
2078 $300
2079 $150
2080 $45
2081 $50
2082 $550
2083 $22
2084 $130
2085 $35
2086 $12
2087 $30
2088 $30
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